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INTRODUCTION

This HP-81 REAL ESTATE AND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS HANDBOOK

is a supplement to the HP-81 Operating Guide or Owner’s Handbook. It is

specifically designed to explain and illustrate how the HP-81 calculator can

be used effectively and efficiently to solve a wide variety of recurring problems

that confront the real estate practitioner or analyst. It covers as nearly as

possible the full spectrum of computational problems related to real estate

and investment transactions, derived from actual field experience. Of course

these techniques also apply to other areas of financial analysis.

The terminology and symbols used in the examples that illustrate how the

HP-81 can help solve real estate problems are those most widely accepted in

professional real estate practice. A detailed listing of these symbols and terms

is provided in the Appendix. In addition, the formulas used in the keystroke

procedures are presented as they are covered throughout the Handbook.

However,it is not necessary to memorize these formulas, or even to use them,

in order to apply the procedures that are presented. Just follow the steps as

shown, and the proper answers will be produced every time.

The HP-81 is a highly flexible calculating instrument. In a number of

instances, the operator can enter figures in any order. This means that you

can use your own worksheet format instead of being forced into a specific

pattern by the machine. Where this is possible with the HP-81, it is noted in

the Handbook. In other cases, the steps and keystrokes must be followed

exactly. This is also noted when it applies to the specific procedures.

Users of the HP-81 have a printed tape record of every calculation as long

as the printer is on. This is a decided advantage in long or involved calcula-

tions so that you can check your data inputs as you go along.

Another outstanding distinguishing feature of the HP-81 is thatit is prepro-

grammed to produce many calculations involving several related results

automatically. This saves both time and effort (as well as minimizing

chances of making a mistake) in producing such important printouts as

Depreciation Schedules; Mortgage Amortization Schedules; Mean and

Standard Deviation; and Coefficient of Determination, Y-intercept, and

Slope in simple linear regression (or trend lines). The several automatic

Extended Functions and Operating Modes that produce such tabulations

are summarized in the Appendix of this Handbook, as well as being specifi-

cally noted throughout the body of the Handbook.

With the HP-81, you no longer need cumbersome printed tables of compound

interest factors, or loan reduction schedules, or mortgage payments, or

mortgage constants, or depreciation schedules. All of these can be calculated

accurately in less time than it normally takes to look them up in a printed
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book oftables. The same applies to components of mortgage-equity (Ellwood)

analysis.

To help you in using this Handbook, and in finding the keystroke procedure

applicable to your particular problem, the Table of Contents is organized by

general topic areas. Each procedure in that topic area is then listed individually.

For example, if you want to find the balance outstanding on a fully-amortized,

level-payment mortgage at any time before maturity, look under CHAPTER 4:

Simple Mortgages (Fully Amortized) and find the procedure entitled

‘Accumulated Interest Paid Between Periods and Remaining Balance’. Or,

if you want to construct a declining-balance depreciation schedule, simply

look under CHAPTER 11: Depreciation and find the appropriate

‘Declining Balance’ procedure.

The keystroke procedures presented here have been developed by many indivi-

duals in actual practice. They have been field-tested and they work. Many are

adapted from HP-80 and HP-70 routines. Our thanks go to all those who

contributed suggestions and ideas for these procedures, as well as examples of

their use. It is possible that with practice and experience you can add to the

practical applications of the HP-81 in solving real estate problems, and perhaps

develop short-cuts in some instances. The range of applications is not yet fully

explored, although the examples provided here do appear to cover the most

important recurring situations that confront professionalsin real estate practice.

In compiling and testing the routines and procedures for solving real estate

problems that are contained in this manual, the authors received suggestions,

assistance and criticisms from a number of sources. We wish to acknowledge

publicly our appreciation for their help and advice. In particular, we are

especially indebted to our good friend and distinguished colleague, Dr. Stephen

D. Messner, who is Director of the Center for Real Estate and Urban Economic

Studies as well as Head of the Finance Department at the University of

Connecticut. Dr. Messner gave unstintingly ofhis time and skill in commenting

on materials prepared for inclusion in this manual. Heis responsible for

several of the routines and the ideas that underlie them, most especially in

the areas of Rate-of-Return analysis and Investment-Feasibility analysis.

The Modified IRR procedures are wholly his invention.

Storrs, Connecticut William N. Kinnard, Jr.

March, 1975 Byrl N. Boyce



HOW TO READ THIS HANDBOOK

HP-81 Real Estate problem solutions in this book are presented in step-by-step

keystroke form. The general procedure is shown first, followed by an example.

For ease of understanding, the examples show solution step numbers corres-

ponding to the numbers shown in the general procedure. To further clarify

the examples, intermediate results are shown and comments explaining the

displayed answer are given where needed. In most cases the resulting tape

printoutis also shown.

In both the procedure and examples, numbers to be keyed in are shown

without boxes while function keys are shown with boxes around them

. The shift key is shown as |35 . Problems and solutions appear

as follows:

 

Example:  What is the monthly payment amount for a 30-year, fully

amortized, level-monthly payment $40,000 mortgage at 9.25%?

Solution: Enter

|

CLEAR CLEAR

1. Key (in any order) 40000

(PV)

9.25 1090800 =@

12 (2) () 30(e 12 (x) () e
2. Press

i - i

x12.00

-

The monthly payment is $329.07. 160,06 o
- N
FMT

329,07

The data entry order indicated in the general procedure must be followed in

sequence. Where ‘Calculate and Key (in any order)’ is indicated, as in Step 1

of the above problem, the data within that step can be entered in any order.

NOTE:

Pressing the green key (shift key) followed by a number from 0-6, will

cause the display to be rounded to that number ofdecimal places.

The HP-81 however, retains and uses a full ten digits internally .

Pressing the CLEAR key clears all the registers except storage registers 0-9

and 14-19.

Additional information regarding the operation of your HP-81 calculator is

contained in your HP-81 Operating Guide.
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REMEMBER--

The following assumptions are made within the preprogrammed financial

functions contained in the left column keys.

--Payments occur at the end of the time period.

--The initial amount (present value) occurs at the beginning of the first period.

--The final amount (future value) is the amount at the end of the last period.

--Interest is compounded at the same time periodic payments are due.

--The interest rate per period is entered as a whole percent, not a decimal.

If your problem differs from any of these assumptions, you’ll need to vary the

keystrokes. For example, if your payments occur at the beginning of the period,

the keystroke solution must be adjusted. Different calculating modes can be

used, as summarized in the Appendix to this volume, and in the HP-81

Operating Guide. Now you’re ready to start saving hours of calculation time!
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CHAPTER 1- PERCENTAGE CALCULATIONS

Percentage calculations play an important role in a great variety ofreal estate

problems. The following procedures and examples illustrate some applications

with the HP-81.

ADJUSTMENTS IN DIRECT SALES COMPARISON ANALYSIS

Sales comparisons in appraisal work involve cumulative plus and minus

percentage or dollar adjustments to produce an adjusted sales price for each

comparable sale. This can be accomplished quickly and easily on the HP-81

to produce the amount of each adjustment, the total net adjustment, the

adjusted sales price, and the adjusted sales price per unit of comparison

(e.g., sales price per square foot).

Example 1-- A residential property containing 1450 square feet sold for

$29,000. To bring it into true comparability with the subject property,it

is concluded that the following adjustments are required: Time + 8.5%,

Condition - 10%, Age + 5%, Location - 12%, Baths - $750, Garage + $1100.
What is the amount of each adjustment in dollars, the total net adjustment

in dollars, the adjusted sales price, and the adjusted sales price per square foot?

Enter: CLEAR

zgooom@ osssigigig 3 (%) =Y 29000490 =0

AEODmeE 1 o1
1100 (z+) (0] (reL) (0) () (¢) - e

  

  

 

1450 1450.,00 &
@ 1450400 I+

- 012 N X

The net adjustment is-$2115, the adjusted sales - 3460400 o
price is $26,885; and the adjusted sales price per - 3480.00 i

. - 75C.00 I+
square foot is $18.54. 1100.00 £,

- 2115400 o

29900400 +G

26885400 °

145G.,00 +

18054 <
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Example 2 -- A property was purchased for $110,000. It resold 31 months later

for $140,000. There were no changes in the property between sales. What was

the percentage change in sales price? What time adjustment (annual) does this

resale indicate on a straight-line basis? on a compound interest basis?

Enter: CLEAR

110000 140000 {2 (¢) echin o x

31(<) 12 (x) 10.56 o
. 31.00 +

If annual compounding is assumed, Enter L83

31 (w12 () (7) 110000 () o il
140000 (FV) (i 9.78 o .

12.00 +

258 o

31(n) 110000 (PV) 140000 (FV) el

@129-37
1 Nl}:om:,o.oo . F

5.78

 

If monthly compounding is assumed, Enter

31.00 + N

1100CC 00 +P

140002400 - F

I N 1

78

1200 X

9.37 ¢
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CHAPTER 2-COMPOUND INTEREST AND DISCOUNT FACTORS

Whenever a real estate analyst requires a compound interest or discount

factor (any ofthe six functions of money at interest) for use in real estate

problem-solving,it can be produced quickly and accurately on the HP-81.

Printed tables of precalculated factors are rendered unnecessary because the

HP-81 can produce anything -- and more -- thatis available in any printed set of

financial tables, no matter how voluminous or detailed they may be. Moreover,

the analyst can usually calculate the factor in less time on the HP-81 than it takes

to look up the factor in a printed set of tables.

Compounded interest and discount factor calculations on the HP-81 have the

following characteristics (and advantages):

1. Factors can be calculated for virtually any number of compounding periods

and any rate of interest or discount.

2. Fractional time periods and interest (discount) rates can be employed, with

accuracy to 10 decimal places.

3. The printer will provide 0-6 decimal places (see Shift Key Functions in the

Appendix). Figures with more than 6 decimal places (7-9) are shown in

scientific notation.

4. Regardless of the number of decimal places set and displayed, the HP-81

retains and stores 10 decimal places for further calculations.

5. Unless the problem specifically calls for the factor alone, the HP-81

calculates answers with dollar amounts directly, thereby reducing calculating

time as well as opportunities to make an operator error.

6. All compound interest and discount calculations on the HP-81 require using

4 of the 5 function keys in the left-hand column of the keyboard: @ @

7. With the value of 3 items known, the value ot any unknown is calculated.

To calculate , or , the values of @ and @ must be known.

8. The values of @ (number of periods) or @ (interest rate per period) can

be calculated as unknownsif the other is known.

9. The value of any known item can be varied to calculate the value of the same

unknown item.

10. The three known values can be entered in any order.

11. If a different set of known items or a different unknown is used, the

key must be pressed and the entire set of known values re - entered.
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12. The entered values of the known items are stored and retained in storage

until new values are entered.

Pressing the key does not erase the values stored. The stored

values can be recalled for use by pressing the appropriate key

combination. (The storage registers in which each value is retained are

summarized in the Appendix.)

13. The value keyed into @ is the number of compounding periods.

14. The values keyed into @ and are the amounts per compounding

period.

15. The value keyed into@ is always expressed in whole percentage numbers,

not a decimal figure; for example, 9.25%, not .0925.

16. Payments and compounding occur at the end of each period.

FUTURE WORTH OF ONE (Compound Amount of One; Accumulation of One)

is the unknown. The known values are @ , @ and which may be

keyed in any order.

The Formulais: FV =PV (1 +i)"

1. Key in (in any order)

a. Number of compounding periods, press @ .

b. Interest rate per period, press .

c. Present value (initial investment), press .

2. To calculate future value (future worth), press .

Example - An investor purchased a parcel of land 8 years ago for $13,500.

Ignoring holding costs, how much must the property resell for in order for the

investor to earn 7.65% per year?

Enter: CLEAR

8.00 + N(cien) & (7) 7.65 (i) 13500 £ i
E ¥

13500 8(n) 7.65 (| $24,347.03 24347.03
To find the required resale price at 9% CLEAR

1350C«C0 -P
interest, enter 9 @ $26,899.60 .00 N

7.65 - 1
F v

24347,03

9.00 -+ ]

E
26899,.,60
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FUTURE WORTH OF ONE PER PERIOD (Accumulation of One Per Period)

[F_—VJ is the unknown. The known values are @ , @ and , which may be

keyed in any order.

\n
The Formula is: FV = PMT (7 1-) -1

i

1. Key in (in any order)

a. Number of compounding periods, press @ .

b. Interest rate per period, press .

c. Payment per period (at end of period), press.

2. To calculate future value (future worth), press .

Example - An investor holding a parcel of land producing no income paid $385

per year in taxes (at the end of each year). At the end of 8 years, how much

must be recovered on resale for the investor to earn 7.65% per year on his

payments?

Enter: CLEAR

(ocear )8 () 765 7) 385 (pwr) (7Y (00 - n
$4043.68 385,00  +PT

-

V4043.bb

To combine the two previous examples and derive the resale price required to

earn 7.65% on the original investment of $13,500 and the 8 annual tax payments

of $385:

Enter: CLEAR

CLEAR

|

8@7.65@ 13500 ?22 2 r;
13500,00 b
Vv

24347.03

'
fl —

'
O
'

-

CLEAR 6

() () (ReD) () (D) 386 (par)RC —

8400 « N0) (¢ L
. . . 7 .r 5 - ]

Total required resale price is $28,390.71. . . 1

385.00 -PT

E N
4043,.,68

24347403 +«0

23390471 Q
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SINKING FUND FACTOR (Payment Amount For a Sinking Fund)

is the unknown. The known values are @ , @ and , which may be

keyed in any order.

The Formulais: PMT=FV ———
(1+)1-1

1. Key in (in any order)

a. Number of compounding periods. press @

b. Interest rate per period, press

c. Future value (future worth), press .

2. To calculate sinking fund payment, press PMT].

Example - An investor paid $70,000 for a building with an estimated remaining

economic life of 32 years. What amount must be set aside annually at the end
of each year to recover the full investment in the building over the remaining

economic life, if the annual payments can accumulate at 8.75%, compounded

annually at the end of each year?

Enter: 32400 - N
Belb - |

32(n)8.75( i )700000 (FV) (PMT) Mondaes 2t

The annual sinking fund payment is $448.83. 49003

PRESENT WORTH OF ONE (Reversion Factor)

is the unknown. The known values are @ , @ and , which may be

keyed in any order.

The Formulais; PV=FV1
(1+)"

1. Key in (in any order)

a. Number of compounding periods, press @ .

b. Interest rate per period, press@.

c. Future value (future worth), press @ .

2. To calculate present value (present worth), press .

Example 1 - An income property is forecast to be worth $250,000 ten years

hence. If 14% is regarded as an appropriate annual rate of return to

compensate an investor for waiting and risk-taking, what should an investor

pay forit today?
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Enter: CLEAR

10 14 250000 (FV| |PV 10.C0 + N

@ @
14.00 -+ 1

The investor should pay $67,435.95. P 2\5/000u.oo - F

67435495

Example 2 - A parcel of land recently sold for $8500. Market evidence indi-

cates that competitive land values have been increasing at 1.25% per month.

What was it worth 2 years and 5 months ago, when the then-owner died?

Enter: 2.00 4

22 (save )12 ()5 (¥) (n) 1.25 (7) 10506«
5.(.)0 +

8500 @ s
1025 " I

The land was worth $5928.75. . v8500-00 - F

5928.75

PRESENT WORTH OF ONE PER PERIOD (Level Annuity; Inwood Factor)

PV is the unknown. The known values are n ,i and PMT , which may be

keyed in any order.

(1+i)"-1
The Formula is: PV= PMT———

i(1+)!

1. Key in (in any order)

a. Number of compounding periods, press@ .

b. Interest rate per period, press .

c. Payment per period, press .

2. To calculate present value (present worth), press .

Example - A 15-year lease calls for monthly rental payments of $525,

payable at the end of each month. Whatis the present worth of the rental

stream, discounted at 11.45%?
CLEAR

Enter: 13:88 !

15(sAvE )12 (x)(n) 11.45 (sAVE 1) lene0s =

12 (+) (i) 525 (PMT) (PY 1108 )
The present worth of the rental stream «95 3 1

is $45,063.87. 525400 P}
P ¥

45063.87
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INSTALLMENT TO AMORTIZE ONE (Amortization Payment)

is the unknown. The known values are @ , @ and , Which may

be keyed in any order.

The Formulais: PMT =PV%
(1+i)"-1

1. Key in (in any order)
a. Number of compounding periods, press@

b. Interest rate per period, press

c. Present value (present worth), press.

2. To calculate payment per period, press .

Example 1 - What monthly payment (principal plus interest) will fully

amortize a mortgage of $45,500 in 22 years and 8 months, at 8.5% interest?

Enter: CLEAR

22 (save1)12(x) 8(+) (n) 8.5 (SAVE1) 22.00 +
12.00 x

12 @ (i) 45500 (P m 264,00 o
8400 +

The monthly payment is $377.67. s €3 . ':

12,00 +
071 <

. 1
45500,00 <P

PMT
377.67

Example 2 - What is the mortgage constant (F) on a 20-year, level-monthly

payment, fully amortized mortgage with a 9.25% interest rate?

Enter: fins @ CLEARK

20 (save£ )12 (x) (n) 9.25 (savE 1)12 (3 20400600 .

 

124000000 x
@1“% 128 2404006000y ¢

- N

The annual constant is .109904 or 10.9904%. 9290000 !
12000000 +

«770633 o

1,000000 *pP

«009155

1200060600 x

«109904 <
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CONVERSION TO PAYMENTS IN ADVANCE (Payments in Beginning of Period)

1. Multiplication by Base Factor: FV and PV

The ‘Base Factor’ is ‘One’ plus the interest rate per period, expressed as a

decimal. For example, if the interest rate is 7.65% and the compounding

period is one year, the Base Factor is 1.0765. If the compounding period

is one month, the Base Factor is 1 + (0765 @1 2) or 1.006375.

G 617.65 12 CLEAR

() (%) () (¢) 1.000000

  

t

7650000 +

12,0060000 +

«637500 o

%
«006375 +

1.006375 o

The easiest and quickest way to convert a or calculation based on

End-of-Period payments and compounding, to payments in advance,is to

multiply it by the Base Factor. This is most readily accomplished by the

following keystrokes after or has been calculated with the foregoing

procedures:

(reu) () (%) (+) (o)
Thus, in the examples provided in earlier sections with End-of-Period payments,

the results for Beginning-of-Period payments would be:

Future Worth of One Per Period -

Enter:
cheak

8(n)7.65 (i) 385 (PMT) (V) (RCL .00+

@ @ . . 385400 +PT

$4353.02 4043.68
7.65

%
309434 +

4353.02 o
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Present Worth of One Per Period -

Enter:
ik

ee, o
12 (=] (i) 525 (PMT) (PY) (ReL) (1) eeloo o

HB6) e
$45,493.86

:95 -

-
525400 +PT

Py
45063.87

«e95 « 1

%
429.58 +

45493,.,86 o

NOTE:

This procedure has the advantage ofprinting out the or

value based on End-of-Period payments, so that the impact ofpayments

in advance can be readily calculated. This advantage also applies to the

Beginning-of-Period calculations for illustrated below.

NOTE:

These procedures do not apply to Future Worth of One or Present

Worth of One calculations. Since there is no periodic payment, there

can be no beginning-of-period payment.

2. Division by Base Factor: PMT

PMT]| calculation for End-of-Period payments and compounding is divided by

the Base Factor. For the examples used in preceding sections, the keystrokes

would be as follows:

With fiayments in advance (Beginning-of-Period) for calculations, the

Sinking Fund Payment- CLEAR
32000 -+ N

6075 > 1

Enter: 10000400 -+ F

(cLear 32(n) 8.75 () 70000 (FV) (PMT) il

1 (save ) (Ren) (i) (%) (B (& bivs -
$412.72 0 0Y

4
b
3
0
—

>

412.72 Qo
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Installment to Amortize One -

Enter: CLEAR

(cuear J22 (savet)12(x) 8 (+) (n] 85 22,00
20 x

(save

1)

12 (£) (i

)

45500 (PV) (PMT) 264.00 o
« 00 e

1(save) (reL) (G) (%) () (5) Al
. 4

$375.01 12.00 +
71 ©

45500400 :PI
PMT

377.67

1400 ?
071 e I

%
«01 +

375001 0 .

SOLVING FOR NUMBER OF PERIODS (n)

The number of payments or the number of compounding periods can be

calculated quickly and easily on the HP-81. @ is the unknown. @ must be

one of the known values. Two from among , and are the other

known values.

Example 1 - An investor purchased a parcel of land for $43,875. He forecasts

that land values will increase at 8% per year. How long must he hold the land in

order to double his investment (ignoring holding costs and disposition expenses)?

   

Enter: CLEAR

43875 (PV) 2 (x) [FV) 8 4387800, €

() (n) &) e (o) S/vncet ¥

or 8.00 - ]

43875 (s10) (0) PY) 2 2 ; 9,01

s(() (M)D40 43875000  of
He must hold it 9 years and 1 month. 87755:88 zp"

sio0 Nt
: 3.01

9.0065 o
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SOLVING FOR INTEREST RATE, DISCOUNT RATE, RATE OF RETURN (i)

The HP-81 automatically calculates the interest rate (or rate of discount, or

rate of return) per period, as an Internal Rate of Return.

The unknown is @ . One of the known values must be @ . Two from ,

and are the other two known values.

Example 1 - Future Worth of One, Present Worth of One -

A house was purchased for $41,990 four years ago. It just resczd for $53,500.

What annual rate of interest did the owner earn (ignoring holding and

disposition costs)?

Enter: CLEAR

41990 (PV) 53500 (FV) 4 (n) (i) Ay

6.24% per year L 4,00 - N

6.24

Example 2 - Future Worth of One Per Period, Sinking Fund Payment-

An investmentin a building was $170,000. The investor has been setting

aside $1600 per year to provide for full recovery of the $170,000 in 25

years. What is the indicated level-annuity Capital Recovery Rate (or implicit

reinvestment rate)?

Enter: CLEAR

170000 1600 25 (n) (i) 170000.90 =+ F
1600400 *PT

10.51% per year 25.00 - N

10.51

Example 3 - Present Worth of One Per Period; Installment To Amortize One

A $75,000 fully amortized loan has level monthly payments of $637.13. The

maturity is 22 years 5 months; What is the annual interest rate?

Enter: CLEAR
75000400 -P

75000 (PV) 637.13 (PMT) 22 637,13  +PT
2212(x)5(®) (0) (D) 12 (%) i

264,00 o

8.75% annual interest rate 1 5:00 +

I N T o
«73

12.00 x

8.75 °
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LOGARITHMS

A logarithm is the exponent of a base number represented by a natural number;

it is the number of times a base number is multiplied by itself to produce a

given number. It isincluded here because a logarithm is ‘n’ in the expression

x = (1+)®, where ‘X’ is the number whose logarithm is sought, and ‘1+i’is

the base number.

1. Logarithms to the Base 10

Most logarithms are expressed as an exponent of the base number 10.

On the HP-81, base 10 logarithms are calculated automatically with the

following keystrokes:

log

 

Key in number whose logarithm is sought, press £

Example - Whatis log; o 40?

Enter: CLEAR

5 @L @ 40.00 L
IO 160 ©

9 1.602060 o

 

2. Natural Logarithms (base ¢)

Some mathematical procedures require logarithms to the base ‘e’, which is

approximately 2.71828. On the HP-81, log, X is solved by finding ‘n’ where

‘1+i’ = 2.71828. Since ‘i’ is a percentage entered as a whole percentage number,

4’ is entered as 171.828. The keystrokes are:

Enter:

1. Number whose natural logarithm is sought,

press .

2. Enter 1, press .

3. Enter 171.828, press [D .

4. To calculate natural logarithm, press@ .

Example - Whatis log, 40?

CLEAR

Enter:

40 (Fv)1 (Pv)171.828 (i (n)
40.00 - F

1.00 »P

171.828 - |

 

3.69
3.688882 o
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CHAPTER 3 - STATISTICS

Many statistical measures frequently used in solving real estate problems can be

calculated automatically on the HP-81. In addition, those requiring additional

computations can be handled easily, often using the automatic calculation

functions as time-saving components.

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION (Ungrouped Data)

The formula for Arithmetic Mean is: X = Z—nx

The formula for Standard Deviation is:

 

To calculate the arithmetic mean and the standard deviation from a sample of

numerical observations:

1. Press .

2. Key in first number (x,), press R

3. Key in second number(x,), press .

4. Press .

The HP-81 prints out, in order, Standard Deviation (shown as ¢ ), Number of

Entries (shown as N), and Arithmetic Mean shown as X),

The HP-81 also retains useful calculated values in storage as follows:

Storage Register 10: 2 x2 (Sum of the squared values of x)

Storage Register 11:  n (Number of observations)

Storage Register 12:  2x (Sum of the values of x)

If these stored values are to be retained for further use, they should be trans-

ferred to other storage registers. Otherwise, they will be erased when the

CLEAR key is pressed.

NOTE:

To erase a wrong entry, key in the number again and press

 

>~

Example - A survey of 10 apartment property sales reveals the following set of

Gross Rent Multipliers: 5.7,5.9,6.3,6.2,6.0,59,6.2,6.1,6.3,6.1. What is

the mean GRM, and what is its standard deviation?
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Enter:
CLEAR

6.2 (3+)6.0 (345.9+ 6.2(T+) T

6.1 (Z9)63 (29 6.1 (24 (3 g L
5490 i+

The Mean is 6.07, and the Standard Deviation 6420 I+

is 0.19. Se19 et
6430 i+

(To find Zx2, press @ @ ) . 6410 I+

(To find 2 x, press@ ) . «19

10,00

6407

368478 «0»

60.70 2%

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION (Grouped Data)

Grouped data are presented in Frequency distributions, to save time and effort in

writing down (or entering) each observation individually.

2fxThe formula for arithmetic mean is: X = , where ‘f” is the frequency or 
n

number of times each value of x is included in the sample.

The formula for Standard Deviation is: s =

 

To calculate the Arithmetic Mean

1. Key in x4, press , key in f, press

. Key in x,, press , key in f,, press

. Continue until all paired values of x and f have been entered.

. Press @ . This prints the value of Zfx.

Press . This stores Zfx for future use.

6. Key in the number of observations™, press @ @ .

*NOTE:

A
W

D
N

The value ofn also equals X f.
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To calculate the Standard Deviation
W

. Press.

. Key in x4, press ,keyin f,, press .

. Key in x,, press ,key in f,, press @ .

Continue until all values of x and f have been entered.

. Press @ . This prints the value of X x2

. Press . (This recalls 2fx from the Mean calculation.)

Press . This produces ( Zfx)2.

press (60) (2) (2) 3 -
pess (e0) (@) (D 3 (3.

=74 (or enter .5, press u(y9).

 

Press [

Example - A survey of 266 one-bedroom apartment rentals reveals that 54 rent

for $170 per month unfurnished, 32 rent for $175 per month, 88 rent for $180

per month, and 92 rent for $186 per month. What are the Mean monthly

rental and the Standard Deviation? (n or X f=266)

Enter:
CLEAR

170 (SE)54 () 175 (e 1)32 (9 L
(+) 180 (save1) 88 (x] (+) 186 (sAvET) 9180,00 o

175400 +

x
92 EE@@.(TNNS 2 x.) 32,00

5600.00 o

266 (2] (=) (Thisis x.) *
180.00 +

88.00 x
15840.00 0

186.00 ¢

32 (x) (4) 180 (save

1)

(x) 88 (x) (+)186 92.00 x
17112.00 o

2
47732.00 °

@ (This is 2fx~.)

(Rew) (4] (save) () (Rey) (2) (=) (5 266,00 ~2

 

m.@@ §:1:1:= 179.44 ° .

x=$179.44

s=$5.97 ciiie

170400 t

2890040C0 ©
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54,00 x

560600400 <

175,00 t

30625400 <

32.00 X
980000.,0C o

180,00

X
»

+

324006.,00 ©

88,00 x
2851200400 <

+

186,00 t

34596,00 0

92400 x

3182832.00 o
+

8574632.00 o

*

47732.00 -1
*

X

2¢278343824+40990

t

266400 -2
.z.

8565202435 o

’

266400 -2

1.00 -

+

35458 <

Y

597 °

AVERAGE DEVIATION

The formula for Average Deviation is: A.D.= M

| x - X | means the absolute difference between each observed value of

x and the Mean, without regard to sign.

To calculate Average Deviation,

1. Key in the value of X, press STO @

2. Key in the value of x4, press @ @ .

If the result is negative, press .

3. Press . Repeat for all observations.
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4. Press@.

Example - A sample of 10 apartment house sales revealed Gross Rent

Multipliers of 5.7, 5.9, 6.3, 6.2,6.0,5.9,6.2,6.1,6.3 and 6.1. The

Arithmetic Mean is 6.07. Whatis the Average Deviation from that mean?

Enter: CLEAR

6.07(570) (0) 5.7 (Ret) (0) (=) (chs) .
o 0 .

(& 5.9 (Ret

)

(0) (=) (CHs) (z4) 6.3 (ReL) g 0._

@@6'2@@@
2+ 6.0 5:3(7) z:

@@5.9@@

6:07  ~0

‘li"fiH'GJ!IHi!lC:][:)@I'Bfl'il'

6:;; Z:

@86'3@@6.1

6.07 0

«23 I+

(re) (@ HEI () e
The Average Deviation is 0.16. .13 T+

600 4

6007 *0

s @

007 I+

5490 t
be07 «0

S @

017 i+

6620 4

6e07 «0

«13 i+

610 4

6007 "O

«03 I+

6¢30 4

607 «0

e23 I+

6.10C +

607 «Q

-03 I+

o

«10

N
1000

i

+16
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STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN

The Standard Error of the Mean is a measure of how reliable the Mean

of a Sample ( X)) is as an estimator of the Mean of the Population (y )

from which the sample was drawn.

. _ S
The formulais: s)_( T

To calculate the Standard Error of the Mean

1. Key in* the value of s , press SAVE 1] .

2. Key in* the value of n , Press

3. Press @ .

 

 

*NOTE:

The values of s and n may be recalled from the apropriate storage register if

they are in active storage.

Example - A sample of 266 one-bedroom apartments shows a Mean monthly
rental of $179.44 and a Standard Deviation from that mean of $5.97.
What is the indicated Standard Error of the Mean?

 

Enter: EhEAL

5.97 (save

1)

266 B () () secioh ¢
16631 o

s_ = $0.37 ’X «37 <o

NOTE:

The appropriate z or t value can be applied to X and Sz to indicate how reliable

an estimator X is of the Population Mean. In this case, the 99% Confidence

Interval is X +2.575 s This means that there is a 99% probability that the true

average monthly rental for one-bedroom apartments in this market is within the

range of $179.44 +(2.575 x $0.37). The calculation for the range is:
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37 2.575 @ CLEAR
179.44@@@ «37 *

X24575
179.44 (ReL) (0) (+) (o) 95 o

-0

The 99% Confidence Interval for the Population $ids ;g 0-0*

Mean is from $178.49 to $180.39. -
178.49 <

179.44 *
«95 «0

+

180.39 °

LINEAR TREND LINE

This automatic procedure calculates the linear regression (by least-squares)

of a series of values with equally spaced data points. This means that the

values of the independent variable (x) must be equidistant from one

another.

The formula for the regression line is: YC =a+ bx.

YC is the calculated value of the dependent variable (y).

a is the “‘constant™, the calculated value of y when x = 0.

b is the “regression coefficient™, the slope of the line. This is the calculated

number of units change in the calculated value of y for a one-unit change

in the value of x. The sign (+ or - ) of b indicates the direction of the

change in the calculated value of y.

r2is the “coefficient of determination”, the percentage of variance in y

associated with (or explained by) changes in the value of x.

Time series linear trends are most frequently calculated with this procedure,

where x is the number of the time period in which a corresponding value

of y is recorded or observed. x-values must be evenly spaced and continuous.

The data must be entered in chronological sequence. The value of x may

not be 0.

To calculate r2, b and a:

1. Press| CLEAR |.

2. Key in the first value of y (y,), press .

3. Keyiny,, press .
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Continue for all values of y, in sequence.

4. Press [ . See printout or r 2 (shown as FACTR)

b (shown as s), and a (shown as y).

 

To find the calculated value of y for any x,

5. Key in appropriate time-period number (X), press @

6. Press. This prints Yc.

Example - The following population figures have been obtained for Nobletown:

Year Population

1960 (Census) 14,623

1961 15,500

1962 17,100

1963 18,200

1964 19,450

1965 21,600

1966 23,100

1967 24,400

1968 25,500

1969 26,800

1970 (Census) 27,846

1971 28,450

1972 ( Estimate) 30,000

a. Whatis the trend line equation for Nobletown’s population?

b. What is the population estimate for 19807

c. How good an estimate is the 1972 figure of 30,000?

d. What is the calculated population for 1965?

NOTE:

Population is y, Date is x. 1960 =x1, 1965 =x¢, 1972 =x 3, 1980 =x,,.
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Enter:
CLEAR

a. CLEAR 14623 (TL) 15500 (TL) 17100 (TL) it
15500.,00

18200(TL) 19450 (TL) 21600 (TL) 23100 (TL) 17100400
18200400

24400 (TL) 25500 (TL) 26800 (TL) 27846 (TL 19450.00

ZRRSRRRy 2310040028450 (L) 30000 (11) (ETE
CAL 25500400

Y =13247.77 + 1322.51 x 26600400
Cc 27846,.00

28450.00

b. 21@ 30000400

T L

1980: 41,020 FACTR
«99

c. 13@@ 1322,51
Yy

Y 1972: 30,440 (Difference is 13247.77
¢ 21400

0, Yy
+440 or 1.47%.) sinania

13400.6 () (0 :
30440.,34

1965: 21,183 (vs. 21,600) . 5400

21182.80

EXPANDED TREND LINE (simple Linear Regression)
o
t
o
t
o

o
o
o
—

This procedure allows for complete variability in the values of x as well as

y. The data must be entered in pairs: each x-value with its associated y-

value. The first value of x entered may not be 0.

To calculate a, b and r?ina simple linear regression,

1. Press.

2. Key in the value of x,, press .

Key in the value of y,, press .

3. Repeat Step 2 for each pair of values of x and y.

4. Press = : to print r2, b and a.

To find any value of Yc’ given the value ofx,

 

1. Key in the value of x, press@ .
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2. Pressto print Yc.

Example - The sales price (y) and square foot area (x) of 8 residential
properties were as follows:

Sale No. Area (sq. ft.) Sales Price

1 1000 $15,500
2 1200 $17,500
3 1500 $22,000
4 1300 $19,000
5 1400 $21,500
6 1150 $16,000

7 1350 $20,000

8 1200 $18,000

a. What is the linear regression equation with Area as the independent

variable and Sales Price as the dependent variable? Whatis the

coefficient of determination (r2)?

b. What is the forecast (calculated) sales price YC when area is 1150 square feet?

1250 square feet? 1525 square feet?

Enter: CLEAR

a. 1000155001200
1;33883 +3;

1200.,00 +3%

17500 (TL) 1500 (STO) (TU 17500,00 T
1500400 -3

1400 (5T0) (TL) 21500 (TL) 1150 (STO) Setoion
21500400 T

(T1) 16000 1350 20000 G &

1200 ($T0) 18000 (TU) (i 20000500 1
1200,00 - 3%

b. 1150 (n) (TL) 1250 (n) (TU) 1525 (n) (TU) 180805 () T

 

a. The linear regression equation is:

YC =113.31+14.71 x

Predicted Sales Price = $113.31 + $14.71 times

Area in Square feet

2= .94
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b. When x = 1150 sq. ft., Y =§17,032.
C FACTR

When x = 1250 sq. ft., YC = $18,504. .94

When x = 1525 sq. ft., YC = $22,549. 14,71

113.31

1150400 - N

17032437

1250400 - N

18503460

1525.,00 - N

22549.46

NOTE:

For future reference and analysis, as explained below, transfera from storage

register 13 to storage register6;transfer b from storage register 10 to

storage register 7.

(rer) (-] (8) (s70] (8] (Ret] (-] (0] (s70] (7]
The number of observations (n) is in storage register 14.

LINEAR REGRESSION: ANALYTICAL FORMAT

The linear regression line, a point estimate of Y and the regression coefficient

(b) can all be tested for their statistical significa%ce and statistical reliability

by calculating associated Standard Errors. The two most useful and

commonly employed measures are the Standard Error of the Estimate (s )

and the Standard Error of the Regression Coefficient (sb). yx

s.,. measures the variability (dispersion) around the Regression Line and

points on that line.

 

The formulais: s, = -- -

yx n-2

S}, measures the dispersion around the Regression Coefficient (b).
SyX

The formula is: Sp = _

2)(2 - (2){)2

n

s, is also used to test the statistical significance of b, through the ‘t-test’,

where t =_b .
b
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To calculate these measures, the analyst needs the values of 2x, 2x2, Xy,
Ey2 2 xy and n. As it happens,all these values are in ‘temporary’

storage in reglsters 10-13 and in the stack in the HP-81 before the operator

presses [FEE in the Expanded Trend Line procedure illustrated in the

immediately precedmg section.

 

If the analyst desires to calculate s, St» t or any other measure requiring these

values, it is necessary to after calculating a, b and r , and re-

enter the entire data set as before.

1. Press.

2. Keyin x4, press .

Key inyy, press .
3. Repeat Step 2 for all paired values of x and y.

(Thisis the same as before. Now stop here for a moment.)

There are values stored and available as follows:

Stack y >y?

Stack z 2y

Storage Register 10 2 X

Storage Register 11 > x?

Storage Register 12 2 Xy

Storage Register 14 n

Since all the foregoing but storage register 14 are erased when is

pressed, it is necessary to transfer these values to other storage registers. ais

already in register 6; b is in register 7.

1. ForZy?, press ,press .

2. For 2y, press , press @ .

3. ForT x2, press @ , press .

4. ForX x, press @ @ , press .

S. ForZ xy, press @ @ , press i

Now all the necessary ingredients to calculate s< 5h and t are stored, as follows:

Measure Storage Register

Ty?

2y
T x?

2x

2 xy
a

b

n

N
O
b
W

p
—

N
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To calculate s X
CLEAR

1. Press (_CLEAR J. 1000.00 =3«
15500400 T

2. Press (ReL) (1] (save (Rei) (8] (Ret) e

(2 (ren) (@) (Red) (8) (%) () 22000,00 1
1300400 +3x

 

(Rey) (J@RIH D E 19000.00 T
14U0¢00 +3n

21500400 1
627.24 1150400 “3%

16000400 1

To calculate s, : 1350400 +3n
b 20000,00 1

. 1200400 +3%
(k)nghtonf}onlsyx. 18000.00 1

2833750000409 ¢

(save () (Ret) (J (W (&) L
12925000400 «ia

: 'Ii [:j *3’

10100400 ~0Ox

 

-4
1.50 1,91300000040g474

-5
To calculate t:

CLEAR

right on f .Go right on from s, 24833750000409+1
+1 press (7CD) (7) (F27) () T
4

9.78 149500G6,00 -2

x

16939747 .83 o

’

14.71 *7

+

1913000000+08+5

x

2814449641+099

+

8.00 4%

2.00 -
+

393435433 o
e

627.24 o

12925000400 -3

10100.00 -4
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+

x

1.020100000+0890

t

8.00 e4»

+

12751250400 <

Y

416.83 ©

+

150 o

+

1471 -7

150 e
+

95.78 o

LOGARITHMIC TREND ( Curvilinear Regression)

The Trend Line and Linear Regression proceduresillustrated above can also

be employed with theloganthms of the values of y. The y-values are entered as:

SRR @ and so on. All log y values must be

calculated first before the Trend Line or Linear Regression routine is started.

 

A straight line with log-values of Y, is one with a constant percentage change

in y for a unit change in x.

To convert a log Y, value to a natural number (antilog),

1. Key in 10, press .

2. Key in log value of y,» press .
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CHAPTER 4: SIMPLE MORTGAGES (FULLY AMORTIZED)

PERIODIC PAYMENT AMOUNT, ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE

This calculation uses the Installment to Amortize One Format presented in

Chapter 2. It produces the periodic payment in dollars that will fully amortize

the principal amount of the mortgage at the indicated contract interest rate.

Annual debt service is obtained by multiplying by the number of payments per

year. (See NOTE below.)

Example 1 - What is the monthly payment on a fully amortized mortgage loan

of $45,500 with a maturity of 20 years and interest at 9.25%?

Enter: CLEAR

(ete) 12 (570) (@) 20 () () 925 12:00 =0

 

. 240400 ©)3 (3) 45500 79 (i) 2
9.25 N +

$416.72 W77 @ :

45500400 -P

PMT
416472

Example 2 - What is Annual Debt Service on the foregoing mortgage loan?

Enter: N X
5000.63 o

(Immediately after pressing

, DO NOT )

] (%)

$5000.63

 

NOTE:

The calculated PMT is shown rounded to two decimal places (nearest cent),

but retained in the calculator to 10 decimals places. For realistic dollars
and cents results, ADS is calculated as:

Enter: 416.72 N x
5000.64 °

fReenter PMT amountas calculated

 

416.72

 

$5000.64
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Example 3 - Payments in Advance

Divide PMT by the Base Factor, after the PMT calculation is completed. For

a 20-year 9.25% monthly payment loan of $45,500, the payment in advance is:

 

Enter: CLEAR

(o) 12 (570) (@) () (1) 925 200 o
(<) (i) 45500 (PV) (PMT) 1 (SAVE 1 e

9425 N +

Q(rey) () (%) (H (=) 1 2
45500400 P

413.53 PMT

416472
1.00 t
ol e« |

%
«01 +

+

413453 0

MORTGAGE CONSTANT

This is Annual Debt Service expressed as a percentage of Mortgage Principal;

it is often expressed in decimal form.

The formulais: f=APLS

The Mortgage Constant is calculated with the Installment to Amortize One Format

using either dollar or decimal figures.
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Example - What is the Mortgage Constant for a $63,000 mortgage loan at 8.75%

interest, with level monthly payments over 22 years 5 months?

For Dollar Amounts, Enter:
o

i) 2 (510) (0) 22(x) 5 (+)(n) 1ot el
3 (<) (i) 63000 (PV) (PMT) 264.00 o

 

  
- N

() (Fet) 9 (D) s
+ 1

f=.101941 63000400 P
PMT

535419
N X

6422426 0

63000400 «P

 

+

«10 0
.101941 o

For Decimal Figures, Enter: CLEAR

CLEAR [ Sg[:] 12.000000 =0
e 22.,000000 X

12 (s10)(0) 22 (x) 5 (+) (n) it
8.75 [+ (&) ()1 84750000

e729167

() (Re) @Y (=) .1000000 P

PMT
f=.101941 «008495

 

C
Z

4

o+

 

«101941 °

1,006000 -P

«101941 °

NUMBER OF PAYMENTS TO FULL AMORTIZATION

Since periodic payments are rounded to the nearest cent (and often

rounded more), These payments will not always pay off the full

amount of the mortgage over the nominal maturity. This proce-

dure (solving for @ ) identifies the number of payments until

full amortization of loan principal.
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Example - A $63,750 mortgage loan has a nominal maturity of

18 years 6 months. The interest rate is 8.5%. Monthly payments

are $570.60. Exactly how many months are required for full

amortization?

Enter: CLEAR

63750400 +P

63750

(PV)

570.60 8.5 (SAVEY) L

12 (=) (i) (n) i

222.04 months .1

222,04

If monthly payments were changed to $570.75, how many payments would

be required for full amortization?

Enter: 5704175 +PT

Do not Clear after foregoing calculation. 221490

570.75 (n)

221.90 months

NUMBER OF PAYMENTS TO A SPECIFIED BALANCE

While a mortgage may be scheduled to be fully amortized, the

borrower often intends to pay off or refinance the loan prior to

maturity, at some specified remaining balance or equity position.

Given the interest rate per period, payment per period, total periods

to full amortization and specified remaining balance, the number

of periods can be found by:

1. Calculating @ to amortize the specified balance, and

2. Subtracting the calculated value in Step 1 from total periods to

full amortization.
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Example - An $80,000 mortgage loan has monthly payments of

$671.36 at 9% interest. How long will it be before the mortgage

balance is $50,000?

Enter: CLEAR

oz
50000400 =P

50000 (PV) 671.36 (PMT) 9 (SAVE

1)

12 67;:38 T

@ @ @ @ (109.44 payments 12:(;2 o +

. ito amortize $50,000), 80000 (n) :

(300 payments to amortize $80,000), 109.44 .

RCL 80000400 +PQO N
190.56 months (15 years, 11 months) 300400

105.44 -0

190456 o

PRESENT WORTH OF A MORTGAGE

To find the present worth or principal amount of a mortgage at

any rate of discount or interest, use the procedure illustrated

in Chapter 2.

Example - A prospective home buyer can afford $250 per month in

debt service. He can obtain a 30-year monthly payment mortgage

loan at 8.75% interest. Can he afford a $41,500 house if the

maximum down payment he can make is 20%?

Enter: CLEAK

(cLearJ12(s10) (0) 30 (x] (n) 8.75 12,00 »0
(£) (i) 250(PMT) (PV) Maximum “ %

 

°
mortgage amount is $31,778.30. . N

0 8075 N +41500 (save 1) 20 (%) (=) (¢) g
Mortgage required is $33,200. »

250400 »PT

@ @ No, he is $1,421.70 short. P ¥
31778430

41500400 +

20,00 %

8300.00 -

33200400 °

- 1421.70 9
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EFFECTIVE INTEREST RATE (Effective Yield) - NO FEES

Effective annual interest rate or yield is important to the borrower

so he can make meaningful comparisons among alternative loan oppor-

tunities, as well as know what the true interest cost is as an annual

rate. It is important for the lender to know because he is required

to report the effective Annual Percentage Rate under the terms of

Regulation Z, Truth in Lending.

When no fees are charged the borrower for making the loan (e.g.,

discount points), the effective interest rate per period is found by

solving for @using the procedure outlined in Chapter 2. The annual

rate is found by multiplying the effective interest rate per period

by the number of periods per year.

Example - A 25-year mortgage with a principal of $52,500 has

monthly payments of $422.75. What is the annual rate of interest?

Enter:

12 (0) 25 () (@)
422.75

5250

 

CLEAR

12.00 +0
25.00 X

300400 o
- N

422475 -PT

52500400 »P

1 N T

71

8450 <

EFFECTIVE INTEREST RATE (Effective Yield) - FEES CHARGED

Borrowers are sometimes charged fees in connection with the issuance

of mortgage loans (discount “points”, for example), which raises the

effective interest rate or Annual Percentage Rate. The actual amount

received by the borrower (PV) is reduced, while periodic payments

remain the same. Using the compound interest procedures outlined

in Chapter 2, the steps involved in calculating effective interest

rate are:
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1. Calculate the payment on the nominal contract terms.

2. Calculate the principal amount less fees, press .

3. Press, then press @ @ enter PMT

@ . This gives interest rate per period.

4. Multiply by number of payments per period.

NOTE:

Step 3. (PMT] PMT | can be used ifrounded paymentis not used.

Example - Fees as a Percentage of Principal

A $52,500 mortgage at 8.5% interest is fully amortized in monthly

payments over 25 years. The lender charges 4.5 points to the borrower.

What is the effective annual interest rate if the loan is held to maturity?

Enter: CLEAR

100 o
12 @ 25 (n) 85

300400

8450
52500@

.50 L

52500400 ;:T

422.74

s O
52500.00 «P

eriin

 

©
C
Z

4
O

+*

 

 

 

N

(reD) () () (Re0) (7o) (o) ()
@ SRR 300,00 & N

< N

9.06% 422.74  oP1
-PT

50137.50 P
-P

I N Y
e75

N X

9,06 ©

ACCUMULATED INTEREST PAID BETWEEN PERIODS AND

REMAINING BALANCE

This routine calculates the total amount of interest which is paid

between two given payments, and the balance of the mortgage

loan remaining after the latter period.
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Rounding to the nearest cent affects the results of the remaining

balance calculation.

NOTE:
This can be a lengthy calculation. It should not be used

merely to calculate remaining mortgage balance.

The keystrokes are:

1. Key in the beginning payment number, press .

2. Key in last payment number, press .

3. Key in interest rate per period, press

4. Key in amount of payment per period, press .

5. Key in principal amount, press .

6. Press .

Example - A mortgage loan of $126,500 at 7.5% interest was origi-

nated 10 years 5 months ago. It has monthly payments of $934.80.

How much interest has been paid since it was originated, and what

is the remaining balance today?

Enter:

s

P
110

12400 ,ox

12000 o

12@ se 500 *2+

75 (5 (=) (i) 934.80 (PMT) e
- 1

126500 (PV) (Z+) 934,80 <}
12650C.00 +P

 

Total interest paid is $89,655.14. Balance S i
is $99,305.14. 39305414

I N 1

89655414

AMORTIZED LOAN SCHEDULE

This routine calculates the amount of interest paid and the remaining

loan balance for each payment period over the span of payments

specified. It also shows the total amount of interest paid over the

span of payments covered. All the calculated amounts are printed

out in a schedule for each period.

Rounding the payment figure to the nearest cent affects the calculated

results of this routine.
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NOTE:
This can be a lengthy calculation.

The keystrokes are:

1. Press.

2. Key in the number of the first payment, press i

3. Key in the number of the last payment, press .

4. Key in the principal amount, press .

5. Key in the interest per payment period, press @ .

6. Key in the payment amount per period, press.

7. Press EXT( ) @

Example - With the mortgage loan terms from the foregoing example

under Accumulated Interest Paid and Remaining Balance (Principal -

$126,500; Monthly Payment - $934.80; Interest Rate - 7.5%),

calculate the loan amortization schedule for the first year.

Enter: CLEAR

12.00 +2

126500400 P

1 12 @ Teso
12.00 +

126500 (PV) 7.5

(

SAVE } 63 6 x

9 4. -12 (5) (i) 934.80 ext()) (6) e
790463

144.17

126355483

2

789.72

145.08

126210475

3

788482

145,98
126064477

4

787.90

146490
125917.87

5

766499

147.81

125770406
6

786406
148,74

125621432
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7

785413

149.67

125471465

8

784,20

150460

125321.05

9

783.26

151454

125169451

10

782,31

152.49

125017.02

11

781436

153.44

124863.58

12

780.40

154,40

124709.18
I N T

3426.78

MORTGAGE BALANCE OUTSTANDING AT END OF SPECIFIED PERIOD

It is often necessary in real estate investment and appraisal analysis

to calculate the remaining balance outstanding on a mortgage loan

after a specified period less than the full maturity or amortization

term. This is especially the case in using Mortgage-Equity or

Ellwood analysis. (See Chapter 10.)

To obtain full accuracy it is necessary first to calculate the exact

number of periods to amortize the mortgage loan fully. If this is

not done, and the nominal maturity is used, the calculated balance

outstanding will be slightly off, depending on the extent to which

the payment per period is a rounded figure.

The keystrokes required are the same as those shown for Example 3

under Effective Interest Rate above.

. Press| CLEAR |.

. Calculate interest rate per period, press @ .2

3. Key in payment per period, press .

4. Key in mortgage principal, press .

5. Press @ (This gives exact number of periods.)

e
t
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6. Calculate number of payments for specified time period, press

@. (This gives exact number of periods remaining to full

maturity.)

7. Press@. (This enters the figure calculated in Step 6 into

storage, Register 19.)

8. Press| CLEAR |.

9. Press @ @ .

10. Press @ @ .

11. Press (Steps 9-11 recall and enter the

values retained in storage for @ , @ and PMT for further

calculation.)

12. Press . (This is the remaining balance.)

Example - A $126,500 mortgage loan has monthly payments of

$934.80. The interest rate in 7.5% and the contract maturity is

25 years. What is the balance outstanding after 10 years?

Enter: CLEAR

B
7.5 12 (0) (=) (i) 934.80 s

PMT 350 e
126500400 - P

126500 fl@ : 300402
10,00 N x

300.02 monthly payments 120,00 0

100 150002 o
180.02 payments remaining

S
180402 - N

(ret] (] (n] (ReL) (puT) (PMT] (ROL) 934080  wp1
~PT

@@ «63 « 1
- ]

Balance $100,846.89 i 1(\;0345.89

 

CLEAR
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NOTE:

Other methods may be used to calculate remaining balance but may be more

time-consuming than the above routine. Slightly different answers may be

obtained due to the rounding ofcalculated values.

a. The Accumulated Interest Paid and Remaining Balance routine illustrated

earlier could be applied in this case as follows:

Enter: CLEAR

bl !
1* (s10) (1) 12 (s70) (0) 10 (X) (570 (2) idon. o

-2

7.5 (<) (i) 934.80 126500 e

934.80 :p~1r

126500400 P

 

The remaining balance is $100,846.83. o T+

*Can be any period number up to the total 1 N : 20845 +63

storedin@. 86522483

b. The Amortized Loan Schedule routine illustrated could be applied

in this case, entering the number of payments in the specified time

span in both storage registers 1 and 2, as follows:

Enter: CLEAR

T
12@1

0n10
120.00 0o

10.00 N

(2) 75 3 @ 934.80 120.00 32"

126500 fl@
7:22 : +

The remaining balance is $100,846.83. 934480 -PT
126500460 +P

120

  

632,18
302.62

100846,83
1 N T

632,18

NOTE:

The effects ofusing rounded payment amounts without calculating and

using the exact number ofpayment periods are illustrated by the

following calculation:
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Enter: CLEAR

CLEAR 12.00 +0
25.00 X

12 (0) 25

(x)

10)

(x)

(&) ol

  

12000 o

(n) 75 i) (3) (i) 934.80 . n
7450 N %
63 °

934,80 :Pi

: 1;0840.08

The indicated remaining balance is $100,840.08, as opposed to $100,846.89

using the exact number of payment periods, as opposed to $100,846.83

using the Amortized Loan Schedule & Remaining balance Routines.

SCHEDULE OF ANNUAL INTEREST AND PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS
FROM DEBT SERVICE

It is often necessary to develop a schedule of annual payments of mortgage

interest and principal, when mortgage payment periods are less than one

year (monthly, quarterly, semi-annual). This is especially useful in calcu-

lating taxable income for deriving After-Tax Cash Flow.

The routine is a modification of the Accumulated Interest Paid and Remaining

Balance procedure. The amount of interest paid in each successive year

is calculated with this routine for payment periods 1-12, 13-24, 25-36

and so forth over the number of years in the time span included in the analysis.

To obtain annual principal payments, the year’s annual interest payments

are subtracted from annual debt service. In the Accumulated Interest Paid

and Remaining Balance Routine, interest paid is stored in Register 13.

The keystrokes are:

1. Key in periodic payment, press SAVE 1| ; key in the number of payments

per year, press @ . (This stores Annual Debt Service.)

. Keyin 1, press.

. Key in 12, press @ .

. Key in interest rate per period, press

. Key in payment per period, press PMT]| .

. Key in principal amount, press .

. Press . (This calculates and prints Interest Paid and Remaining

Balance for Year 1.)

N
O
A
W
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5.s (L) (0) (7e0) (4) (8) ) (&)
(This calculates and prints out Principal Amortization for Year 1.)

9. Key in 13, press .

10. Key in 24, press @ .

11. Press . (This calculates and prints Interest Paid and Remaining

Balance for Year 2.)

12.Press@@@@@

(This calculates and prints out Principal Amortization for Year 2.)

Repeat Steps 9-12 for each successive year in the time span covered by the

analysis. Use 25 and 36, 37 and 48, and so forth as successive values entered

in Steps 9 and 10.

Example - A $126,500 mortgage loan has monthly payments of $934.80,

with interest at 7.5%. Construct the schedule of annual interest and

principal payments over the first four years of the loan term.

Enter: CLEAK

CLEAR 934480 t
12.00 x

11217460 °

934.80 (SAVE 12 (0) +0

(Annual debt service is $11,217.60.)

1.00 -1

12.00 *2

750 +

12.00 +
«63 °

- I

934,80 -PT

12650040G0 +P
S+

Year 1: E ¥

124709.18

1 (s10) (1) 12 (s10) (2) 75 (swve) TN T
12 (<) (i) 934.80 126500 11217:80  «p

24 (ret) (0 (Re (+) (3) (=) (o) e
1790.,82 °
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Year 2:
13.00

13 (570) (1) 2 (570) (2) € () (©)
flil' [:)‘!I[:][:]

i 1;2779.31

I N T

9287.73

11217.60

928773

1929.87
Year 3:

25400

2536@
36,00

(Rel) () (8) (o) " 12069962
1 N |

9137.91

11217.60

9137.31

2079469
Year 4:

37,00

37 (s10) (1) 48 (5710) (2) (&4 (ReL) (0) t8do

IE!I' [:j [éj[::][:]
P 1:8458.46

1 N 1}

8976446

11217.60

8976.46

2241.14

53

-1

-2

4+

«0

-3n

»1

-2
i*

-0

-3 x

-}

-2

i+

+«0

-1
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Since 10 years is a frequently employed income projection period, especially

in Mortgage-Equity or Ellwood analysis (See Chapter 10), for illustrative

purposes the 10-year calculated schedule of annual interest and principal

payments for the mortgage loan in this example is as follows:

 

End-Of-Year

Year Debt Service Interest Principal Balance

1 $11,217.60 $9,426.78 $1,790.82 $124,709.18

2 $11,217.60 $9,287.73 $1,929.87 $122,779.31

3 $11,217.60 $9,13791 $2,079.69 $120,699.62

4 $11,217.60 $8,976.46 $2,241.14 $118,458.48

5 $11,217.60 $8,802.50 $2,415.10 $116,043.38

6 $11,217.60 $8,614.99 $2,602.61 $113,440.77

7 $11,217.60 $8,412.93 $2,804.67 $110,636.10

8 $11,217.60 $8.195.21 $3,022.39 $107,613.71

9 $11,217.60 $7,960.59 $3,257.01 $104,356.70

10 $11,217.60 $7,707.73 $3,509.87 $100,846.83
 

Note that the remaining balance at the end of Year 10 is the same as

that calculated in the earlier remaining balance.

AMOUNT OF LAST PAYMENT

When the periodic payment amount is rounded, the full amount of the

mortgage principal may not be fully amortized over the contract maturity

term - or it may be more than amortized. As a result, the last payment

will be larger or smaller than the other periodic payments. To calculate

the amount ofthe last payment,it is necessary first to calculate the mortgage

balance at the end of the contract maturity term and then add the amount

of the periodic payment.

The basic routine is that used and illustrated in the foregoing section on

Mortgage Balance Outstanding at End of Specified Period. In this case,

the specified period is the contract maturity.
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Example 1 - What is the last monthly payment on a $76,750 mortgage

at 8.75% interest, with monthly payments of $678.00 and a contract
maturity of 20 years?

55

Enter: CLEAR

12.00

8.75 (save 112 (s10) (0) (=) (i) .13

678. (PMT) 76750 (PV) (n) e
N

240.24 payments 240,24

IXO M
240,00

 

=0

- 1
+PT
-P

CLEAR CLEAR

(/D) () () (re) () () (el

678400

160.47 balance
P ¥

160.47

(0] -
838447

838.47 final payment
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These calculations can be worked with the routines for Accumulated

Interest Paid and remaining Balance and Amortized Loan Schedule, but

they can be lengthy.

Example 1 above worked with the Accumulated Interest Paid and Remaining

Balance routine is as follows:

Enter: CLEAR

20400
12 (570) (0) 20 (x) (s70) (1) 240 (STO) z::z:

(2) 8755 (£) (i) e78. G

76750 (PV) 160.60 678,00

)
$838.60 1 N T

 

160660

6.07

678,00

160,60

838.60

NOTE:

Slightly different answers may be obtained due to the

rounding ofcalculated values.

+0

x

o

-1

+2

N %

o

- 1

-PT

+P

Z+

~PT
+
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CHAPTERS -
BALLOON-PAYMENT MORTGAGES (PARTIALLY AMORTIZED)

Mortgage loans which are not fully amortized over the contract maturity

term require a large lump-sum repayment of principal at maturity. This

lump-sum paymentis called a “Balloon’ payment.

In addition, as indicated in several examples in Chapter 4, a simple or

fully amortized mortgage loan may be prepaid by the borrower - with or

without prepayment penalty. When this occurs, the outstanding balance

of the mortgage loan is due and payable as a Balloon.

Real Estate problems involving partially amortized mortgage loans require

somewhat more complicated calculations and procedures than do those

with simple mortgages. This is primarily because the income stream to

the lender consists of two parts: the periodic payment and the lump sum

paymentat the end of the income projection period (or contract maturity).

These complications can be readily handled on the HP-81 with the following

routines.

PERIODIC PAYMENT AMOUNT; ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE

This routine calculates the level payment of principal and interest per period

for a partially amortized (balloon payment or prepaid) mortgage loan.

It also produces Annual Debt Service by multiplying the periodic payment

by the number of payments per year.

The important variation in this routine, as opposed to that for fully amortized

mortgages, is that the amount to be amortized over the contract maturity

is the mortgage principal less the present worth of the balloon payment.

Thusit is necessary to calculate the present worth of the balloon payment

first.

The keystrokes are:

1. Press CLEAR .

2. Key in number of payments per year, press @ ; key in number of

years to contract maturity, press @ .

0.
4. Key in amount of balloon payment, press .

 

3. Key in annual interest rate, press f:

5. Press . (This is the present worth of the balloon payment.)

6. Key in principal amount, press E] .

7. Press .
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5. Press (RED) () () () (1) () (D) @9) ) ()
(This gives the periodic payment amount.)

9. Press fiig @ . (This gives Annual Debt Service.)

 

Example - A mortgage loan of $60,000 has a maturity of 20 years. The

interest rate is 8.5%. There is to be a balloon payment of $23,507.58

at maturity. What are the monthly payment and Annual Debt Service?

Enter:

|

CLEAR CLEAR

  

12.(s70) (0) 20 (x) (n) 8.5 £ (=) (i) s 7

23507.58 (FV) 60000 =) e
845 N+

e
(re) (n) (n) (Rer) (i) (G) (Rey) (PY) .

$483.20 per month Ggégg:gg
4320426 2

$5798.42 Annual Debt Service ‘P'

CLEAR

240,00 « N
- N

1 e

55679474 :pI
-P
PMT

483.20
N X

5798.42 o

MORTGAGE CONSTANT

The mortgage constant (F) is calculated with the same routine as above,

except that Annual Debt Service is expressed as a percentage of the prin-

cipal amount of the mortgage:

ADS

P

The keystrokes to obtain the mortgage constant are:

1. Calculate Annual Debt Service using Steps 1-9 in the Periodic Payment

Amount; Annual Debt Service routine given above.

2. Key in principal amount, press @ @ @ .



3.
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Press 100 .

Example - Using the mortgage loan illustrated in the preceding section,

what is the mortgage constant?

Enter: 5798442 °

e0000 (=) i) (6) (¢) F=.096640 e
«096640 °

100 F = 9.664035%

 

1006000600 X

94664035 o

NOTE:

ADS of $5798.42 shows in the printout.

NUMBER OF PAYMENTS TO A SPECIFIED BALANCE

This routine is exactly the same as that for simple mortgage. The fact

of a balloon payment has no influence on the procedure or keystrokes,

except that the specified balance must be no lower than the amount of the

balloon payment.

The keystrokes are:

1

2.

. Key in amount of specified balance, press .

Key in interest rate per period, press@ .

. Key in payment per period, press .

. Press @ @ . (This gives the number of payments

required to amortize the specified balance; it is the number of pay-

ments “left”.)

. Key in the principal of the mortgage, press .

. Press @ . (This gives the total number of payments required to

amortize the principal amount of the mortgage.)

. Press @ @ @ . (This gives the number of payments required to

reach the specified balance.)

Example 1 - The $60,000 mortgage with interest at 8.5% has monthly

payments of $483.20. How long will it be until the mortgage balanceis

down to $23,507.58?
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Enter:

(cLeAR )23507.58 (PV) 8.5 (SAVE1) 12 (<)

(i) 483.20 (n) (s10) (0) 60000

@ @ @ @ 240 months

12 @ 20 years (This confirms the earlier

calculations.)

Example 2 - The investor in the property with the mortgage in Example 1

CLEAR

23507456 P

8450 +

12.920 +

«71 0

- ]

483.20 -PT
N

59.86

+0
600GC0a00 +P

N

299,86
?

59.86 «0

240.00 o

12,00 +

2000 o

has given an option to sell a half interest in the property for $40,000.

How long will it be before the proceeds of that sale will cover the outstanding

balance of the mortgage, I.E. how many periods before the outstanding

balance is $40,000?

Enter:

40000 8.5 (SAVE )12 (=) () 483.20

(ew7) (7) (570) (G) soo00 &) () (R
@@ @ 174.79 months

12 @ 14.57 years (14 years 7 months)

PRESENT WORTH OF A MORTGAGE

This routine requires two procedures: calculating the present worth of the

periodic payments over the contract maturity period, and calculating the

CLEAR

40000400 »P

8e50 t

12.00 +

«71 0

- ]

483.20 +PT

N

125.07

+0

60000400 -+ P

N

299.86

t

125407 «0

174,79 o

12.00 +

14,57 o

present worth of the balloon payment. Both are discounted at the appropriate
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interest rate, and added together to derive the present worth or market

value of the mortgage loan.

NOTE:

The routine illustrated in the following section assumes that the balloon

paymentis due and payable in the same period as, and in addition to, the

final periodic payment.

This routine is useful in situations when the contract or nominal rate of

interest is different (higher or lower) from the prevailing market rate.
The calculation provides the market value of the mortgage loan at the

market rate.

The keystrokes are:

1. Key in the number of payments to contract maturity, press @ .

2. Key in the market rate of interest per period, press @ .

3. Key in the periodic payment amount, press .

4. Press @ (This calculates and prints the present worth of the

balloon payment.)

5. Press

6. press (7eD) () () (ReD) (D (1) -
7. Key in amount of balloon payment, press .

8. Press . (This calculates and prints the present worth of the

balloon payment.)

9. Press @ @ . (This calculates and prints the present worth of

the mortgage loan.

Example 1 - A $60,000 mortgage loan with a balloon payment of $23,507,58

has monthly payments of $483.20. The contract interest rate is 8.5%.

It was originated 3 years ago. The market interest rate is now 9.5 %.

What are the present worth (market value) of this mortgage, its book value,

and the discount or loss to the lender if the loan is sold on the open market?

Enter:

|

CLEAR CLEAR

23507458 +P
a. Calculate number of periods remaining to 8.50 ’

contract maturity. 12, (7):1) +

. o

23507.58 (PV) 8.5 (SAVE1) 12 (T) s
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483.20 (n) (0) 60000

(M) (@) (T 3 12
@ @ 204 months

b. Calculate book value at 8.5%.

() (FeD) @) @ (Fen) (D 0
(Rt (7o) (o) @9 (570) (©) ()
(ReL) (n) (n) (Rer) (i) (i) 23507.58 (FV)

Py (reL) (o) (1) (o) (570) (1]
Book Value - $57622.96

€. Calculate present worth at 9.5%.

(otean) (Re0) () () @5 (S 12 (2)
(D (eD) (B9) (o) 79 (570) (©)
Cotenn) (o) (@) (@) (rew) (D) (1)
(D) 9 6 79 (7D @B @
Market Value - $53,524.37

P

53486

-0
60000400 +P

299.86
?

59,86 «0

3.00 *

12.00 x

36,00 ©

-+ N

204,00 o

CLEAR

204,00 « N

+ N
o711 - ]

- ]
483420 «PT

~PT
Vv

52052497

+0

CLEAR

204,00 « N

- N

o71 - 1

- ]

23507458 - F
v

5569499

52052697 +0

57622.96 o

CLEAR

204,00 - N

+ N

9.50

12,00 +

«79 °

- |

483.20 ep i

-PT
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PV

43819.23

=0

CLEAR

z204.00

- <

«79

23507458

+d
%

5
%

4
9

M
oe

E ¥

4705.14

48819.23 «0

53524.37 o

d. Calculate discount or book loss.

@@ Dollar loss - $4,098.59 57622.96 *1-

= 8459

@ @@ Percentage loss e ?

- 7.11% 57622496 -1

- «07 °

- «071128 o

PRESENT WORTH OF MORTGAGE - BALLOON PAYMENT ONE PERIOD

AFTER LAST PAYMENT

Sometimes the balloon payment is due and payable one period after the

last periodic paymentin the contract maturity. If this is encountered,

the present worth of the mortgage loan can be calculated simply by

calculating the present worth of the balloon payment for n + 1 periods,

and adding it to the present worth of the periodic payments for n periods.

With this minor adjustment, the same routine as that illustrated in the

preceding section is used.

Example - Suppose the mortgage loan in the preceding section called for

balloon payment to be made one month after the last monthly payment

to be made one month after the last monthly payment of $483.20. What

is the present worth or market value of that mortgage loan at an 9.50%

yield?
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Enter: CLEAR

(cLear J12 (s710) (0) 20{x] (n) 95 e
) (@) 48320 (7] ) (570) (©) e

950 N

©Cetenn) (760) (M) 1 (B (®) (Re0) (D (D
23507.58 (FV) (PV) (RcL (0] (+) (¢0) Py

51838,20

-0

CLEAR

240,00 -

1.00

79

4+
+

2
3

23507.58
P Y

3514,.,58

5183€,20 «0

55352.77 °

483.20 -PT

M
o
z

4
z

The market value of the mortgage is $55,352.77, as compared with $53,524.37

if the balloon paymentis payable with the last periodic payment.

EFFECTIVE INTEREST RATE - NO FEES

This routine calculates the effective interest rate or yield to the mortgage

lenderif a balloon payment mortgage loan is held to maturity, or paid off

at par in advance of maturity. It requires setting the Bond Mode and

Annual Coupon Mode (see Appendix and HP-81 Operating Guide for

details) and then following the required steps in specified sequence.

The balloon paymentis entered as an amount separate and distinct from

the last periodic payment.

The routine is a Bond Yield-to-Call routine which produces effective interest

rate or yield to maturity per payment period. An annual effective rate is

produced by multiplying the interest rate per period by the number of

payments per year.

The keystrokes are:

z @

 

1. Set Bond Mode by pressing

 

2. Set Annual Coupon Mode by pressing
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3. Key in amount of balloon payment, press .

4. Key in number of payments, press SAVE 365.mm

5. Key in monthly payment amount, press PMT]| .

6. Key in amount of mortgage principal, press .

7. Press [

 

@ . (This calculates and prints interest rate per period.)

NOTE:

This is a time-consuming calculation. Do not press any keys until it is finished.

8. Key in the number of payments per year, press . (This calculates

and prints the effective interest rate on an annual basis.)

Example - A $75,500 mortgage with interest at 7.5%has 12 years 7 months

remaining on its contract maturity, at which time a balloon payment of

$47,003.37 is due. Monthly payments are $557.94.

An investor has just been offered the opportunity to purchase this mortgage

loan for $60,000. Should the investor accept, assuming the minimum

acceptable yield to maturity is 10%?

 

   

Enter: CLEAR

(crear ) 5 (ExT()) BON 8

AN2
(exT()) (2) 47003.37 FV) 12 (570) (0] 12 . :

(97 ) GER) e3 G0 (59 e

 

144.00 °
567.94 (PMT) 60000 (PV) £ 7400 .

+

365400 X
55115.00 °

>4 %

557.94 +PT

60000.00 -P

YIELD

T0 CALL

«86

N Xx

1031 °

Yes, the indicated yield to maturity or effective interest rate is 10.31%,

which more than meets the minimum standard of acceptability.
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EFFECTIVE INTEREST RATE - FEES OR DISCOUNT CHARGED

In this situation, the only difference is that the amount entered as is

the principal of the mortgage less the amount of fees or discount “points

charged the borrower. The borrower receives less than the face amount

of the mortgage, but repays that amount. The earlier the mortgage is paid

off, the higher the effective interest rate or yield to the lender.

»

The routine is the same as that illustrated in the preceding section with

the one exception of the value entered as .

Example - A $60,000 mortgage loan has a contract maturity of 20 years.

Monthly payments are $483.20. The balloon payment is $23,507.58.

The borroweris charged 5 points on the loan. Whatis the effective yield

to the lender if the loan is held to maturity?

   

   

Enter:
b

(ciear) 28 (ex10))

(8)

i DoN 8
AN2

(2) 23507.58 (FV) 12 (sT0) (0) 20 () Aty :

R

:
365.00 x

---------------
87600400 34*

483,20 «PT
60000400 '

500 %
3000400 -

-P
YIELD
T0 CALL

.76
N X

9.13 0o

9.13% (This compares with the 8.50% nominal or contract rate illustrated

previously for these mortgage loan terms without the discount.)

ACCUMULATED INTEREST PAID AND REMAINING BALANCE

The routine for a balloon payment mortgage to calculate total interest

paid during a specified number of time periods and the balance remaining

at the end ofthe last period is precisely the same as that for simple mortgages.

The fact of the balloon payment makes no difference. However, since the

balloon payment amount exactly pays off the loan entirely, it is not necessary

first to calculate the exact number of payment periods.
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Example - A $60,000 mortgage loan has a contract maturity of 20 years.

Its monthly payments are $483.20 at 8.5% interest. The balloon payment

in 20 years is $23,507.58. What is the accumulated interest paid in 10 years,

and what is the remaining balance at the end of 10 years?

Enter: CLEAR

1(s70J (1) 120 (510 (2) 8.50 (SAVET) f06iah
8450 +

12 483.20 PMT| 60000 (PV| |2+ 12.00 +DO & S
Remaining balance - $49,050.32 48320 :Pi

Accumulated interest paid - $47,034.32 60000420 -P
I+

P ¥
49050432

I N T

470344.32

AMOUNT OF BALLOON PAYMENT

To calculate the amount of the balloon payment, the same routine is used

as that for remaining balance at a specified period for simple mortgages.

This routine also indicates what the full maturity term of the mortgage

would be in the absence of partial amortization and a balloon payment.

Since balloon payment loans are often expressed in terms of their full as

well as contract maturity (for example, a 20-year loan with a 15-year

maturity), this is a useful calculation.

Example 1 - A $60,000 mortgage loan has a contract maturity of 20 years.

Monthly payments are $483.20 at 8.5% interest. Whatis the amount of

the balloon payment? What would be the full amortization term?

Enter: CLEAR

s (swet) 12 () (i) 4s3.20 (PT W
e71 o

60000 (PV) (n) :
483.2C P

The full amortization term is 299.86 months. . 60000eGV +P

20 (save 1)12 (x) (=) (n] ((ceear ) (Ret) i
12.00 x

(n) (n) (Rew) (i) (i) (e (PmT) (PMT] e
EM +» N

The balloon payment is $23,508.66.
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59486

71

CLEAR

¢
%
4 z

483420 +PT

P v

23508466

This routine can also be used to calculate the amount and percentage of

mortgage paid off (p in Mortgage-Equity or Ellwood analysis) as well as

the remaining balance.

Example 2 - Using the mortgage loan terms from Example 1, what are

the remaining mortgage balance, the amount of mortgage paid off, and the

percentage of mortgage paid off at the end of 10 years?

Enter: |CLEAR CLEAR

a0 (SET) 12 (3) (1) 46320 ful
60000 £9) () 120 () () (i)

71 ©

483,20 P17

@@@@
. 50'Ou().0g; +P

.
Remaining balance - $49,050.34

(Rer) BV (*2Y () () 179.86
$10,949.66 paid off 71

CLEAR

¢
¢+
4
t

@ 483.20 :EI

18% paid off ( p =.18) i49050434

6000Ce00 - P

49050434 &

10849.66 o

60000400 +P

18 <

The percentage of mortgage balance remaining and the percentage of

mortgage paid off can also be calculated without reference to dollar amounts.
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Example 3 - A mortgage loan at 8.5% interest will be fully amortized in

monthly payments over 25 years. What is the percentage of the loan re-

maining as a balance (b) in 10 years, and what is the percentage of the

loan paid off (p)?

Enter:

12000000 -0

102CDQs@es 200,
# (=) (1) 1 PY) (PmT) (sT0] (PMT) Sioeis &

<o7 3

Monthly payment factor - .008052 08333 ° .

1.000000 +P

(D) (1) 10

CLEAR

 

EJ @ «008052 -

(D) (@) (Rey)
b =.817706

 

CLEAR

300.000000 -

10,000000 N
1E]@ 120.000000 o

p =.182294 -
«708333 »

x
Zz

-

s008052  «PT
~PT

P v

+817706
1.0000600
«817706

1

«182294 °

NOTE:

The routines for balloon payment loans to calculate the Mortgage Amortiz-

ation Schedule and Schedule ofAnnual Interest and Principal Payments

are exactly the same as those for simple mortgages.

In addition, there is no point to illustrating a routine for Last Payment

Amount for balloon mortgages. If the balloon paymentis payable in

the last payment period, the Last Payment Amountis the sum of the

monthly payment plus the balloon payment. If the balloon payment is

payable one period after the last payment period, then the balloon

payment is the Last Payment Amount.

In addition, there is no point to illustrating a routine for Last Payment

Amount for balloon mortgages. If the balloon payment is payable in the

last payment period, the Last Payment Amount is the sum of the monthly

payment plus the balloon payment. If the balloon paymentis payable

one period after the last payment period, then the balloon paymentis the

Last Payment Amount.
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CHAPTER 6:
MORTGAGES WITH EQUAL PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS

Sometimes mortgage loans call for equal amounts of payment of principal

(a constant amount paid toward principal in each payment principal),

plus interest each period on the outstanding balance. Each periodic pay-

ment declines by the amount ofinterest reduced from the previous period’s

repayment of principal.

This type of loan is typically used for financing raw acreage purchases or

land for development. They are usually relatively short-term loans, with

annual or semiannual payments.

PAYMENT SCHEDULE

This routine produces a schedule of periodic total payments, and also permits the

analyst to obtain the total payment amount for any specified payment number.

Required information includes: principal amount, maturity in years, payments

per year, and annual interest rate.

The keystrokes are:

1. Press (CLEAR ).

2. Keyin principal amount,press  SAVE 1 ; key in number of years to maturity,

press ; key in number of paymentsperyear, press (<)

©
3. Key in principal amount, press

4.Key in annual interest rate, press : key in number of payments per

yea,press () .
s.press (760 (@) (1) (570) (3) (3)
6. ress (RCD) (@) (D) (1) () () (570) (=) () (Save (SAeD).
7.Key in1, press(n).

8. Press (TLJto obtain total paymentfor Period 1. Continue pressing for each

successive total payment.

Example - An investor has just purchased 10 acres of land for development

for a price of $100,000. He has obtained a $60,000 land loan with a

maturity of 6 years. Principal repaymentis in equal semi-annual installments
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with interest at 10% on the remaining balance. Whatis the schedule of

total payments (principal and interest)?

Enter: CLEAR

soov0 (SWET) 6 (SMET) 2 () () (570
(©) GRET) so0oo () 10 (e (2) ()
(s70) (1) (%) (Rev) (o) (+) (579) (-] (8)

(ret] (0] (Rew) (1) (%) (cus) (s10) (-
(0) Interest Decline (SAVE®) (save1) 1 ()

$8000

$7750

$7500

$7250

$7000

$6750

$6500

$6250

$6000

$5750

$5500

$5250

Payment 1

Payment 2

Payment 3

Payment 4

Payment 5

Payment 6

Payment 7

Payment 8

Payment 9

Payment 10

Payment 11

Payment 12

CLEAR

60000600

6.00

2.00

12.00

50006400

60000.00

10.00

200

500

3250.,00

5000.00

500640C

8000,00

7750400

7500.00

7250,00

7000400

675000

6500.,00

6250.,00

6000.,0C

5750400

5500.,00

525C.00

e
>

4
»

+ 3%
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The payment for any period can be obtained by keying in the payment

number, then pressing @ .

Example - To find the amount of payment number 12, in the preceding

example,

Enter: 12.00 - N

12@ 5250400

LOAN REDUCTION SCHEDULE

This routine calculates and prints the total payment, principal reduction

payment, amount of interest and remaining balance for each successive

mortgage payment period.

The keystrokes are:

1. Press.

2. Key in principal amount, press ; key in loan maturity in years,

press ; key in number of payments per year, press @

@ . (This calculates, prints and stores the periodic payment of principal.)

3. Key in annual interest rate, press  SAVE 1| ; key in number of payments per

year, press (<) , key in principal amount.

4. Press OF
5. Press (0) (). (This calculates and prints thetotal paymentfor

the period.

6. Press (0) (=) (¢) - (This calculates and prints the

principal balance remaining at the end of the period.

7. Repeat Steps 4-6 for each successive period.

Example - A $60,000 land loan at 10% interest calls for equal principal

payments semi-annually over a 6-year maturity. What is the loan reduction

schedule for the first two years?
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Enter:

60000 6 2

SIEDIOL 2 (3
60000

Interest Payment 1

(0) Principal Payment1

() Total Payment 1

(0) (=) (0) Balance 1st
6 Months

Interest Payment 2

(ReL) (0] Principal Payment2

() Total Payment 2

(0) (=) (¢) Balance 1st Year

Interest Payment 3

(0) Principal Payment 3

(¢) Total Payment 3

DID0) garceVe
Interest Payment 4

@ Principal Payment 4

@ Total Payment 4

RCL | @ @ @ Balance 2nd Year

CLEAR

60000.0C 4

6.00 4

200 x

12.00 Qo
+

5000.00 o

=0

10.00 4

2.00 +

5.00 o
?

1

60000400

5,00 s

%

3000.00 4

5000,00 «0
'S

B00G0UL00 <

60000400 +

+

5000600 «0

55000400 o

500 e

%

2750400 1

5000600 -0
+

7750400 o

55000400 +

*

5000600 «0

50000400 ¢

500 ¢

%

2500.,00 4

5000400 0
+

7500400 <

50000.0C ¥
’

5000600 *«0

45000400 °

500 &

%

2250.00 *

5000400
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7250600

45000400

5000.,00

400GC.00
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CHAPTER 7: CANADIAN MORTGAGES

In Canada, interest is compounded semi-annually with payments made

monthly. This results in a different monthly mortgage factor than is

used in the United States, and is programmed into the HP-81. This difference

can be handled readily on the HP-81 by converting to the Canadian mortgage

factor. Then for any calculation requiring an input for @ , the Canadian

mortgage factoris calculated first. This value is entered for @

The keystrokes to calculate the Canadian mortgage factor are:

1. Press.

2. Key in 6, press @ ; key in 1, press .

3. Key in the annual interest rate, press .

4. Key in 200, press @ ;keyin 1, press @ .

5. Press @ .

The Canadian mortgage factor is now stored in @(Register 16) for future
use.

With the adjustment completed and the Canadian mortgage factor stored,

it is possible to apply the routines illustrated in Chapters 4 and 5. The

following are examples of these applications.

Example 1 - Periodic Payment Amount

What is the monthly payment required to amortize fully a 25-year mortgage

loan of $75,500 at 8.75% interest.

Enter: CLEAR

6 (1)1FY 875 (swe 200 (2] e
1 afl@ (The Canadian mortgage 203:33 :

084 o

factoris .72) @25 befs . ;

12(x) () (Ret) (D (D 78500 @9 (w) * "7 Lz
>0

Monthly Payment - $612.77 CLEAR

25.00 1
12.00 X

300,00 o4
- N

072 - ]
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» 1

75500400 -P

PMT

612.77

Example 2 - Balance Remaining at End of Specified Period

A Canadian mortgage has monthly payments of $612.77 at 8.75% interest.

The principal amount is $75,500. What will be the outstanding balance

remaining at the end of 10 years?

Enter: CLEAR

6 (n)1(Pv)8.75 (SAVE£) 200 (<) L
8475 *

1B R G o)) e
(The Canadian mortgage factor is .72.) e ;

(i) (i) 75500 (PV) 612.77 (n) CLEAR

(The exact number of payments to full o72 . i

amortization is 300.) 75500,00 <P
612,77 -PT

10 (save )12 (x) (=) (s70) (n) " 300,00
6od

@) ® ® @0 0 6@ T

The remaining balance outstanding at the end of e
10 yearsis $61,877.19 72 -

612.11 «P1
-PT

P v
61877419
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Example 3 - Effective Interest Rate (Yield)

A Canadian mortgage has monthly payments of $612.77 with a maturity

of 25 years. The principal amount is $75,500. What is the annual interest

rate?

79

Enter: CLEAR

12(se 25 () (1) 61277 e
300,00

75500 (PV) (i )
61277

(The Canadian mortgage factoris .72.) 75500.00
I NT

(579) (1) (eere)

- N
-PT
~P

-6 %

(reD) (D (D 6 @169 69
1(=) 200 () e

600

The annual interest rate is 8.75% 1.00

1.04
1.00

200.00
8e75
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CHAPTER 8:
PRESENT WORTH (PRESENT VALUE) ESTIMATES

Many real estate problems require an estimate of Present Worth or Value

of a particular investment position in the real estate. Present Worth estimates

for mortgages (both Simple and Balloon Payment loans) are covered in

Chapters 4 and 5. The routines presented here focus on calculating or

estimating Present Worth ofthe total property and/or the equity investment

position in the property. That Present Worth figure represents Market Value

if market data are used and the other conditions of Market Value estimation

are met. Otherwise,it represents Investment Value.

The procedures and routines for estimating Present Worth presented here

are all applications of Income Capitalization Analysis, the so-called “Income

Approach” to value estimation. Most of the routines have already been

explained in Chapters 2, 4 and 5, so only their applications to Present

Worth estimation for total property investment or equity investment position

are covered here. Only the Net Present Value and Variable Annuity

(Discounted Cash Flow) routines are explained in detail.

Particular emphasisis placed on Present Worth estimates for income streams

at the beginning of the period (payments in advance) because, unlike

mortgage payments covered in Chapters 4 - 7, rental or lease payments

are frequently receivable at the beginning of the period.

PRESENT WORTH OF LEVEL ANNUITY (END-OF-PERIOD PAYMENTS)

This is the basic Present Worth of One Per Period or Level Annuity described

in Chapter 2, and illustrated in Chapters 4 and 5. It calculates the Present

Worth of a stream of equal payments, equally spaced in time, receivable at

the end of each period for a specified number of periods, discounted at

a specified rate per period.

Example - An investor has the opportunity to purchase an investment

property which is forecast to produce Net Operating Income of $21,750

annually for 10 years. Annual Debt Service is $14,653. What is the

Present Worth of the Cash Throw-Off to Equity if the investoris seeking

a 14% Equity Yield Rate (rate of return on the equity investment)?

Enter:| CLEAR CLEAR

10.00 + N

10(n)14 (i) 21750 (SAVE 14653 (—) (0) i e

(This prints annual CTO.) ‘;233:88 :
-PT

Present Worth - $37,018.77 P v
37018477
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PRESENT WORTH OF LEVEL ANNUITY PLUS REVERSION (END-

OF-PERIOD PAYMENTY)

This procedure combines the Present Worth of One per Period and Present

Worth of One routines from Chapter 2. The Present Worth of the income

stream of equal end-of-period payments is added to the Present Worth of

the forecast reversion at the end of the Income Projection Period (n).

Example - A property is forecast to produce NOI of $21,750 annually

for 10 years, with Annual Debt Service of $14,653. The property is

expected to resell for $230,000 in 10 years. Sales commission and other

disposition expenses paid by the seller in 10 years are estimated to be 7%

of sales price. The mortgage balance in 10 years will be $122,175. If a

purchaser can assume the existing mortgage, how much should he pay in

cash for the equity investment position so as to reach 14% on that invest-

ment?

Enter:

10 (n) 14 (ii 21750 (SAVE1 14653 (—)

(This stores the $37,018.77 Present Worth

of the 10 year stream of CTO’

(o) (red) (m) () (ReD) (1) ()
z30000 (swe 7 (%) (5) (0
(This prints out Proceeds of Resale.)

122175 E] @ (This prints out Net Cash

Proceeds of Resale.) (PW of NCPR

is $24,742.25.) (0)

Present Worth of the equity investment position is $61,761.02. He should

pay no more than this.

CLEAR

10.00

14,00

21750.00

14653.00

v

37018477

-

-

—
1
>
~
z

¢ v

=1

CLEAR

10.00

14.00

230000.00

7.00

16100.,00

213900.00
122175400

91725.,00

v

24742.25

37018.,77

61761402

¢
t

4
0

I
2
2
%

+
a
v
e
>
>
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Alternatively, the Net Present Value Routine discussed in subsequent

sections of Chapter 8 can be used, inserting O for PV’ The steps and

keystrokes are:

1. Press| CLEAR |.

2. Key in amountoflast years income payment, press SAVE 4 ; key

in amount of reversion, press @ .

This calculates and stores the amount of the last year’s receipts: income

plus payment.

3.

4.

Press| CLEAR |,

Key in rate of discount per period, press@ .

. Key in O, press .

. Key in annual cash flow, press .

. For each successive year except the last, press
Continue until the last period (year).

. For the last year, press @ .

NOTE:

To find how many cash flow entries have been made at any stage during

the calculation, press . Then press before

continuing the calculation further.

Example - Using the figures from the preceding example, whatis the
present worth of the equity investment position?

Enter: (_CLEAR 21750.02LEAR 1

21750 (SAVE )14653 (=) (0) e s

CTO = $7,097 230000400 *1’

230000 (SAVE 7 (%) (=) 122175 (=) (¢0) 1;g:g§§§ ;
91725.00 o

NCPR = $91,725

DB) Gro)(E) Tl
98822.00 o

Year 10 Cash Flow = $98,822 i
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CLEAR

1 ([ o @Y (reD) (1) N
(=] (re) (1] &4 (Rey) 7097:00  ge

6225.44 o .

7097.00 +1

@ 7097.,00 I+

11686435 0

ehih 0
@ 7097,00 =1

7097.0¢C I+

PW=$61,761.02 20678462 o f

1097.00  «}
Thisis the same figure as that derived with 7097.00 %+

the first method. 24364,58 ©

= 10 entries Jazica  we
27597.87 o

7097.,00 «1

7097.00 T4

30434,10 ©

7097400 -1

7097.,00 I+

32922.,02 <

7097,.,00 ~1
7097.00 i+

35104.40 Q

98822,00 -9

98822600 i+

61761.02 ©

14,00 +

10,00 4

PRESENT WORTH OF VARIABLE ANNUITY (END-OF-PERIOD PAYMENTS)

Since not all income streams have the characteristics of a level annuity, the

general method to calculate the Present Worth of any series of payments is

to treat each payment as a separate lump-sum reversion, discountit via the

appropriate Present Worth of One Factor, and sum the resulting series of

individual Present Worth estimates.
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The procedure to accomplish thisis the Discounted Cash Flow or Net

Present Value routine in the HP-81 Operating Guide, modified so that

0 is entered in as the Capital Outlay. (Interested readers may

wish to check this routine by applying the figures used in the Present

Worth of a Level Annuity example provided above.)

NOTE:

If there is a lump-sum reversion receivable at the end of the final payment

period in addition to the final payment of the variable-annuity income

stream, the amounts of the reversion and the final payment must first be

summed and keyed in as the final payment amountin this routine.

The keystrokes are:

1. Press.

2. Keyin rate of discount per period, press@ .

3. Key in 0, press .

4. Key in amount of first payment, press . Repeat Step 4 for each
successive payment.

The figure printed after pressing following the entry of the

last payment amount is the Present Worth ofthe variable annuity (or

cash flow.)

Example 1 - An investment property is forecast to produce the following

CTO stream, plus reversion:

Year End-of-Year CTO

$10,000
$9,500

$9,000
$8,500

$8,000
$7,500

$7,000

$6,500

$6,000

10 $5,000

Reversion (Year 10) $125,000

o
L

p
h
W
N
D
™

The total payment at the end of Year 10 is thus $130,000. What is the

present worth ofthis equity investment at a 15% yield?
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Enter: ((CLEAR CLEAR

125000 SAVE 5000 (+) 125000400 '
5000.,00 +

(This calculates and stores the full amount of =i

the final payment.) CLEAR

(cLear )15 (i) 0 (PV) 10000 (=+] 9500 15000 = I
_ «00 »P

100C0.0C I+%) 9000 () 8500 (55) 8000 (5 7500 i e
: 9500400 . I+

(£+) 7000 (=+] 6500 (5+) 6000 (5+) 15879.02 o
9000400 i+  

  e
26656457 °

The Present Worth is $72,472.44. 800000 T+

30633.98 °
7500,00 T+

33876.,44 o

7000406 T+

36508400 ¢

6500400 , I+

38632486 ¢

6000400 T+

40338.43 °
, » .

130000400 1
1300C0,00 T+
72472.44 0

ALTERNATIVE METHOD - REVERSE ENTRY

An alternative method to calculate the Present Worth of a variable annuity

is to enter the payments in reverse order, divide by the Future Worth of

One (One plus the interest rate per period), add the next preceding payment,

divide by the Future Worth of One, and continue for the entire number

of payments. This method was developed for use on simple calculators

by Mr. L. W. Ellwood. It has no advantage over the foregoing HP-81

routine, except that many practitioners are familiar with its use. It produces

the same results as those provided above.

The keystrokes are:

1. Press.

2. Key in 1, press ; key in interest rate per period, press

@ (This calculates and stores 1 +1.)

3. Key in last payment amount, press [
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20,

Repeat Step 4 for each successive preceding payment amount.

 

4. Key in next preceding payment amount, press 5

Final printed figure is the Present Worth of the variable annuity.

Example 2 - Using the same income and interest rate figures presented

in Example 1 above, whatis the Present Worth of the equity investment

position?

87

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

1 (savet) 15 (%) (+) (s70) (0] 15100
125000 (SAVE -

  

  

 

125000400

5000 5000400

113043.48
6000 6000400

6500 |+ 103516407
6500400

7000 i 95666415
. 7000400

7500 : 89274.91
8000 i 7500400

84152410
8500 5 BCLO0.CO

9000 |+ [ 80132.26

= 8500400

9500'535 ; @ 17071.53
9000400

10000 |+ E
. = @ 74844.81

9500400

73343.31
10000.60

712472.44

The Present Worth is $72,472.44. This is precisely the same as the figure

derived with the NPV routine.
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NEGATIVE PAYMENT AMOUNTS

It frequently happensthat in a forecast, future income stream or cash

flow there are negative amounts (net cash out flows) in one or more
periods after a positive payment(s) is received. The two foregoing routines

can accommodate this phenomenon easily, simply by keying in the amount

and pressing .

Example - A property is forecast to produce the following stream of NOI pay-

ments at the end of each year:

Year NOI

1 $10,000

2 $ 5,000

3 -$ 2,500

4 $ 1,500

5 - $ 3,000

6 $60,000

Whatis its Present Worth if the Discount Rate (r) is 12.75%?

a. NPV Method

12.75 (i 0 (PV) 10000

5000 (3+] 2500 1500

3000 60000

Present Worth - $39,544.52

b. Alternative Method

m@60000 (7   

CLEAR

12475 » 1

« 00 +P

1000C.00 I+

8869.16 o

5000400 I+

12802.30 o

2500400 I+

11058412 ©
1500.,00 I+

11386,29 °

3000400 I+

10339.87 o

60000400 s+

39544.,52 °

CLEAR

1.00 2

12675 %

«13 +

=0
6000LCC0 N +

53215.08 4

3000400 -

N +

44536465 °

150CeC0
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; @ 40830,74 o

 

10000 {;
2500400 -

Present Worth - $39,544.52 N 4
33996.22 o
5000400

34586445 <

IOOOCQGO

39544.52 o

PRESENT WORTH OF LEVEL ANNUITY (BEGINNING OF PERIOD)

An annuity with payments in advance (beginning of period) is also called

an Annuity Due. As explained in Chapter 2, the Present Worth of a

level annuity with payments at the beginning of each period is obtained

by multiplying either the Present Worth for end-of-period payments or

the end-of-period payment by the Base Factor. The Base Factor is One

plus the interest rate per period (1 +1i).

Example - A 6-year lease calls for rental payments of $1475 per month

in advance. The Market Rental is $2000 per month. Whatis the Present

Worth of the leasehold if the annual rate of discount is 20%? (The monthly

rental advantage to the lessee is § 525.)

a. Base Factor times PW for end-of-month CLEAR

payments. 12.00 -0

6.00

Enter: 72400 o

12 (s10)(0)6 (x) (n) 20 3 (2 (4) ey

s25 (7)) (FeD) (1) (@
P ¥

Present Worth - $22,283.38 2191 ? ' gg .

 

365430

22283.38 <

b. Base Factor times end-of-month payment

 

CLEAR

amount.

12.00 -0

Enter: 72.28 .

12 (570) (0) 6 (x) (M) 20 D (D (1) 1006
1e67 0o’s2s (7eL) (1) (%) (8) (@) (or) @
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Present Worth - $22,283.38 1.67 - 1

X

8Bae75 +
5336475 o

-PT
& v

22283.38

PRESENT WORTH OF LEVEL ANNUITY WITH BEGINNING-OF-PERIOD

PAYMENTS PLUS REVERSION

A reversion is still receivable at the end of the income projection period,

so the procedure here is to calculate the Present Worth of the level annuity

with beginning-of-period payments, and add it to the Present Worth of the

reversion.

Example - What is the Present Worth of the leased fee (lessor’s interest)

in a rental property with an absolutely net lease calling for rental payments

of $1,475 per month for 6 years, if monthly payments are payable in

advance, the property reversion is forecast to be $120,000, and the annual

rate of discount for the leased fee interest is 11.75%?

Enter:| CLEAR

12 (s70) (0) 6 (x) (n) 11.75

()1a75 (PuT) (V) (ReL) (i) () (1)
(o) (s10) (1)
(This calculates, prints and stores the PW

of the rental payments.)

(Rer) (n) () (Ren) (i) (i) 120000

(This calculates and stores the

PW of the reversion.)

(Rey) (D (B ()
PW of the leased fee is $136,191.34.

 

CLEAR

12.C0 +0

6.00 X

72.00 o

- N

1175 N +
«98 <

- 1

1475.00 -PT
P ¥

75950494

«98 - ]

X
743469 +

76694.63

1

CLEAKR

72,00 - N

+ N

«98 - ]

* i
120000400 - F

P ¥

59496.71

76694463 -1

136191.34 °
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PRESENT WORTH OF A VARIABLE ANNUITY WITH BEGINNING-OF-

PERIOD PAYMENTS

To convert a variable annuity (annuity due) to beginning-of-payments,

and then to find its Present Worth, three possible methods are available

to the analyst:

a. Using the Net Present Value (Discounted Cash Flow) routine, key
Payment Number One into and then continue the routine as

before;

b. Using the NPV routine, key in 0 to, calculate present worth

for end-of-period payments, and then multiply by the Base Factor;

c. Using the Alternative Method (reverse entry of cash flows), do not

press after Payment Number One has been added.

Instead, press@ to print out Present Worth.

 

Example - Whatis the Present Worth of the following cash flow stream

(variable annuity) discounted at 15%, if payments are receivable at the

beginning of each period?

Year BOP Payment

1 $8,652

2 $7,677

3 $6,593

4 $5,321

5 $4,108

6 $5,623

7 $6,172

Reversion $35,650

(End of Year 7)

. CLEAR
a. Enter: 15400 .

15 (i 8652 7677 (=+) 6593 i
15327.65 °

5321 4108 5623 (3+] 6172 6593.00 1+
20312431 o

5321400 i+

35650@!' 23811455 o

4108400 I+

Present Worth - $45,026.42. 26160431 °
56 23,00 i+

28955494 o

6172400 I+

31624,26 o

35650400 I+

45026442 o
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b. Enter:

15 (i) 0 8652 7677

6593 5321 4108 (T+) 5623

6172 35650 (i)

(@)
Present Worth - $45,026.42

c. Enter:

' GRED) 8 () ) (T0)O

 

Present Worth - $45,026.42

CLEAR

15.00 - ]

«00 -P

8652.,00 I+

75234468 o

7677.00 I+

13328439 °

6593,00 i+

17663.490 <

5321.00 I+

207058470 o

4108.00 I+

22746410 o
5623,00 I+

25179.08 o
6172.00 4

27499.36 o

35650,00 i+

39153,.41 o

15.00 e 1

%

5873-01 +

45026442 0

CLEAR

1.00 t

15.00 %

o185 +

+0
35650600 N +

31000400 o

6172.00 +
N 4

32323.48 o

5623.00 +

N 4

32996494 °

4108,00 +

N +

32265416 °

5321.00 +
N +

32683.62 °

6593.,00 +
N +

34153.58 °

7677400 +

N +

36374.42 o

8652.00 +

45026.42
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DEFERRED ANNUITIES

Leases often call for periodic contractual adjustments of rental payments.

For example, a 10-year lease may call for rentals of $200 per month for

3 years, $250 per month for the next 3 years, and $300 per month for the
last 4 years. This situation illustrates what is called a “step-up” lease.

A “step-down” lease is similar, except that rental payments are decreased

periodically according to the lease contract.

In the example cited, the rental payment streams for years 4-6 and years

7-10 are “deferred annuities”. They start at some time in the future.

To find their Present Worth, the Present Worth at the start of the payment

period is first calculated, and then discounted to the present (time period 0)

by multiplying by the appropriate Present Worth of One factor.

The keystrokes are:

1. Press| CLEAR |.

2. Calculate Present Worth of payments for time span 1 (nl), press .

3. Calculate Present Worth of payments for time span 2 (n2), press @ .

4. Calculate Present Worth of payments for time span 3 (n3), press .

Continue for each successive time span.

5. Key in nl,press@ ; press @ @ ; press @

(This calculates and stores the present worth of the deferred

payments in time span 2.) Continue for each successive time span

(deferred annuity).

6. Press and continue for each successive

deferred annuity preceding the last one calculated in Step 5.

7. Press @ (This prints out the Present Worth of the entire set of income

payments.)

Example - A lease calls for monthly payments (end-of-month) of $500

per month for the first 5 years, $600 per month for the next 4 years, and

$750 per month for the next 3 years. What is the present worth ofthis

rental income stream at 13.5%?
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Enter: CLEAR

12 (s70) (0) 5 (x) (n) 135 3=

 

(i) 500 (PMT) (V) (5T0) (1]
(PW of rental for years 1-5 is $21,729.83.)

 

3 (x) (n) 600 (PMT) (PY) (STO) (2)

(PW of rental for years 6-9 is $22,159.58.)

 

D () (@) 750 (71) @) (570) 3
(PW of rental for years 10-12 is $22,100.89.)

 

7 69 () (meD) (D) (D)e
(2) (PW of $600 monthly

deferred 5 years is $11,325.29.)

4 [SAVE D) B () (re) (n) (4) (]

 

(PW of $750 monthly

deferred 9 years is $6602.19.)

(D) (&) () (ReD) (1) () (&) Presns
Worth of the lease payments is $39,657.31.

sl
]

CLEAR

12,00 =0
5.00 x

6Ce00 <

- N

13.50 N +

1.13 0

- 1

500400 *PT
v

21729.83

»1
4,00 N x

48,00 Q<

» N

600,00 »PT
v .

22159.58

2
3,00 N X

36,00 o

- N

750400 -FT

v

22100489

+3

CLEAR

5,00 N X

6000 °
+ N

113 - 1

* 1
4

22159.58 -2

- F
v

11325.,28

-2
4,00 +

N x

48.00 o

60,00 - N
+

- N
¢+

22100489 «3
- F

v

6602019

+

11325.29 -2
+

+

21729.83 -1
+

39657.31
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DEFERRED FACTOR

Sometimes it is necessary to calculate the “deferred factor” applicable to a

deferred annuity. This “deferred factor” is the product of the Present

Worth of One per Period factor for the number of periods in the deferred annuity

times the Present Worth of One factor for the number of periods to the beginning

of the deferred annuity (the number of periods the annuity is deffered).

Example - A step-up lease has monthly payments of $250 for the first

4 years, $350 for the next 3 years, and $500 for the next 5 years. What

are the deferred factors for the 3 years of $350 payments, and the 5 years

of $500 payments? The rate of discount is 12.75%.

Enter: CLEAR

3 (6)12 (s10) (0) (3) () (n) e
@ @ 364200000 o

-

12750000 N +

(o]

->

1.062500

1.060G6006 P

 

12.75

  

P v
29.785252

+ 5%

CLEAR CLEAR

4.000000 N x
48,000000 o

s N
\osifeo

- |

The 3-year factor deferred 4 years is 17.934096. 294785252 : g

Py
17934096

CLEAR CLEARK

 

)() () (re0) (D it
@ 1062500 . rx\

- 1

1.000000 *PT

Py

44,198308
- 5%
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CLEAR CLEAR

 

lBjojcsio G
@) (red) /Y /Y Y e e

+ 1
The 5-year factor deferred 7 years is 18.190411. 44.196308 . i

Py
184190411

NET PRESENT VALUE

Net Present Value is the difference between the Present Worth of an income

stream (stream of cash flows) at a specified rate of discount and the Capital

Outlay (initial investment in time period 0) required to acquire the property

that will produce that forecast income stream.

The formulais: NPV =PW-CO

This measure shows the “profit” or “loss” associated with a given investment

amount (CO) and the forecast future income stream discounted at the

required or desired rate of return. If NPV is positive, there is a “profit”

forecast and the investment should be made; if NPV is negative, this indicates

that the investment is not worth the Capital Outlay required to obtain it,

at the rate of discount specified. When NPV = 0, the investment is barely

“feasible”, since PW exactly equals CO.

a. Net Present Value for Level Annuities

If the forecast income stream is a level annuity, the procedure to

calculate NPV is simply to derive PW with the Present Worth of

One Per Period routine, and then subtract CO.

Example - An investor has an opportunity to purchase a leasehold interest

for $180,000. The lease has 8 years to run. The favorable rental differential

is $3,500 per month, with payments at the beginning of the month. The

investoris looking for a 20% return on his investment. Should he buy the

leasehold?

Enter:
e

12 (570) (0) 8 () (n) 20 (i 1200 <0

(=) (i) 3500 (ReL) (i) (%) () (PMT) (PY) 96400

20.00

180000 (—) (0) 1.67

 

¢
O
Z

4
O

i
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No, NPV is: -$10,177.10. 1467 - 1
x

56433 +

P71

P v

169822490

180000400 -

- 10177.10 °

b. Net Present Value for Level Annuity plus Reversion

In this case, the Present Worth is calculated by summing the results of the

Present Worth of One per Period and the Present Worth of One routines,

then Capital Outlay is subtracted to produce Net Present Value.

Example - An income property is forecast to produce NOI of $17,895

per year (end-of-year) for 17 years. The proceeds of resale in 17 years

are forecast at $105,000. The indicated Discount Rate (r) is 11.85%.

The property is for sale today for $140,000. Isit an attractive investment?

Enter: CLEAR

17 (n) 11.85 (i) 17895 (PMT) (PV) .
17895.00 PT

Py
128511.67

CLEAR

(R6D) (1) () (RGD) () () Toson 00
FV) PY) (Red] (1) (4 (0] o

. ¥105000400

PW is $144,156.74. Py
15645.,07

?

140000 (—) (0) 128511.67 1
+

Yes, NPV is +$4,156.74. 144156474 9

14002C .00 -

4156474 Q

c. Net Present Value for Variable Annuity

This case employs the Net Present Value (Discounted Cash Flow) routine

in the HP-81 Operating Guide. Capital Outlay is entered as a negative number

in.
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The keystrokes are:

1. Press.

2. Key in rate of discount per period, press @ .

3. Key in Capital Outlay, press .

4. Key in amount offirst payment, press .

Repeat Step 4 for each successive payment.

The figure printed is NPV

Example - An investor has an opportunity to purchase a property for $51,500.

The After Tax Cash Flows (including reversion) are forecast as follows:

Year ATCF

1 $11,846
2 $9,673
3 $8,217
4 $6,743
5 $5,018

6 $3,716
7 $2,284
8 $ 867

Reversion $51,883
(EOY 8)

If the going rate of return on this type of investment property is 13.75%, should

the investor purchase the property?

Enter: CLEAR

51883 (SAVE 867 (+) (This e !
-1

calculates and stores total receipts for Year 8.)
CLEAR

13,76 1
- 5150000 -p

1075 () stoo0 (GF5) 00 vids @) Ligieies o
9673 (4] 8217 (Z+) 6743 (Z+) 5018 () sl

8217400 i+

3716 (T+) 2284 e B
. - 23399462 °

Yes, NPV is +$97.29 5018400 £+
- 21364.66 o

3716.00 i+
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- 19649,.,26 o

2284.00 I+

- 18722435 o

52750.00 «1

52750400 I+

97429 o

NOTE:

To find Payment Amount to Full Amortization and Number ofPeriods to

Full Amortization for level annuities, use the routines illustrated in Chapter

4. To find Payment Amount to a Specified Balance and Number ofPeriods

to a Specified Balance for level annuities plus reversion, use the routines

illustrated in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 9 -
RATES OF RETURN AND RATES OF CAPITALIZATION

There are three types of rates of capitalization used in real estate appraisal

and investment analysis.

The first group includes Rates of Return on the investment. These are the

Discount Rate or Basic Rate (r) on the total property investment; the Equity
Yield Rate (y) on the equity investment; and the Mortgage Interest Rate (i)
on the mortgage investment or principal. These are all calculated as Internal

Rates of Return overa specified time span, using either yield-to-maturity

or yield-to-call routines.

The second category includes Capital Recovery Rates, providing for recovery

of forecast capital loss over a specified time span. All are calculated as a

Sinking Fund Factor at a specified rate of discount (IRR) ,which may be

the Rate of Return, a lower rate, or zero.

The third category are Capitalization Rates, which are the sum of a given

Rate of Return and its associated Capital Recovery Rate. They are rates

used to capitalize level-annuity income streams to Present Worth or Value

figures. They include the Capitalization Rate, applied to NOI for property

value estimates; the Equity Dividend Rate (e), applied to CTO for equity

investment valuation; and the Mortgage Constant (f), applied to Annual

Debt Service for mortgage value estimation. All are calculated using the

Installment to Amortize One routine.

All rates of return and rates of capitalization for real estate problems are

calculated and expressed as annual rates.

Because the derivation ofrates for mortgages (i, SFF and f) have already

been explained and illustrated in Chapters 4 - 7, no mortgage examples

are repeated here.

DISCOUNT RATE - BAND OF INVESTMENT

When non-amortized mortgages are involved, the Discount Rate or Basic

Rate (1) is found by the following formula:

r=mi +(1-m)y

In this formula, m is the loan-to-value ratio of the mortgage,

i is the annual mortgage interest rate

(1-m) is the equity investment (down payment) ratio,

y isthe equity yield rate

Example - An investor can obtain a 65% mortgage on a property he is

planning to purchase, with interest at 9.5%. The investor is looking for

at least a 14.25% return on his equity. What Discount or Basic Rate is

required to meet these standards?
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NOTE: Enter all figures as decimals.

Enter: CLEAR

7 (6) 65 095 1 3000

65 (=) 1425 () 11000030
«650C00

r = .111625 or 11.1625% +142500C
«049875 9

 

«111625 °

CAPITAL RECOVERY RATE

Capital Recovery Rates apply particularly to investments in improvements

(buildings) in total property valuation and analysis. They may be calculated

on a straight-line basis (which is the same as the Sinking Fund Factor at

a zero rate), a “‘sinking fund’’ basis (which is the Sinking Fund Factor at the

“safe’” rate), and a level-annuity basis (which is the Sinking Fund Factor at

the Discount or Base Rate.)

The procedures all use the Sinking Fund Factor routineillustrated in

Chapter 2.

Example - An investment property includes a building which has an

estimated Remaining Economic Life of 28 years. What is the annual

Capital Recovery Rate:

a. on a straight-line basis?

b. on a sinking fund basis at a “safe” rate of 5%?

c. on a level annuity basis if the discount rate (r) is 10.45%?

a. Straight-Line Capital Recovery

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

 

J@= 0o 11000000 -
@1 n CRR = .037037

1.00006¢C ;

1 «037037

or CRR =T

Enter: CLEAR

3@ @) 7 0 i
«037037 <

 

CRR = .037037

X
-
»

4
m
M
e
z
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b. Safe-Rate Capital Recovery

Enter: CLEAR

JoLiok s
@ 1 fl 1000000 ;Mi

$018292
CRR = .018292

 

c. Level-Annuity Capital Recovery

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

 

9 (6)27(n) 1045 27006600+

@1 fl PMTI
1000000 ;Mi

«007663
CRR = .007663

CAPITALIZATION RATE

Capitalization Rates are applied to the amount of property investment

(typically buildings) to be fully recovered via periodic income payments

over the income projection period. They are calculated according to the

method of providing for capital recovery: straight line, sinking fund at

the “‘safe’” rate, or level annuity.

As noted in an earlier section, Capitalization Rates are equal to the sum of

a Discount Rate plus the appropriate Capital Recovery Rate.

Example - An income-producing property contains buildings with an

estimated remaining economic life of 45 years. The indicated Discount

Rate (r) applicable to this investment is 9.85%. Whatis the annual

Capitalization Rate:

a. with straight-line capital recovery?

b. with sinking-fund capital recovery at a 5.25% “‘safe”rate?

c. with level-annuity capital recovery?

NOTE:

For arithmetic functions, enter the Discount Rate as a decimal figure.
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a. Straight-Line Capital Recovery

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

   D@ol g
1fl 0985“ @ 100060G0C0 ;Mi

CR = .120722 5 .
«120722 Q

b. Sinking-Fund Capital Recovery at ‘“Safe’’ Rate

Enter: CLEAR

) &@ s(D s
1 .0985@ 1000000 ;M§

005833

CR = .104333 «098500 +
«104333 o

 

c. Level-Annuity Capital Recovery

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

= 45.000C000 + N
(6) 45 (n) 985 i) issiee. o

1.0060CG0C - F

1 [FV) 0085 (+) (0] P
«001458

«098500 +

«099956 o

CLEAR

4 (n) 985 (i) 1 (V) (PMT) e
1.000000 -P

CR = .099958 PMT
«099958

 

CR = .099958

RATE OF RETURN ON FULLY AMORTIZED INVESTMENT - END-OF-

PERIOD PAYMENTS

This procedure uses Installment to Amortize One routine illustrated in

Chapter 2, solving for @ . The amount of the Capital Outlay for the in-

vestmentis entered as . The rate of return is expressed as an annual

rate.
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Example - An investor has an opportunity to buy a sandwich lease for

$33,500. The net rental income is $475 per month, with rental payments

at the end of the month. The remaining lease term is 14
years. Whatis the indicated annual rate of return (r) on the investment if

he buys at the offering price?

Enter:
s

12 (s10) (0) 14 (x] (n) 475 12,00 =0

33500 (PV) () £ 166,00 o
- N

475,00 -PT

 

r = 14.86% 33500400 +P
I N T

124

N X

14.86 o

RATE OF RETURN ON FULLY AMORTIZED INVESTMENT - BEGINNING-

OF-PERIOD PAYMENTS

For this procedure, the first payment amount is deducted from the amount

of Capital Qutlay, and the number of payment periods is reduced by one.

The keystrokes are:

1. Press.

2. Key in number of payments per year, press @ ; key in

number of years, press ; key in 1, press B @ .

3. Key in payment amount per period, press .

4. Key in Capital Outlay, press ; key in payment amount

per period, press @ .

5. Press @ .

Example - Whatis the indicated annual yield (r) on the investment in the

Preceding section if monthly rental payments are receivable at

the beginning of each month?
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Enter: CLEAR

12 (570) (0) 14 (x] 1 (=) (n) 475 (PMT) e
168400 °

33500 OMOEE e .
- N

- 15.13% it
-oP-

i1 N1

1,26

N X

15613 o

RATE OF RETURN ON LEVEL ANNUITY PLUS REVERSION

This procedure uses the routine illustrated in Chapter 5 as Effective Interest

Rate - No Fees for a balloon-payment mortgage. It is also the Bond Yield-

to-Call routine illustrated in the HP-81 Operating Guide.

Example - An investment property has just been purchased for $60,000.

NOIis forecast to be $8,500 per year for 15 years. Resale proceeds are

forecast at $75,000 in 15 years. If the investor holds the property for the

full 15 years, and expectations about NOI and Resale Proceeds are fully

realized, what rate of return will he earn on the investment?

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

BON 8

  

750004000 - F
365 X STO DAY 8500 PMT 15,000 *.-- - e

‘ : 5475.,000 o60000 (PV) .
85004€00 -PT

The annual yield rate will be 14.705% 600004000 “p

YIELD
TO CALL

14.7C5

RATE OF RETURN ON VARIABLE ANNUITY - 9 PAYMENTS OR LESS-

END-OF-PERIOD PAYMENTS

If a variable annuity has 9 payments or less, it is possible to calculate the

yield rate over the entire income projection period automatically on the

HP-81. The yield is calculated as an Internal Rate of Return using the
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Rate of Return for Uneven Cash Flow routine provided in the HP-81

Operating Guide.

NOTE

This routine will not accept negative cash flows (payments). If there are

negative cash flows or more than 9 payments, IRR for a variable annuity

must be calculated through interpolation via the NPV or Alternative

Method routines illustrated in the succeeding sections.

The keystrokes are:

1.

2.

Press.

Key in amount of Capital Outlay, press .

. Key in total number of cash flows, press @

. Key in cash flow 1, press .

. Key in cash flow 2, press . Repeat for each successive
cash flow, storing each in the register corresponding with its number
(up to 9 cash flows).

. Press to calculate and print out IRR. (The calculation

may take up to two minutes.)

NOTE:

If there is a reversion in addition to the final payment, these two values

must first be summed and entered as a single figure in this routine.

Example - A property investment requires $50,000. The forecast annual
NOI (including reversion in the last year) is as follows:

Year NOI

$9,000
$8,000
$6,500
$7,500
$8,500
$6,000
$5,000
$34,000 (Including Reversion)O

A
N

P
h
W
N

-

Whatis the expected rate of return (IRR) if the investment is held for

8 years and the cash flow forecasts are realized?
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Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

50000 (CHs) (PV) 8 (n) 9000 (510 (1) P

8000 6500 7500 (STO) 8000400
6500400

8500 (5) 6000 (6] 5000 £300+00
s00¢ 100
34000400

IRR = 10.86% 15122

+P
-+ N
“]

+2

3

-4
+5

+6

7

+8
ROR

RATE OF RETURN ON VARIABLE ANNUITY - 9 PAYMENTS OR LESS-

BEGINNING-OF-PERIOD PAYMENTS

To find the yield (IRR) on a variable annuity with cash flows receivable

at the beginning of each period, the preceding routine is used, with some

minor changes:

1. Capital Outlay less the first periodic payment is entered as a negative

figure in .

2. The number of payments less one is entered in @

3. Each successive cash flow is stored in the register number equal to

one less than its payment number.

Example 1 - What is the annual yield to maturity (IRR) for the property

in the preceding example if each cash flow is receivable at the beginning of

each year and the reversion occurs at the beginning of the final year?

NOTE:

If there is a reversion in this case, it is entered separately for the last

payment period, and includes the period of the reversion.

Enter:

(n) 8000 6500 (2)

7500 (3) 8500 6000

5000 (6) 34000

CLEAR

50000400 t

900090 v

<P
7400 + N

8000400 =1

650Ce00 -2

7500400 “3

8500400 +4

6000400 5
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34000100 +7
DISC ROR

IRR =14.06% 14,06

Example 2 - What is the IRR in Example 1 if there is a lump-sum reversion

of $30,000 at the end of year 8? (The last cash flow is thus $4,000.)

Enter:

50000 9000@8@ -  50000,00 ?
9000400 +

8000 6500 (2) 7500 s
8000400 =1

(sT0) (3) 8500 (STO) (4 6000 (STO) (5] 6500,00 =2
7500400 3

5000 (STO) (6) 4000 30000 s !

1000.00 =7
30000400 +8

IRR = 13.14% DISC ROR
13.14

RATE OF RETURN ON VARIABLE ANNUITY - 10 OR MORE PAYMENTS

When a variable annuity (stream of variable cash flows) has 10 or more payments,

IRR can be calculated with successive iterations of either the Net Present Value

or the Alternative Method for Present Worth of a Variable Annuity routines

illustrated in Chapter 8.

The objective is to find the yield rate at which NPV equals zero. IRR is equal to i

when CO = PW. The equation for thisis

n CFt
PW = X —F

t=1 (1+i) )

The NPV or Alternative Method routine is worked at a test rate. If NPV is

positive, the test rate is too low and the routine should be worked again

at a higher test rate. If NPV is negative, the test rate is too high and the

routine should be worked again at a lower test rate. When one positive and

one negative NPV is obtained, the IRR is found by interpolation.

The process for interpolation is:

1. Subtract negative NPV from positive NPV (this is the same as adding

two positive numbers).

2. Divide the figure derived in Step 1 into the positive NPV.
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3. Multiply the figure derived in Step 2 by the difference between the

two test rates.

4. Add the figure derived in Step 3 to the lower test rate. The result

isin the indicated IRR. (Note: This method gives an approximation of

the true IRR, but it is more than sufficiently precise for nearly all real

estate problems.)

NOTE:

It is possible to use the storage registers to store cash flows for successive

use, and both save entry time and avoid entry errors. In the NPV routine,

13 registers are available: 1-9, 14, 15, 17 and 19. In the Alternative NPV

Method routine, 15 registers are available: 1-9 and 14-19.

Example - An income propertyis for sale for $50,000. The forecast NOI

plus reversion over a 12-year income projection period (all payments

receivable at the end of the year) is as follows:

NOI

$5,000
$6,000
$7,000
$5,000
$4,000

Year NOI Year

1 $5,000 8

2 $6,000 9

3 $7,000 10

4 $5,000 11

5 $4,000 12

6 $6,000 12

7 $7,000

$16,000 (Resale Proceeds-
Reversion)

Whatis the indicated Rate of Return (r) on this investment, calculated on
an Internal Rate of Return over the full 12-year income projection period?

a. Finding a Test Rate

Although it is possible to start the trial-and-error process of calculating

IRR with the NPV routine using virtually any test rate, a reasonable first

approximation can be found by calculating the average rate of return.

This is average NOIless average capital loss, divided by capital outlay.

ARR = > I;IOI _ ( CO- Riversmn )

 

CO

Enter:

5000 6000 7000 5000

4000 6000 7000 (Z+) 5000

6000 7000 5000 4000

CLEAR

50GC 400

60C0LeCC

7000000

50UCa00
4000400

6000GeCU

I+

i+

i+

I+

T+

+
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(0) 50000 16000 (—)

12 (2] (c8) (ReD) (Q) () (&) soooo
@ el @ @

arr = 5.5%

 

This gives the lower limit of IRR,so first

test at 7%.

. NPV Routine to Solve for IRR

1. Testing at 7%:

Enter: CLEAR

7 (i) 50000 (CHs) (PV) 5000

(=+) 6000 (sT0) (2] (=4 7000 (STO) (3)

5000 (ST0) (4) (=+) 4000 (STO) (5)

(=+) 6000 (ST0) (6) (=+) 7000 (STO) (7)

5000 (STO) (8) (z+ 6000 (STO) (9)

(z+) 7000 (sT10) (-] (4) (5+) 5000 (STO)

) ) & 20000 (570) () (@) @
59 ©
NPV = +$1639.13, so 7% is too low.

+
+

+
+

»i

1M1

7000400 I+

5000400 I+

600Ce00 i+

700000 I+

5000400 i+

400C40C I+

1083462

12.00

5583433

+0
50000400 +

16000.,00 -

12.00 +

2833433 0

S 2

1

5583433 «0

+

2750400 <

50000400 +

«06 o
«055000 ©

CLEAR

70U » 1

. 5000Ce00 »P

5000400 +1
50CC .00 I+

45327.10 o

60CCa00 *2
60062400 I+

40086447 ©

7660400 +3

700C4C0 I+

34372.39 o

5000400 -4

5000.0G0 i+

30557491 °

40C0.0C Z+

27705496 o

bOUCLCO »6

600ULLLO0 I+

23707.91 °

7000600 +7

7065400 I+

19348466 o

5000400 -8
5000400 I+
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NOTE:

Storing Cash Flows allows them to be recalled

without manual re-entry in successive test at

other rates.

2. Testing at 8%:

Enter: (CLEAR )

8 (i) 50000 (cHs) (PY) (ReL) (1) &)

) (&) (8) @ (Feb) (6) &) ()
(@) 24 (Rer) (8) (29 (ReL) (9) (&
(rey) () (@) (&) (Ret) (1) (8) (29
kel (@Y
NPV = -$1374.70, so 8% is too high.

IRR is therefore between 7% and 8%.
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16438462 e

£000.00 +3

6000 .00 i+

13175402 o
710C0.00 4%

7CCLL 00 i+

9616457 o

5000400 + 5%

5000400 i+

7241411 <

200C0.00 +7 %

20000400 £+

1639,.,13 <

-0

CLEAR

8.00 - ]

50000400 P

$

5000400 -1
5000400 I+

45370437 °

4

b0UCLDO .2
60ULLCO0 I+

4022b.34 o

+

7000400 *3
7O0LCLUD I+

34669451 o4
4 ' ’

5000600 -4
5000,00 i+

30994436 °
’

4000 el «5

4000400 I+
28272403 °

. 1

6E0U0e00 +b6
6900 40C i+

24451401 °

+

70006400 i+

20406458 ©
*

50GC.0L0 +3

5060400 I+
17705423 o]

¢ *
5000 400 «9
boLL.LD i+
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14703.74 0
4

7000600 4%

7000400 I+

oy 11461039 ¢

5000400 5%

50(,‘0.{)(—\ I+

- 9316.97 o

20000000 7%
20000400 I+

1374.70 ¢

3. Interpolation: (Do Not Press

Enter: t
1639,13 *0

(Rev) (0) (x2Y

)

(5) (0 (ReL] (0] -

.

1d7a.00
3013.83 0

(x2y) (&

I
1

 

+

(IRR is .54 from 7% to 8%.) s

3 (6) 01 (x) .07 (] (0] 54 o
«010060C X

IRR is .075439 or 7.5439%. oveose .
«075439 °

(At 7.5439%, NPV = -$33.68.)

1. Testing at 7%:

NOTE:

Enter Cash flows in reverse order, and store in sequence entered, using

Storage Registers 1-9 and 14-19. This makes it possible to recall and use

Cash Flows in proper sequence for successive test calculations, without

manual re-entry of data.

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

1 (e 7 (3) (3) (579) (0) 20000 o
(570) (1) @) (3) 5000 (570) (2) ()

3 (<) 7000 (s10) (3) (H) 50 () Lol
20000400

“1

GOOOIHII' ‘IIII'E% EE]EOOO ‘ii'l
500040 .

2
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(5) (+) &) (=) 7000 (sT0) (6) (4)

(=) 6000 (s10) (7) (+) i) (%)

4000 (+) G (=) 5000 (sT0)

(8) (1) &3 (5) 7000(s70) (+) (4) (1)

(=) 6000 (sT0) (-] (8) ()

() 5000 (s10) () (6) (+) &Y ()
50000 (—) ()

NPV = +$1639.13.

(This is identical with the result from the NPV

method.) A 7% rate is too low.

   

  

2. Testing at 8%:

Enter: (CLEAR

1(save) 8 (%) (1) (s19) (0] (Re) (1)

&) (Ret) @ @ EB B (Rey)

EHEBDrY@DE
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N

22141467 0o

71000400 +3

N

27235421 <

600QeLC +4

N

31060,94 0

5G00400 +5

N

33701.81 °

7105C40C +6

N

38039.,08 o

6000600 -7

N

41158402 Qo

4000 400 +8

N

42203.75 ¢

5C0C0.CO +Y

N

44115466 <

700060C -4

N

4777164 o

600C L0 +5

N

50253637 ¢

50LCaCO +6

N

951635413 °

500400400

1633413 o

CLEAR

1.00

§.00

«08

-0

200, 0400 -]

4
4+

+
4+

e
+

4+
>
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(=) (re (8) (1) &3 (=) (Ren) (6]

) (&) (Red (@) (0 &3 (5
j (2 (RetJ (9) (#)

)32D () @ @ 6D @
(Ret) () (8) (1) ) (&) (Red) ()
(6) (+) 3 (%) s0000 () (¢)

NPV = -$1374.70
(This is identical with the result from the NPV

method.) An 8% rate is too high.

   

  

 

13518452

5000ev 0

21776441

J10CLD0

256544,.82

5900600

30226409

SCC(‘. )O

32617430

70\40.:/0

36632468

6000400

39521.C1

100C.00

40297423

5000400

41941.88

71000400

45316455

600000

4751533

50LC.CN

43625430

50020,00

1374.70

N +
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3. Interpolation to Find IRR S ¢
1639413 -0

Enter: (Do Not Press) 3013.83 o

1639'13@®@ 1639413 *0’

OY)HER 6@ B () e
54 0

IRR = 7.543870%. 7000000 +
l1.543870 o

 

MODIFIED IRR - VARYING REINVESTMENT RATE

The traditional IRR technique assumes that all positive cash flows are

reinvested at the IRR to earn compound interest over the income projection

period. It also assumes that all negative cash flows are to be discounted

at the IRR. This means that cash can be invested today to earn compound

interest at the IRR until it is needed to cover the forecast negative cash flows.

Neither of these assumptions is necessarily realistic or valid. It is possible

to compensate for either or both by using real-market rates to discount

all negative flows (including Capital Outlay) to the present at a “safe”

rate that will ensure liquidity when funds are needed; and to compound

all positive flows at a realistic reinvestment rate to the end of the income

projection period.

This procedure results in a single (negative) Present Worth figure, and a

single Future Worth figure as well. IRR is then found by applying the

Future Worth of One routine illustrated in Chapter 2, solving for@ .

Example | - Negative Cash Flows, Reinvestment of Positive Flows at IRR.

A development project requires a total capital investment (development

costs) of $600,000, staged as follows: $150,000 immediately, plus $150,000

in each of year 1-3. Net sales proceeds over a total 10-year sellout period are

projected as: Year 1 - $0, Year 2 - $50,000, Years 3-5 - $125,000, Year 6 -

$140,000, Year 7 - $150,000, Year 8 - $175,000, Year 9 - $100,000, Year 10 -

$50,000.

What is the indicated IRR for the developer, assuming he can earn 5.5%

on the money required to cover future cash outlays (negative cash flows)?
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The net cash flows projected are:

Year Cash Flow Year Cash Flow

0 -$150,000 7 +$150,000

1 -$150,000 8 +$175,000

2 -$100,000 9 +$100,000

3 -$25,000 10 +$50,000

4 +$125,000

5 +$125,000

6 +$140,000

The steps in the procedure are:

1. Calculate Present Worth of the negative cash flows at the ‘“safe”rate.

2. Store the figure obtained in Step 1 as a negative number for use as
in the NPV routine.

3. Find IRR with the NPV routine and interpolation, entering O as

the cash flow for years with a negative cash flow.

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

5.5 (i )150000 (PV)150000 (S+)100000 5.20 4 |
150000400 +P

15000C.0C I+

(=+) 25000 (z+) s10) (0) 292180.09 o
1000320400 I+

PV is -$403,315.68 382025434 o
25000420 I+

403315.68 °

S ¢

-0

1. Testing at 12%:

Enter: CLEAR

12 (i) (Reu) (0] (PY) o (s70) (1) (4 12:90 = |
0@0125000 - 403315.68 :2

« 00 -1

°

140000 (6) 150000 e L
= 403315.68 o

175000 (8) 100000 00 =3
« 00 i+

(9) (4 s0000 (s70] (-] (4] (&9 . tetdsoion o
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NPV is +$8672.41, so 12% is too low.

2. Testing at 13%:

Enter: (CLEAR ]

13 (i) (Reu) (0) fY) (ReL) (1) (24 (Ret)

(7e0) (5) ) (D) (6) @ (7et) ()
®)6 6 @D @ 6 @)
)@ &
NPV is -$13956.28, so 13% is too high.

125000400 i+

323875492 o

12500C.C0O +5
125000400 1+
252947 .56 °

140006400 +6

1400C00C4 00 I+

182019420 °

150000400 +7

180000,0C0 I+
114166482 o

175000400 -8

175000400 I+
43487.,26 <

1009200400 -9
1009002,0¢0 i+

7426425 <

50000400 *4x

50070400 I+

8672.41 <

CLEAR

13,00 - 1

4

403315.68 -
*p

. 4

« 00 ~1

«00 i+
403315468 o

+

« GO0 -2

«u0 I+

403315.68 °

4

« 00 «3

« U0 T+

403315468 °
4

125009.00 +4

12900400 I+

320650484 o

$

125000400 =5

12500C.00 I+

258605485 o

1

140000400 «5

1400C0a 00 I+

191561425 °
4

1500GC400 -7
150000400 I+

127302415 °
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3. Interpolation to Find IRR:

(Do Not Press )

8672.41 (0) 8672.41

Dre@EBEO
IRR is 12.383248% (12.38%)

 

Example 2 - Using the cash flow figures in Example 1, what is IRR if the

“safe” rate for negative cash flows is 5.5%, and the reinvestment rate for

positive cash flows is 10%?

Enter:

5.5 (i 150000 150000 100000

25000 (Do Not Press)

Present Worth of negative cash flows at

5.5% is $403,315.68

Enter: (CLEAR )

6 (n) 10 (i) 125000 (PV) (FV) (570 (2) 5

() £V (Red]) (2) (#) (s10) (2) 4 (n]
140000 (PY) (FV) (ReL) (2] (+) (sT0] (2)

119

175000000 «3

175000600 I+

61974,18 o

+

100000400 +9

1000600,00 I+

28685.70 <o
*

500004900 4%

500C0400 I+

13956428 °

s 2
8672441 +

22628469 ©

8672.41

22628,.69 2

+

«38 °

12.00 +

12.383248 °

CLEAR

5050 - ]

150000400 -P

150006400 I+

2921380409 o

1000004060 i+

362025434 ©

25000.0Q I+

403315.68 o

»1

CLEAR

6o 00 » N

1000 - 1

125000400 s P

v

221445,.13

*2
500 - N
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3 () 50000 7)) (eD) (2) () (570)
@) 2 @) 175000 ) 79 (7eL) (2) (8
(s10) (2) 1 (n) 100000 (PV) (FV) (RCL)

(2) (#) 50000 () (0] (sT0) (2] :
Future Worth of positive cash flows at 10%

is $1,199,132.88.

E

F

F

1

1

Cotean] 10 () (Fed) (7) B9 (ReD)
BEO
IRRis 11.51%

1

I N

NOTE:

After-Tax Internal Rate ofReturn is calculated exactly the same as any

other IRR except that After-Tax Cash Flows are used.

201313475
4

221445,.13 -2
+

-2
4,00 - N

14000C 40U - p

v

204974,.,00

t

422758.88 -2
+

+2
3.00 - N

1500CCaC0 +P

v

199650400
4

627732.88 ~2
+

+2
200 - N

175000400 +P

v

211750.00
4

827382.88 .2
+

-2

100 -+ N

100000.,00 -P

v

1100C€0.00
4

039132.88 «2
+

50000400 +

199132.88 o

-2

CLEAR

10,00 + N

4

403315.68 -1

~P
+

199132.88 -2

- F
T

11.51
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CHAPTER 10: MORTGAGE-EQUITY (ELLWOOD) ANALYSIS

Analyzing and appraising real estate investment properties in terms of their

mortgage and equity investment components constitutes Mortgage-Equity

Analysis. It was formalized and popularized by the late L. W. Ellwood.

This is why it is frequently referred to as “Ellwood Analysis.”

This framework of analysis is used to estimate the Present Worth (Market

Value or Investment Value) of the total property investment and of the equity

investment position. Property value is estimated by capitalizing Net Operating

Incomeat the Overall Rate:

_ No
V=R

Present Worth of the equity investment position is estimated by capitalizing

Cash Throw-off to equity at the Equity Dividend Rate:

_cr0
T e

e

The Mortgage-Equity framework is also used to estimate the dollar amount

of resale proceeds (PR), or the percentage of increase (app.) or decrease

(dep.) in resale proceeds overinitial investment (Capital Outlay), required

to achieve a given Basic Rate (r) or Equity Yield Rate (y).

Finally, the analysis can be used to calculate the Basic Rate (r) on the total
property investment, or the Equity Yield Rate (y) on the equity investment.

Both are calculated as an Internal Rate of Return.

If all figures were available in dollar amounts, it would be unnecessary to

have a separate Mortgage-Equity framework. However, often the dollar

value of Present Worth, Resale Proceeds (reversion) and Mortgage Principal

are unknown. Only NOI is given as a dollar figure, with mortgage loan

terms and capital gain (app.) or loss (dep.) on resale given as percentages.

Thus it is necessary to calculate the Basic Rate (r) and the Overall Rate

(R) to apply to NOI to estimate value.
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NOTE:

Specifications for the income stream are that NOI be a level

annuity. The total income stream is thus a level annuity plus a reversion

receivable at the end of the payment period. Also, all cash flows

(NOI, ADS and CTO) are before-tax cash flows, and all rates ofreturn

(r,iandy), as well as all capitalization rates (R, R and e) are before-

tax annual rates.

CALCULATION OF BASIC RATE AND OVERALL RATE

The basic formulas are (see the appendix for definitions ofall symbols):

Basic Rate: r =y -mc r = mF+ (l-m)y - mpl/s
n

Overall Rate: R = r+dep.1/s
n

R = r-app.l/s
n

+dep.1/sn
R =y-mc -app.l/s R = mF+(1-m)y -mpl/s tdep.1/s |

n n -app.1/s n

c = y+p1/sn - F

The given values required are:

i = mortgage interest rate

m = loan-to-value ratio of mortgage

n, = total number of mortgage paymentsto full amortization

y = equity yield rate

n, = income projection period (investment holding period)

dep. _
app. = capital loss or gain on resale as a percentage of present worth or

value of property

With these values, it is then possible to calculate:

f mortgage constant

l/sn sinking fund factor at the equity yield rate over the income
projection period

o

I percentage of mortgage principal paid off over the income projection
period.
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After these values are calculated, ¢, r and R can be calculated.

Continuing Example - To illustrate all the required calculations to derive
the Basic Rate (r) and the Overall Rate (R), the following conditions are
assumed: An investor plans to purchase an income property, hold it for
10 years, and then resell it. It is estimated that the proceeds of resale will
result in a 15% capital loss. A 25-year mortgage loan with level monthly
payments at 8.75% interest can be obtained, with a loan-to-value ratio of
70%. The investor is seeking a 14% yield on his equity investment.

Thus, i = 8.75% or .087

m = 70% or .70

n, =25 years or 300 months

y = 14%or .14

n =10 years

dep. = 15%or .15

NOTE:

In the following illustrations and examples ofprocedures for calculating the

values for components in the formulas for the Basic Rate (r) and the Overall

Rate (R), the keystrokes include the entry ofintermediate values into stor-

age for future use. In this way, the individual steps for calculation of com-

ponent values can be combined to calculate r and R in one continuous series

ofroutines. This combined procedure is illustrated at the end of the illustrat -

tions for calculating the individual steps.

To accomplish this, it is recommended that the intermediate calculation

of component values follow the sequence presented here.

The intermediate values stored and their storage register locations are:

 

Component Value Storage Register

Mortgage Payments per Year 0

Total Number of Mortgage Payments to

Full Amortization (n,) 1

Mortgage Interest Rate Per Period (i) 2

Mortgage Constant (F) 3

Sinking Fund Factor at Equity Yield Rate
over Income Projection Period (1/s) 4

Percentage of Mortgage Principal Paid

over Income Projection Period (p) 5

Mortgage Coefficient (c) 6

Basic Rate (r) 7
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Storage Register 9 is used to store numbers within calculation procedures.

a. Calculation of Mortgage Constant (F)

This calculation uses the routine illustrated in Chapter 3.

   

Enter: CLEAR

DEREDEsE
@ 8.75 @ 300000000 fl

+ N

D' @ENEBOCEE  Cune L
F = .098657 :21

16200050 - P

FMT

«008221
N X

« 098657 o

+3

b. Calculation of Sinking Fund Factor (1/s,)

This calculation uses the routine illustrated in Chapter 3. The Equity

Yield Rate (y) is entered as@ . The Income Projection Period is

 

Enter:
s

Clear ( g2 @ has already been entered.) 1203:2(; : f‘Ii

10 @ 14 @ 1
14000000 ;Mi

«051714

1/s, = .051714
.

n

c. Calculation of Percent of Mortgage Paid Off over the Income

Projection Period (p)

There are many different ways to calculate p . Each gives the same

result when numbers are entered and set to 6 decimal places. Seven methods

are illustrated here, in part because different analysts have individual

preferences, and in part to demonstrate that the identical results will be

obtained.

l.p = (E- 1) (Sp - 1), where Sp is the Future Worth of One factor
i

at the mortgage interest rate (i) over the income projection

period (np). iis entered as a decimal figure for arithmetic calculations.
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Enter:
CLEAR

CLEAR ( fussmi @ is already entered) «098657 «3
«087500 +

0875 (3] 1 (=5 (510 (8 oicoon,
Cewenn) 10 () (n) (ReD) (2 -

CLEAK

(D1 YY1 (Rer) (9) 10.080050 N x
12000000C o

)4

0729167 «2

 

p = .177403 . 1
1¢0C000Y +pP
E

26331272

1,0000L00 -
’

«e127513 «g

x

«177403 0

+5

a

2 b = Ot - P where @n is the Present Worth. fi;l—t—— 9 t - p

of One Per Period factor for the mortgage overits remaining maturity

at the end of the income projection period, and ant is the Present Worth

of One Per Period factor for the mortgage over its full maturity. b is the

mortgage balance outstanding (as a percentage of principal) at the end

of the income projection period.

p=1b
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Enter: A

CLEAR ( [ @ is already entered) 300.0000600 i
- NOlcalelak P

@ 10 G 14000C00 :-Pi
PV

@ @ @ @ 121.633244

b = 822597 30040060000 *1"
10000000 N X

12000800C °

1 (x2y]) () (o) (s10) (8) ;
_

P v
p = .177403 100055161

 

+
121633244 +9

+

022597 o

1000000
822597 &

«177403 o

+5

l/an

3.b = l—lt— , Where l/an is the Installment to Amortize One
ant . t

1/a
factor for the mortgage overits full maturity, and ™t - p is the

Installment to Amortize One factor over the term remaining at the end of

the income projection period. b is the percentage of mortgage principal

outstanding at the end of the income projection period.

p=1b
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Enter: _
CLEAR

@ is already entered.) 3004000000 .1

10 ) x) O (M) (Rer) 1201000050 o

(2) () 1 ®Y (PmT] (sT0) (9) (ReL) T
«725%167 -2Jelcalole %

1.000C0C »P

 

Clear( 3

Zz x

  

b = .822597 S FME

+9

+

1ZEZNE O 66 035657+
N +

p = .177403 2008221 o .

« 009954 «9

+

«822597 o

1000000

«822597

Y

«177403 o

 

+5

4, p = Snp x 1/*n, , where Snp is the Future Worth of One Per

Period factor for the mortgage over the income projection period, and

1/Snt is the Sinking Fund factor for the mortgage over its full maturity.

Enter: CLEAR

(¢ @ is already entered) 1;8:388888 : »

- N

 

3 0 (n) (Rey) (2 (1) :«729167 -2

1 @ 1.000000 zpi
E ¥

190802950

-9
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() 0
1 @ 3004000000 -1

=+ N

= 1

P 177403 0729167 -2

. |

1.000C0C s F

PMT

«00093¢C

190802950 +«9

«177403 0

 

+5

5.p =3P 1 , where sp is the Future Worth of One factor at the
S -

t
mortgage interest rate over the income projection period, and 8¢ 18 the

Future Worth of One factor at the mortgage interest rate over the full

maturity of the mortgage.

Enter: CLEAR

. 3004000600 -1CLEAR | @ is already entered) s N

 

(o) () ) (@) @) (D1 6
- 1nlslcolok: s

MEOOEIODEIE i -

 

-5
p = .177403 10600C0G0 N x

12040uC0U0 o
- N

£E ¥
24391272
1000000 -

7842442 «3

»177403 °
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6. p = S , where Snp is the Future Worth of One per Period
n t

factor at the mortgage interest rate over the income projection period,

and Sn ¢ is the Future Worth of One per Period factor at the mortgage

interest rate over the full maturity of the mortgage.

Enter: CLEAR

CLEAR | : @ is already entered) 300,090000 *INi

 

(Rer) (1 (n) (Ret] (2] (i) 1 (PmT) 729167 =2

@ 10 @ . 1000000 +PT

v

9@ 10754534911 ;

10.0060¢CC N
p = .177403 120.0uG0C0 o

-

 

E Vv

190.802950

10754534911 -9

«177403 o
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1/s

7.p = t , where
l/snp

mortgage over its full maturity, and

1/s n ; is the Sinking Fund Factor for the

/s n p is the Sinking Fund Factor for

the mortgage over the income projection period.

Enter: CLEAR

10

@ is already entered) 10,000000 N X
120,000000 o

() () (Ret) (2 () -
e729167 .2

1 Y (Pu1) (s70) (9) (Rer] (1) () i

  

1200000 -

PMT

(reu) (9 (=) (s10) (8] 005241
+9

p = .177403 *
306000000 -1

-+ N

PMT

«200930

«J05241 <9

«177403 o

NOTE:

In subsequent examples and illustrations in this manual Procedure 3 is used,

primarily because F is already calculated and stored.

NOTE:

The remaining balance on a mortgage (b), and therefore its complement

(p), can also be computed using either the Accumulated Interest Paid be-

tween Periods and Remaining Balance or Amortized Loan Schedule routines

illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7. These are lengthy procedures, however,

and are not recommended for use in Mortgage-Equity Analysis.
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Simply to illustrate their applicability and consistency with seven procedures

demonstrated above, the routines and results in this case would be:

Accumulated Interest Paid Between Periods and Remaining Balance

Enter: CLEAR

12 (0) 25 (n] 875 151000000 x
2 @ @1 300000000 3

84750000 N +

(s10) (2) (Red] (i) (i) T

  

008221

1 21
b = .822598 CLEAR

1e00CCCU +1

10,0000 N x
1 (save?) 822598 (—) (0] 9eondy

+7291687 1p = .177402 e
«008221  +PT

Amortized Loan Schedule {isaotnh :ET

I+
Enter: By

«822598
CLEAR !

 

(6) 12 (s10) (0) 25 e

@7 EDE D e
(s10) (PMT) ((CLEAR

]

10 177402 o

10 (EE (x) (s10) (2) (ReL) (V)

O

(6)
b = .822598

1 822598 (—) (¢0)

p = .177402
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CLEAR

12.000600( =+

25000000 X

300.,000000 o

8475CC00 N +

«e729167 0

- 1

1.00CUL0Q »p

PMT

«2UB221
»7*

CLECAR

10000000 N x

120000000 o

-1

106000000 N x

120.000000 o

-2

1000000 «P

-P

«729167 s i

- 1

«008221 «PT

-PT

120

«006014

«0C2207

«522598

1 N T

« 006014

1eJ000GQO0 t

«eB822588 -

«e177402 0

Calculation of Mortgage Coefficient (¢)

c=y+pl/sn-F

The Equity Yield Rate (y) is entered as a decimal figure. The other values

are alreadycalculated and available in storage.
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Enter:

CLEAR
Clear ( [ is already entered)

s @ «140000 +

«051714 -4

() (rev) (3) & (o) :009174 o

¢ = .050517 (6) .
«098657 *3

«050517 Q

Calculation of Basic Rate or Discount Rate (r)

r =y-mc

y and m are entered as decimal figures. c is already calculated and available

in storage register 6.

Enter: CLEAR

(ciear) 14 (swve 70 6 e
E] @ «050517 *6)(

035362 °

r = .104638 or 10.46% -
+104638 <

Calculation of Overall Rate (R) - Ellwood Format

R = r+dep.1/s

dep. is entered as a decimalfigure. r and 1/s n are already calculated and

available in storage.

Enter: CLEAR

(ctear (Rel) (7) .18 (ReL) (4] () fine B
() .

«N07757 o

R = .112395 or 11.24% .
+112395 o
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Calculation of Overall Rate (R) - Built-up Method

R = mF+(l-m)y -mp 1/s  +dep.1/s

m, y and dep. are entered as decimal figures. F, p and 1/s q are already

calculated and available in storage.

Enter: CLEAFR

.70 1 e
70 (=) 14 (1) .70 L069060 ¢

« 000006 *

(rey) () (x) &) (©) agost Ok
«042020 Q

b

(This calculates and prints out r.) .

«700000 5
.15@ .177403 «5

R = .112395 or 11.24% +124182 0

«051714 <4

+006422 o

+104638 o

«150000 +

«051714 -4

«007757 <

«112395 o

CALCULATION OF VALUE (PRESENT WORTH) WITH R, GIVEN ONLY NOI

When R is calculated, as above, Value is estimated by the formula:

v = NOI

R

Example 1 - In the preceding examples R = .112395. If NOI is forecast

at $33,500, whatis the estimated value or present worth of the property?

Enter: CLEAR

33500 112395 (=) e ;
298055496 0

Vor PW = §298,055.96 (probably rounded to $300,000)
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Example 2 - A propertyis forecast to produce NOI of $24,550 annually.

135

The most probable mortgage loan terms are an 82% loan with level monthly

payments at 9.25% interest over a maturity of 22 years 8 months. The

investor expects to hold the property for 12 years and then sell it at

20% above its present value. If the investor is looking for a 15.35% rate

of return on equity investment, what is the value (present worth) of the

property? What is the indicated present worth of the equity investment

position?

NOTE:

The given values are:

m = .82

y = .1535

i =.09250r9.25%

n = 12 (years)

app. = .20 or 20%

NOI = $24,550

Enter:

la
1. To calculate and store p:

12 (s70) (0) 22 (x) 8 (+) (n) 9.25

3= 0
5 (n)

(xey )& 1 (x2y])19 (5)
p = .236386

   

CLEAR

12000000 -0

220000600 x

264,00C0C0 o4

840000LGO +

+ N

9250000 N +

«770833 o

- 1

10006000 P

PMT

«008798

+3
12000000 N X

1447200000 ©

- N

PMT

«011522
f

«008798 -3

«011522 e
+

e763614 ©

1000000

e763614 &

«236386 o
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2. To calculate and store F:

i e
«105576 Q

F = .105576 *3

 

3. To calculate and store 1/s n’

12 (n) 1535 (i) 1 CLEAR
120000600 + N

15350000 » 1

=
1e¢00000Q . F

1/Sn = .033744
-

«033744

+4

4. To calculate and store c:

@)@@EOO el
®

¢ = .055900 «007977 o

«105576 +3

5. To calculate R (and r ):

1535 (6) .82 CLEAR

=@ 1053900 =6
r = .107662 eles

20 @ @ 107662 °

R = .100913 033744 -4
«2000C0O x

«006749 Q

«100913 o
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6. To calculate V:

3 (2) (x2y) (5
V = $243,278.82

(probably rounded to $245,000)

24550 {;

 

7. To calculate V e

82 (%) (o) () (¢)
Mortgage Principal = $199,488.63

Present Worth of Equity = $43,790.19

NOTE:

24550400
«10

243278,.82
82.00

199488463

43790419

137

The following procedure can be substituted for Steps 4 and 5 if the built-up

method for calculating r and R is used.:

6 (RcL) (3) .82 (x) 1

(save?l) .82 (=) .1535

e (03O

 

r = .107662 (the same as before)

D) @ 2 6 0 ©
R = .100913 (the same as before)

CLEAR

«105576 -3

«82000C0 X

«086573 ©

1.000000 *

«820000 -

«153500 x

«027630 °

+

4

«236386 «5
’

+033744 -4

x

«007977 °

«820000 X

«006541 o

«107662 &

+

«033744 -4

«200000 . X

«0067489 °

«100913
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CALCULATION OF EQUITY DIVIDEND RATE (e)

The Equity Dividend Rate (e) is applied directly to Cash Throw-Off to

Equity to find the present worth of the equity investment position:

_ CTO
Ve_ €

The Equity Dividend Rate is calculated when CTO and the amount of the

equity investment are known in dollar amounts by the formula:

o = CTO
Ve

Example - The equity investment in an income property is $43,790.

NOI is forecast at $24,550, while Annual Debt Service is $21,061. What

is the indicated Equity Dividend Rate (e)?

Enter:
CLEAR

$24,550 (SAvE1) 21061 (=) (0) 288040
3489.,00 <

cto = $3,489

43790 (<) i

e = .079676 (7.97%)

43790.00
@@ 08 o

«079676 o

 

When dollar amounts are not available, the Equity Dividend Rate can be

calculated with all the data used to calculate R, as illustrated in the preceding

examples. The formula is:

e = y-mp /s, . app.l/srl or e =y-mp l/sn + dep.l/sn

(1-m) (1-m) l1-m 1-m

Example - An income property has an 82% mortgage with level monthly

payments at 9.25% interest fully amortized in 22 years 8 months. The equity

investoris seeking a 15.35% Equity Yield Rate over the income projection

of 12 years. Whatis the indicated Equity Dividend Rate, if the proceeds

of resale are forecast to be 20% above present value of the property?
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NOTE:

From the data above and preceding examples using the same data, the fol-

lowing values apply :

y = .14

m = .82

p = .236386

app. = .20

(1-m) = .18

s, =.033744

Enter: CLEAR

(6] 1 (savet) 82 (- oo .
@ [This stores (1-m)] .1535 «153500 ‘Of

«820000 t

82 (SAVE') 236386 23bED

033744 (This stores 1/s_) o o
«006541 0

(ret) (0) (£) (5) (Ren) (1) )«180000  «0

.20 RCL | @ @ @ @ v036338 o :

e = .079669 (7.97%) t
«033744 «1

«200000 X

«006749 ©

 

«180000 «0

«037493 0

«079669 o

CALCULATION OF VALUE (PRESENT WORTH)

WITH DOLLAR AMOUNTS GIVEN

This procedure involves calculating the present worth of the future income

stream and the present worth of the reversion, and then adding the two

together to derive the present worth of the investment. It can be used to

estimate property value using NOI, the discount or basic rate (r), and

the Proceeds of Resale. It can also be used to estimate the present worth

of the equity investment position using CTO,y, and the Net Cash Proceeds

of Resale.
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The routines employed are the Present Worth of One per Period and the

Present Worth of One, both illustrated in Chapter 2. The procedure is the

same as that illustrated for the Present Worth of a Balloon-Payment Mortgage

in Chapter S.

Example 1 - An income property is forecast to produce NOI of $20,575

per year. It has just been financed with a $160,000 mortgage, to be fully

amortized in level monthly payments at 8.75% interest over 25 years. The

anticipated proceeds of resale of the property in 10 years is $191,250.

The equity investor expects an Equity Yield Rate of 14.75%.

Whatis the present worth of the equity investment position? What is the

present worth (value) of the property?

Enter: CLEAR

12.00 «+0
25.00

300400 o
a. Calculate Monthly Mortgage Payment -

8e475 N

o713 °

 

12 (s10) (0) 25 (%) (n) 8.75
@ @ 160000 160000.,C0 ;:T

 

1315443

Monthly payment is $1315.43 .
N X

b. Calculate Annual Debt Service 15785416 0
20575400

16785,16 2

4789.84 ¢

Annual Debt Service is $15,785.16

c. Calculate and Store CTO

20575 ( X2y (=) (o)

CTO is $4789.84

-1
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d. Calculate Mortgage Balance in 10 Years

Coten) (ReD) () () (Ret) (o)
(PMT) 160000 (PV) (n)

True n is 300.00 months.

) & (]

 

Remaining n

(o) (et) (@) () (reD) (D) ()

Balance is $131,615.55

e. Calculate Net Cash Proceeds of Resale

1250 (%27) B @) (70) (2
NCPR is $59,634.45

f. Calculate Present Worth of CTO

(crenr] 10 (n] 14.75 (i) (Ret) (1)
(Pm1) () (s70J (0]
PW of CTO is $24,269.95

g. Calculate Present Worth of NCPR

(ewew) (re0) () (m) (&) () ()

PW of NCPR is $15,065.04
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CLEAR

073 - 1

- I

1315.43 «PT

-PT
160000,00 +P

N

300,00
10,00 N Xx

120,00 o

+ N

CLEAR

180-00 - N

- N

073 - 1

- 1

1315443 «PT
+PT

P v

131615455

191250400
131615455 &

59634,.,45 0

-2

CLEAR

1000 + N

14.75 » ]

t

4789.84 ~1

“PT
P v

24269495

-0

CLEAR

10,00 « N

< N

14,75 - 1

- 1

+

59634,.,45 -2
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h. Calculate Present Worth of Equity .

@ @ 15065.04

24269495 «0

PW Equity is $39,334.99
quity $3 39334,.,99 °

1600004,00

i. Calculate Present Worth (Value) 199334,99 °

of Property

160000 (¢)

PW is $199,334.99

CALCULATION OF CAPITAL APPRECIATION OR DEPRECIATION ON

RESALE, PLUS RESALE PRICE REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE A GIVEN

EQUITY YIELD RATE

The percent of capital appreciation or depreciation on resale required to

achieve a given equity yield rate can be calculated using either rates or dollar

amounts. In addition, when dollar amounts are available, it is possible to

calculate the dollar amount of resale proceeds required. The calculations

can be applied to either NOI or CTO cash flows.

a. Calculation of dep. or app. Using Rates

The formula for dep. or app. is:

 

- 1-R Dep.=R'r

l/sn 1/sn
App.

Example - An investment is producing NOI at an Overall Rate (R) of

10.25%. It hasjust been financed with a 70% mortgage at 9% interest,
fully amortized in level monthly payments over 20 years. What must resale

proceeds be at the end of 12 years for the investor to earn a 13% rate of

return on the equity investment? Whatif the desired Equity Yield Rate is

16%?

NOTE:

Both r and 1/s,, vary with the value ofy.
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Enter:

35 ®
a. Calculate p and F .

12 (s10) (0) 20 (x) (n) 9 (5

() 1 Y (pm1]) (sT0) (1] (ReL) (n)

3 () (&) (0] (pMT) (Re)
ey1x2y) (9 ) (519 (2)
p = .289741

   

F = .107967

 

3 () (s10) (3)

b. Calculate 1/s n at 13%.

Cetean]) 10 (1) 13 (D) 1
(570) 4
1/sn at 13% = .054290
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CLEAR

12,000000 -0
20000000 x

240,000000 0

+ N

9.000000 N +

«750000 o

- ]
1.000000 -P

PMT

«008997

-1
240,0000C0O « N

10,0060000 N X

120000000 °

+ N

PMT

«012668

+

«008997 -1

«012668 2

+

«710259 Q

1.000000
«710259 @

0289741 o

-2
+

«008997 -1
N X

«107967 o

-3

CLEAR

10,0000G00 + N

13000000 + ]

1.000000C - F

PMT

«054290

-4
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oc. Calculate 1/s | at 16%. Shiscbnin .

16 (1) (Pw7)(570) (5) oasot
, -5

1s,, at16% = .046901

d. Calculate r at 13%. «107967 ~3*
«700000 X

ReL) (3) .70 1 70 (-) el
«700C0U -

13 (ReL «130090 x
«039C00 <

70 (x) (=) (¢ :
«2839741 -2r = .103566 .
«0542990 -4

X

«015730 0

«70C000 x

«011011 °

«103566 °

e. Calculate app./dep. at 13%. «102500 -

.1025 @ 4 @ «054290 ~4+

«019636 °
app./dep. = .019636

f. Calculate r at 16%. CLEAR

(cierr) (RoL)(3)70(x)1 (save?) del 0
70 (5)(x) (3 (Ren) (2) (ReD) J000000 4

e« 700000 -

BISEISIEIo 180000 x
r = .114065 :

«289741 -2

—

«046501 -5

«013589 °

«700000 X

009512 °

«114065 o
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g. Calculate app./dep. at 16%.
«102500 -

1025 (-] &) (=) Joetses o4
+

app. = .246573 0246573 o

To earn an Equity Yield Rate of 13% , Proceeds of Resale must be 1.96%

higher than the original purchase price or value.

To earn an Equity Yield Rate of 16%, Proceeds of Resale must be 24.66%

higher than the original purchase price or value.

b. Calculation of dep. or app. Using Dollar Figures

These procedures center on the calculation of what the dollar amount of

the reversion (PR or NCPR) must be to achieve a given or desired rate of

return (r or y).

In one procedure, the net amount of Future Worth is derived as the amount

of the reversion. In another procedure, the net amount of Present Worth

of the investment position not covered by periodic income is derived, and

the amount of reversion required to cover that net amount of Present Worth

is then calculated.

Example 1 - Future Sales Price, Amount of Equity Reversion and app./dep.

Required to Achieve a Given Equity Yield Rate.

An investment property is for sale for $100,000. It is expected to produce

NOI of $11,000 per year. It can be financed with a $70,000 mortgage at 9%

interest, fully amortized in level monthly payments over 20 years. What

must the property sell for in 10 years for the investor to earn a 13% rate of

return (y) on the equity investment? What must the equity reversion be?

What percentage of dep. or app. is involved?

a. Future Worth Method

The keystrokes and steps in this procedure are:

1. Calculate mortgage balance at end of income projection period,

press .

2. Calculate Cash Throw-Off to Equity, press .

3. Calculate Future Worth of CTO: Key in income projection period,

press @ ; key in desired equity yield rate, press@ ; press @

© .
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4. Calculate Future Worth of Equity Investment: press RCL @

@ @ @ ; key in amount of equity investment, press

Py FY -
5. Obtain required equity reversion by subtracting Future Worth of

CTO: press @ @ @ .

6. Obtain required proceeds of resale by adding mortgage balance:

pres (60) (1) () (9) -
7. Obtain percentage app. or dep. by: key in original property investment,

 

press (XZY : @

(app. is a positive number; dep. is negative.)

Enter:

() 12 (570) (0) 20 () () s
© D 70000 () (F) (570)
CLEAR )

Monthly Payment is $629.81.

  

(feD) (m) 10 ) (x) ©) (W) (ren)
0 () (7)) (o) (7aer) 79

Mortgage balance is $49,718.12.

11000 629.81

CTO is $3,442.28.

 

)X E®

CLEAR

12,00 =0
20400 X

240,00 Q

- N

9.00 N +
75 °

- 1
70000400 -P

PMT

625.81
+7 %

CLEAR

240,00 « N

1000 N X

120,00 o

+ N

«75 - ]

- 1

629.81 «PT

-PT
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(570) (2) (@e) 0 () 18 (D) (RED)
O st

Future Worth of CTO is $63,405.93. e

@ @ @ @ @ 30000 3442,28 iz

CLEAR

Future Worth of Equity Investment ‘o s .

is $101,887.02. 13.00 - i

3442,28 -2

lolslo o

 

63405.93

Required NCPR is $38,431.09. -0

CLEAR

GIGR0 10,00 N
- N

Required Resale Proceeds are $88,149.21 13.00 ~ ;

30000400 +P
F v

100000 (XY ) (0) 101837,02
’

dep. allowable is 11.85%. 6340598 =
38431.09 °

49718.12 -1

88149,.,21 <

100000.,00

88149.21 &

A X
o 11.85 o

b. Present Worth Method

The keystrokes and steps involved are:

1. Calculate mortgage balance at end of income projection period,

press .

2. Calculate Cash Throw-Off, press @ .
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3. Calculate Present Worth of CTO: press ; key in income

projection period, press @ ; key in desired Equity Yield Rate, press @ ;

enter CTO by pressing (2) ; press (PV).

4. Find equity investment not covered by Present Worth of CTO:

key in equity investment, press =) (o)

5. Find required equity reversion: press (n) (n)

D0 .
6. Find required proceeds of resale by adding mortgage balance:

press (L) (1) () ()
7. Find percentage dep. or app.: key in original property investment,

press O

 

(app. is a positive figure; dep. is negative.) CLEAR
1200 =0

Enter: 20400 x
240,00 ¢

- N(ciem) 12 (570) (0) 20 (x) (1) s o
715 °

 

3 (=) (i) 70000 FY 70060400 e

PMT|

|

CLEAR |

[

RCL @ 10 629.81 0

O ® (e () [ () ()
240,00 -

10,00 N
120,00 o

b = $49,718.12 -

«75 -*

11000 629.81 (=) (o) 0t

" 9718.12

 

X
Z

 

-1
CTO = $3442.28 el :

629.81 N X

71557472 °

3442.28 o
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Cotem) 10 (@) 13 (1) (ReD) ()

PW of CTO = $18,678.65

30000 (=) (0) = $11,321.35

(Equity investment not covered by PW CTO)

(o) (re) (@) () (7e0) (D) ()

Required NCPR = $38,431.09.

(Rey) (U ) (o)
Required PR = $88,149.21.

100000

dep. = 11.85%

 

%) (0]
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CLEAK

10,00 + N

13,00 - 1

+

3442.,28 -2

~PT
v

18678.,65

30000.00

18678465 &

11321.35 o

-P

CLEAR

10400 + N

» N

13.00 e ]

- ]
11321.35 -P

-P
F v

38431.09
4

49718.12 =i
+

88149,21 ©

100000,00
88149.21 2

A X

= 11.85 o
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Example 2 - Future Sales Price (Resale Proceeds) and Percentage app. or

dep. Required to Achieve aGiven Discount Rate (r).

An investment property was recently acquired for $65,800. NOIis forecast

to be $6,350 per year. What mustit resell for (net) in 12 years to produce

a rate of return (r) of 10.45% on the total property investment? What

percentage app. or dep. over the original purchase price does this represent?

a. Future Worth Method CLEAR

1 2 e 0 0 + N

Enter: 10445 - 1

6350400 -PT

(cLear) 12 (n) 10.45 () 6350 (PMT) b

9 (570 (©) (exein) (o) () (m
(ret) (7) (i) es800 (pv) FV) (RoL) 12,00

1045

@ =) (]
Required resale proceeds = $77,359.15

—
o
Z

4
%

3
0

65800400 -P
F ¥V

216877452

139518437 «0
g 'H'[:] -

77359415 o
65800

 

Required app. is 17.57% 65800400
g PP ’ 77359.15 2

A X
1757 ©

b. Present Worth Method CLEAR

- 12-00 < N

Enter: 10.45 - 1
6350.,00 -PT

v(cLear 12 (n) 10.45 () 6350 L

65800 = © q2irsies s
FO@®EDODGED W s o

CLEAR

o

 

Required resale proceeds = $77,359.15 beeed : ::

10.45 e I

- 1
= R 0 23470.54 -P

65800 e @ -+ P

E v
Required app. is 17.57% 77359415

65800400

77359415 &

A X

1757 <o
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CALCULATION OF EQUITY YIELD RATE (y) FROM DOLLAR FIGURES

AS AN INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

The income stream conventionally forecast in Mortgage-Equity or Ellwood

Analysis is a level annuity plus a reversion. It is either a level NOI flow plus

Proceeds of Resale, or a level CTO flow plus NCPR.

The routine to find rate of return on investment as an Internal Rate of

Return is the same as those illustrated for a level annuity plus reversion

(or balloon payment) illustrated in Chapters 5 and 9.

The equity yield rate (y) can be calculated on the equity investment using

CTO and NCPR; the discount rate or basic rate (r) can be calculated on

the property investment using NOI and PR.

Example 1 - An investor has just purchased an income property for $123,750.

A mortgage of $95,000 was obtained, with level monthly payments of $819.93.

NOI is forecast at $13,200. The investor plans to hold the property for

12 years and then resell it. Anticipated resale proceeds are $135,000, at

which time the mortgage balance will be $67,315.

Whatis the indicated equity yield rate?

What is the indicated discount rate?

a. Equity Yield Rate

Enter: CLEAR

(crear) £(exT()) (2) 135000 | ANe

67315 (—) [FV) 12 365 sl

13200 819.93 12,00
365.00

12 () 120750 e

 

(save 1) 95000 (—) = () e .
12.00 X

 

9839.16 °
y = 16.06% -

-PT

123750400 +

95000400 -
<P

YIELDC
T0 CALL

16.06
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b. Discount Rate

Enter: CLEAR

(ceear) 5 (ex10)) (2) 135000 Ae
135000400 -

12 (sAvE?) 365 13200 12.00 '
X365,00

123750 £33 (i) e
13200.00 *PT

 
  

  

 

r = 11.07% 123750400 P
YIELD
T0 CALL

11.0)

CALCULATION OF EQUITY YIELD RATE FROM EQUITY DIVIDEND RATE

This procedure utilizes the formula presented earlier for the relationship

between the Equity Yield Rate (y) and the Equity Dividend Rate.

The formulais:

s mp 1/s | dep. 1/s , mp 1/s app. 1/s

I-m I-m lI-m lI-m
 

Example - Using the property income and price information in Example 1

in the preceding section, what is the Equity Yield Rate, given that CTO

is $3361? The values of components are:

 

e = .1169 p = .2914 CLEAR
m = 7677 1-m = 2323 1169 :

app. = .0909 1/s = 0323 7677 t
«2914 x

Enter: :ggg; P

T «0072 o

SEE 4 e 7677 .2323 +
«0311 °

(save?l) .2914 .0323 .2323 (<) iad '
0323 x

.0909 0323 .2323 (<) (0) 0029 o
«2323 +

y = .1606 or 16.06% e
«1606 <

NOTE:
If Cash Flows (NOI or CTO) are uneven, then the procedure to calculate r

or y as Internal Rate ofReturn is one of the Variable annuity routines pre-

sented and illustrated in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 11 - DEPRECIATION

Depreciation is a method of allocating the cost of an asset over its useful

life. Depreciation is an annual deduction from Net Operating Income before

taxable income and income tax liability are figured. It is an accounting

expense charged against cash income.

The three most common accounting methods are Straight Line, Declining

Balance, and Sum-of-the Year’s Digits (SOYD) depreciation. Declining
balance and SOYD are methods of ‘““accelerated” depreciation whereby

higher depreciation amounts are charged in the early years of an asset’s

life than with straight line depreciation.

It is important to note that land is not depreciable for income tax purposes.

Therefore, the acquisition cost of improvements (buildings, fixtures, site

improvements) must be separated from land value at time of property

acquisition before a depreciation schedule can be calculated.

If there is an expected salvage value at the end of the useful life of the

depreciable asset, the salvage value must be deducted from the asset’s

acquisition to derive the amount to be depreciated (tax basis), if the straight

line or SOYD methods are to be used. Salvage value need not be subtracted

from acquisition cost under the declining-balance method, but the asset

may not be depreciated below salvage value. However, for most real

estate depreciation problems, salvage value is not a consideration or a legal

requirement.

If accelerated depreciation is used, the difference between total depreciation

charged over a given period of time and the total amount that would have

been charged understraight line depreciation is called “excess depreciation™.

With some minor exceptions, the amount of “excess depreciation”is

“recaptured” and taxed as ordinary income when the property is resold.

The HP-81 routines on depreciation allow the analyst to:

1) Calculate and print the schedule of annual depreciation and remaining

balance at the end of each year, using either straight line, declining balance

or SOYD depreciation.

2) Calculate total depreciation charged over a given period.

3) Calculate “excess’ depreciation at the end of any given period.

4) Calculate and identify the “crossover” period when striaght line

depreciation equals or exceeds accelerated depreciation, at which point

it pays to switch to straight line depreciation.

5) Calculate partial-year depreciation at the beginning and end of the

depreciation period.
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Continuing Example: To illustrate the several routines and procedures on

the HP-81 that provide depreciation calculations, and to show the differences

resulting from the application of different depreciation methods, a continuing

example will be used.

A property has just been acquired for $150,000. The purchase price is

allocated between $25,000 for land and $125,000 for improvements

(building). The remaining useful life of the building is agreed to be 25 years.

There is no salvage value forecast at the end of the useful life of the building.

Thus, the depreciable cost is $125,000. This is also the tax basis of the

investment in the building.

STRAIGHT LINE DEPRECIATION

In straight-line depreciation, an equal amount of depreciation is deducted

from the balance of depreciable cost each year.

a. Calculation of Depreciation Schedule and Annual Balance

The keystrokes are:

1) Key in depreciable amount, press

2) Key in usefullife in years, press @ (this prints the amount of annual

depreciation)

3) To find and print the first year’s end-of-year balance, press @@

4) To find and print each successive year’s end-of-year balance press

=)
Example: What is the schedule of straight-line depreciation and remaining

depreciable balance for 10 years?

Enter:
CLEAR

125000 25 @ 125000400 :

4}2500
Annual depreciation is $5,000 500C400 o

(=) (0] Year 1 balance $120,000 L

Ej@ Year 2 balance $115,000 '
5000400 «1

(ReL) (1) (=) (0) Year 3 balance $110,000 .

E] @ Year 4 balance $105,000
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@@ Year 5 balance = $100,000 5000400 <1

E)@Year 6 balance = $95,000 110000400 o

@ E] @ Year 7 balance = $90,000 5000400 ._1'

E) @ Year 8 balance = $85,000 105000400 o

@@ Year 9 balance = $80,000 5000 .00 ‘1'

(=) (¢) Year 10 balance = $75,000 100000.00 o

5000400 -1

95000400 ©

500000 ]

30000,00 °

5000400 i

85000.00 °

5000400 -1

80000,00 o

5000.00 -1

75000.,00 o

b. Accumulated Depreciation Charged

To find total depreciation charged over a given period, subtract the remaining

balance at the end of that period from the original investment amount

to be depreciated.

Example: In the example above, how much depreciation has been charged

over 10 years?

Enter: (Do not press) 125000,00
75000400 »

125000 =) () 50000.00 o
Total depreciation charged is $50,000
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c. Partial-Year Depreciation, Beginning and End of Period

For income tax purposes expecially, calendar-year or Fiscal-year depreciation

charges must be calculated. When the acquisition date (the start of the

depreciation period) does not coincide with the start of the accounting year-

which is usual - the amount of depreciation in the first and last accounting

years must be taken as fractions of full-year depreciation.

The keystrokes and steps are:

1) Calculate the amount of annual straight-line depreciation according
to the procedure in Section a. above, press

2) Calculate the percentage of a year from acquisition date to start
of the next accounting year.

3) Multiply the Step 1 Figure by the Step 2 Figure to find Year 1
depreciation.

4) Press E] @ to find balance at beginning offirst full accounting year.

5) Press @@ to find balance at end of each successive full

accounting year.

6) Forlast (partial) year, press ; calculate percent of year represented

by last partial year’s depreciation; press E] @ to find end-of-period

balance.

Example: If the example property were bought on September 1, what is

the 10-year schedule of depreciation?

Enter: [ CLEAR CLEAR

125000 (SAVE 1) (save?) 25 (=) (sT10) (1) 12800000 '
+25.00

Annual depreciation is $5,000. 5000400 o

 GED) 2 D ) i
Partial-year (4 months) depreciation is $1666.67 s 42 ° .

at beginning 1666467 0

@Balanceatendof4 monthsis 123333.33 o
$123,333.33

@@ Balance end of 1st full pO ..1-

year is $118,333.33 118333,33 °
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E) @ Balance end of 2nd full

year is $113,333.33

B @ Balance end of 3rd full

year is $108,333.33

@ @ Balance end of 4th full

year is $103,333.33

E] @ Balance end of 5th full

year is $98,333.33

@ @ Balance end of 6th full

year is 93,333.33

(=) (0] Balance end of 7th full
year is 88,333.33

@ @ Balance end of 8th full

year is 83,333.33

E) @ Balance end of 9th full

year is 78,333.33

(reD) (1) & (smve) 12 (3) ()
Partial-year (8 months) depreciation is $3333.33
at end

B @ Balance at end of 10 years is $75,000

NOTE:

Depreciation

5000,00

113333433

5000000

108333433

5000,00

103333.,33

5000.00

98333.33

5000400

93333.33

5000.00

88333433

5000400

83333,.,33

5000.,00

78333433

5000.00
8.00
12.00
67

-3333.33

75000400

There is no “excess depreciation” or “crossover’ calculation for

straight line depreciation. These apply only to accelerated depreciation

methods.

157
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DECLINING BALANCE DEPRECIATION

In declining balance depreciation, a constant percentage of the remaining

balance is applied each year to find the amount of depreciation. Thisis

then subtracted from the previous year’s balance to find the next balance.

The constant percentage is a multiple of the straight-line depreciation

percentage. The applicable multiples under income tax law are 125%,

150% and 200%; operationally they are 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00. These

are termed the “declining factors”.

a. Calculation of Depreciation Schedule and Remaining Balance (Book Value)

at End of Each Year

This routine calculates and prints each year’s declining-balance depreciation

and end-of-year balance. The routine will print the values for the entire

useful life of the asset unless it is stopped. To stop the routine at the

end of a given period, press any action key.

The steps and keystrokes are:

1) Key in number of first year in schedule, press

2) Key in number of years of useful life, press

3) Key in depreciable amount, press

4) Key in declining factor, press @

5) Press @

Example: Whatis the 10-year depreciation schedule for the example property

on a 150% declining-balance basis?

Enter: CEEfiR CLEAR

1 (570 (1) 25 (s70) (2] 125000 (PY s5.08 -3
15 (1) (Ex100) (2) e

DCL
FACTR

1.50

1
7500400

117500600
2

7050400

110450400
3

6627.00

103823.,00
4
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6229.38
97593462

5855462
91738.,00

5504.28

86233.72

5174.02

81059.70

4863.58
76196.12

4571477

71624.35

10

4297 .46

67326.89

NOTE:

To stop the routine after 10 years, press any action key.

b. Accumulated Depreciation Charged

To find total depreciation charged over a given period, subtract the remaining

balance at the end of that period from the original depreciable amount.

Example: In the example in Section a) above, how much depreciation has

been charged over 10 years?

Enter: (Do not press ) 67326489 +
125000.00 «P

(RY) (Red) fY) (*¥2Y (=) (9] S
. L. . 57673.11 o

Total depreciation charged is $57,673.11

c. Partial-Year Depreciation, Beginning and End of Period

To find the amount of depreciation in the partial year at the beginning

of the period, when the acquisition date is different from the beginning

of the accounting year, first calculate the amount of first-year declining-

balance depreciation and multiply by the percentage of a year from the

acquisition date to the beginning of the first full accounting year. Then

subtract that from the depreciable amount to obtain the balance at the

beginning of the first full accounting year.

Then apply the declining-balance routine over the income projection period,

less the initial fractional-year period.
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For the fractional year’s depreciation at the end of the period, calculate

the applicable percentage of a year and multiply it by the last full year’s

depreciation of the income projection period. Subtract that amount of

depreciation from the previous year’s balance to find the balance at the

end of the income projection period.

Example: What is the 150% declining-balance depreciation schedule for

the example property over 10 years,if the property was purchased on

September 1 and depreciation is charged on a calendar-year basis?

Enter: CLEAR

25 15
4 (savet)12 (=) 50?)3:33

150

4 months’ depreciation is $2500 7500400
4.00

@@ Balance after 4 months is $122,500 he : gg

(PV) 1(s10] (1) 25 (sT0) (2] 2500400

1.50 (i) (ExTO)) (2) 122500400

NOTE: 1.00

Stop the routine after year 10 by pressing 25400
: 150an .y action key AeL

FACTR
1.50

1
7350400

115150400

6909.00
108241,00

6494,46
101746454

6104.79
95641475

5738451
89903.24

5394.,19
84509.05

5070454
79438451

4766431

-P
-1
-2
-1
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74672.20

9

4480433

70191,.,87

10

4211.51

65980.36

421151 (save 1) 8 (SAve 1) 12 (£ () 421151 '
8.00 +

Last 8 months’ depreciation is $2807.67 12 ’gg . *

= xo087 () () orsiy
70191.87

Final balance is $67,384.20 2807.67 #

67384.20 °

d. Calculation of Excess Depreciation

The steps and keystrokes are:

1) Key in total depreciation charged as calculated in Section b), press

2) Key in depreciable amount, press SAVE 1 ; key in useful life of asset

in years, press @ ; key in number of years in income projection period,

press .

This is total straight-line depreciation over the income projection period.

3) Press E] @ . This is “excess depreciation”.

Example: Whatis the excess depreciation charged on a 150% declining-

balance basis for the example property over 10 years?

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

57673.11 (SAVE 125000 (SAVE il :

5 () 10 e
10.0GC x

@ @ Excess Depreciation is $7673.11. 5000040C o

7673411 °

o+
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e. Crossover Point

To identify the “crossover point’ at which the straight-line depreciation

charge on the remaining balance exceeds the declining-balance depreciation

charge, first calculate the schedule of declining-balance depreciation. Then

start comparing the straight-line depreciation for the remaining usefullife

on the remaining balance at the beginning of each year with the declining-

balance charge for that year. A good starting pointis the year in which

declining-balance depreciation first falls below annual straight-line depreciation

on the original depreciable amount over the entire useful life.

The cross-over point is the end of the year in which declining-balance

depreciation last exceeds or equals the straight-line depreciation amount

on the remaining balance less salvage value at the beginning of the year.

Example: What is the cross-over point with 150% declining balance depreciation

for the example property?

Start testing for year 8, where 150% declining-balance depreciation is $4863.58.

This is the first year in which 150% declining-balance depreciation is less

than original straight-line depreciation of $5000.

Enter:

1) Key in remaining balance at beginning of year, press SAVE ’F

2) Key in remaining years of useful life at beginning of year, press @

This gives annual straight-line depreciation charge on the remaining balance

over the remaining useful life.

Repeat steps 1 and 2 above until the result for a given year exceeds the

declining-balance depreciation charge for that year in the printed schedule

of declining-balance depreciation.

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

81059.70 +

Year 8: 81059.70 18 (&) 18400 +
4503432 o

($4503.32 is less than $4863.58) 76196412 ',
17.00 +

4482412 o

Year 9: 7619612%17@ 71624435 ?
1600 +

($4482.12 is less than $4571.77)
4476452 o

Year 10: 71624.35 (SAVE1) 16 (<)

($4476.52 is more than $4297.46)
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The “crossover’ point is at the end of year 9. Depreciation in year 10

is $4297.46 which is less than $4476.52.

This procedure can be applied to any declining-balance depreciation method

(125%, 150%, 200%) over any useful life. As an aid to analysts, the following
table shows the “crossover” point for each of the three declining-balance

methods, over the most common useful lives used for real estate. The

“crossover” point is shown as a year number at the end of which a switch

to straight-line depreciation is advantageous.

TABLE OF CROSSOVER OR SWITCH POINTS WITH NO SALVAGE VALUE

Useful Life Declining-Balance Depreciation Method

(Years) 125% 150% 200%

10 2 4 5
15 3 5 8
20 4 7 10
25 5 9 13
30 6 10 15
331/3 7 12 17
40 8 14 20

50 10 17 25

SUM-OF-THE-YEARS’ DIGITS DEPRECIATION

SOYD is a method of accelerated depreciation, whereby larger depreciation

amounts are charged in the early years of the asset’s useful life than occurs

in straight-line depreciation. For each year, a fraction of the depreciable

amount is deducted as depreciation. The numerator of that fraction for

each year is the number of years of remaining useful life at the beginning

of that year. The denominator is the sum of the numbers of the years of

useful life.

a. Calculation of Depreciation Schedule and Remaining Balance at End
of Each Year

The HP-81 routine calculates and prints the depreciation amount and the

end-of-year balance for each year. To stop the routine at any point, press

any action key.

The keystrokes and steps are:

1) Key in the number of the first year of the schedule, press

2) Key in the number of years of usefullife, press @

3) Key in depreciable amount, press
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4) Press

Example: Using the figures for the example property, what is the 10-year

schedule of depreciation charges and end-of-year balances?

Enter: CLEAR CLEAFK

100
125000 fl@

: 135003.00

9615.38

115384462

9230.77

106153485

8846415

97307.70

8461454

88846416

B076492

80769.24

7692431
73076493

7307469

65769424

6923.08

58846.16

6538446

52307.70

10

6153.85

46153.85

b. Accumulated Depreciation Charged

To find total depreciation charged over a given period, subtract the remaining

balance at the end of that period from the original depreciable amount.

Example: In the example in Section a) above, how much depreciation

has been charged over 10 years?

Enter: (Do not press ) 46153.85
125000400

(RY) (ReL) PY) (x2Y

)

(=) (o) 4615385

78846415
Total accumulated depreciation is $78,846.15.

+1
+2
+P

-P

“u
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c. Partial-Year Depreciation Beginning and End of Period

To find the amount of depreciation in the partial year at the beginning of

the period, when the acquisition date is different from the beginning of the

accounting year, first calculate the normal SOYD depreciation schedule.

Then calculate the fraction of a year from the acquisition date to the

beginning of the accounting year, then calculate the fraction of a year

remaining from the beginning of the accounting year to the first full year

of holding. After these factors have been obtained, apply them to the

normal SOYD schedule as shown below:

Normal Year 1 scheduled depreciation factor 1 = Year 1 value

Normal Year 1 scheduled depreciation factor 2 +

Normal year 2 scheduled depreciation factor 1 = Year 2 value

Normal year 2 scheduled depreciation factor 2 +

Normal year 3 scheduled depreciation factor 1 = Year 3 value

Continue this procedure for each year. In the final year which is one year

beyond the useful life due to the partial years at the beginning and end of

the schedule, the depreciation is simply:

Normal year N scheduled depreciation factor 2 = Year N + 1 value

Example: What is the SOYD depreciation schedule for the example

property in the first 4 years if the property was purchased on Sept. 1

and depreciation is charged on a calendar year basis.

ENTER: CLEAR

4 12 (<) 1 factor 1is .33 e .

 

.33 o

1 E) 2 factor 2 is .67 P -1

033 Z

9615.38 (ST0) 0 1 ie b
*

YEAR 1 depreciation is 3205.13 e33 *1)(

RCL = 3205.13 o '

«67 -2

N x

6410.25 °
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9230.77 0 1(x) (o) 8930.21 =0

Year 2 depreciation is 9487.18 *33 -]

2 3076.92 o .

9487.18 o

8846.15 (ST0) 0 1 (0)

Year 3 depreciation is 9102.56

2 (0 el
8461.54 (STO) 0 1 (9) W33 e

2948,.,72 <

 

o617 -2

 

Year 4 depreciation is 8717.95

9102.56 o

«67 -2

5897.43 <

8461.54 -0

¢33 -1

2820.51 °

8717.95 o

d. Calculation of Excess Depreciation

The steps and keystrokes are:

1) Key in total depreciation charged as calculated in Section b), press

2) Key in depreciable amount, press SAVE 4| ; key in useful life of asset

in years, press @ ; key in number of years in income projection period, press

. This is total straight-line depreciation over the income projection period.

3) Press B @ . This is “excess depreciation™.

Example: What is the excess depreciation charged on the example property,
using SOYD depreciation over 10 years?
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Enter: CLEAR

Bk ou
25400 +

25 (=) 10 (x) (=) (¢) 5000.00 o
10,00 x

Excess depreciation is $28,846.15 30000.00 o

28846.15 <

e. Crossover Point

There is no “crossover” point for SOYD depreciation schedules. At every

point on the schedule, the SOYD depreciation charge exceeds the straight-

line depreciation charge on the remaining balance over the remaining useful

life.

While it is legal to switch from SOYD to straight-line depreciation at any

time, it is not advantageous for the investor to do so.
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CHAPTER 12 - INCOME PROJECTION AND ESTIMATION

In most real estate investment and valuation problems (among others),

it is necessary to calculate the future income and expense flows that are

utilized in appraisal, financing and investment analysis.

The HP-81 has an advantage in calculating Before-Tax Cash Flows in that

sequential or chain calculation capabilities can be utilized to work from

Potential Gross Income to Cash Throw-Off to Equity in one continuous

operation. With After-Tax Cash Flows, however, the ability of the HP-81

to store values and to calculate schedules of depreciation and annual interest

payments considerably shortens calculating time, as well as reducing the

possibilities of manual entry error.

BEFORE - TAX CASH FLOWS

The several before - tax cash flows applicable to real estate analysis and

problems are:

PGI : Potential Gross Income

EGI : Effective Gross Income

NOI Net Operating Income (also called Net Income Before Recapture)

CTO: Cash Throw-Off to Equity (also called Gross Spendable Cash)

All are annual flowsin real estate analysis.

These terms and symbols are further explained in the Appendix.

The derivation of these cash flows follows a set sequence:

1. Potential Gross Income is calculated by multiplying the rental per

unit times the number of units, and that product times the number of rental

payment periods per year. This gives what the property would generate in

rental incomeif it were fully occupied.

2. Deduct Allowance for Vacancy and Rental Loss. The result is Rent

Collections, which is also Effective Gross Income if there is no “Other Income™.

3. Add “Other Income”, such as receipts from concessions (laundry

equipment, etc.), which is produced from sources other than the rental

of space. This produces Effective Gross Income.

4. Deduct Operating Expenses. These are expenditures the landlord-

investor must make, by contract or custom, to preserve the property and

keep it capable of producing the forecast gross income. The result is

Net Operating Income.

5. Deduct Annual Debt Service on the mortgage. This produces Cash

Throw-Off to Equity.
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Thus: PGI - Vac + Other = EGI

EGI - OE = NOI

NOI - ADS = CTO

Example: A 60-unit apartment building has rentals of $250 per unit per month.

Three units are currently vacant, which is a typical vacancy ratio for competitive

properties. Concession income from coin-operated laundry equipment

averages $6 per occupied unit per month.

Management fees are 3.5% of rent collections. Other operating expenses

are: Property Taxes $27,350; Insurance $3,255; Repairs and Maintenance

$14,285 plus a free apartment for the building superintendent; Utilities

(sewer and water) $7850; Heat and Air Conditioning $11,450; Replacements
$3975; Other (Miscellaneous) $3125.

The property has just been financed with a $700,000 mortgage, fully

amortized in level monthly payments at 9.5% interest over 20 years.

a.  What is Effective Gross Income?

b.  What is Net Operating Income?

c.  What is Cash Throw-Off to Equity?

OE
d.  Whatis the Operating Expense Ratio? (OER = E—GI )

NOI
e.  What is the Debt Service Coverage Ratio? (DS COV =DS )

Enter: » CLEAR

 

oo 60 ?
5 @ (Round to nearest dollar) 250 x

60 250 12 PGI = $180,000 et e
180000, <

x

 

 

(save?) (save?) 3 (save?) 60 (&) !

Vac. Allow. = $9,000. -
. © .

9000 ©

171000. o

@ @ Rent Collections = -1
57, 4

$171,000
6. x

342, <
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“Other Income” = $4,104

(o) EGI = $175,104

3.5 @ Management = $5,985

27350 (+) 3255 (+)14285

250 (SET) 12 () ()

7850 (+) 11450 (+)3975

3125 (+) (0)

OE = $80,275

=) NOI = $94,829

ExnjcoloElD

  

ADS = $78,299

(re) (&) (x2¥) () (0] (s10) (8)
CTO* = $16,530

(reu) (3) (Rey) (2) €23 (4) (&
Operating Expense Ratio = .4584

 

*CTO is stored for further use in
calculating After-Tax Cash Flow.

17

4104, °
+

175104, °

+2
1

171000. «1

345 %

5985, o

27350, +

3255. +

14285, +

250, 4

12, x

3000, o
+

7850 +

11450, +

3975, +

3125. +
80275. °

-3
4

175104, .2
80275, &

94829, °

-4

CLEAR

12 =0
20 x

240. o

- N

945 N +

1. ©

- |
70C0CC0. +P

PMT

6525,
N X

78299. Q
+5

+

94829. -4

78299. e

16530, 0

+6
t

80275 -3
4

175104. «2
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3 @) (FD @ D) 6
«4584 o

-3§§ @ 94829, *4’

Debt Service Coverage Ratio = 1.2111 78299, 5

  

1.2111 °

BEFORE - TAX REVERSIONS (RESALE PROCEEDS)

The reversion receivable at the end of the income projection period is

usually based on forecast or anticipated resale of the property at that

time. The several before-tax reversion amounts applicable to real estate

analysis and problems are:

SP : Resale Price

PR : Proceeds of Resale

b :Outstanding Mortgage Balance

NCPR :Net Cash Proceeds of Resale to Equity

These terms and symbols are further explained in the Appendix.

The derivation of these reversions is as follows:

1. Forecast or estimated Resale Price. Deduct sales and disposition expenses

(brokerage commission, legal fees, etc.). The result is Proceeds of Resale.

2. Calculate Outstanding Balance of the Mortgage at the end of the

Income Projection Period and subtract it from Proceeds of Resale. The

result is Net Cash Proceeds of Resale.

Thus : SP - Disp. Exp. = PR

PR - b = NCPR

Example: The apartment property in the preceding example is expected

to be resold in 10 years. The forecast resale price is $800,000. The broker’s

commission is expected to be 6% and other selling or disposition expenses are

2.5%. The mortgage is the same as that indicated in the preceding example.

a. What are the Forecast Proceeds of Resale?

b. What will the Mortgage Balance be in 10 years?

c. What are the Forecast Net Cash Proceeds of Resale?
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Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

@ (Round to nearest dollar) 800002 .

s00000 (SWE s (SwET) 25 () (B) (0
68000 o

 

@
+
>

Sales Expense is $68,000

@@ PR = $732,000
732000, ¢

-3

12@20@9.5 CLEAR

    - " 12, -03 (=) (i) 700000 : e :

240, o

- N

9.5 N +

1. °

700000, -P@]o

 

6524492

Monthly Mortgage Payment = $6524.92 e

CLEAR

 

' .
(2) (Ret) (@) (©) (Ret) (pmT) (PMT) i

6525, «PT

b = $504,258 sl
-P

O - .
NCPR = $227,742

. T504253.

587248,

504258, ‘

7320000 «3
504258, &

227742, o
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AFTER - TAX CASH FLOW

After-tax cash flow is found for each year by deducting Income Tax Liability

for that year from CTO. (ATCF = CTO - Tax Liability.)

To derive Income Tax Liability for each year,it is necessary first to calculate

Taxable Income. Then ATCF can be found:

1. Calculate mortgage interest payable in the year.

2. Calculate depreciation chargeable during the year.

3. Deductthe figures derived in Steps 2 and 3 from NOI. This is

Taxable Income.

4. Multiply Taxable Income by the appropriate tax rate to find Income

Tax Liability.

5. Deduct Income Tax Liability from CTO to find ATCF

Thus : Taxable Income = NOI - Int. - Depr.

Tax Liability = Taxable Income X Tax Rate

ATCF = CTO - Tax Liability

Example: The property used in the example in the preceding section on

Before - Tax Cash Flows was purchased for $900,000, of which $150,000

was allocated to land. Therefore the “depreciable amount” of investment

in the buildings is $750,000. The buildings have an estimated remaining

useful life of 25 years, and are to be depreciated on a 125% declining-

balance basis.

The mortgage loan terms are those stipulated in the earlier example:

Principal of $700,000; Interest rate of 9.5%; Full amortization in level

monthly payments over 25 years. The applicable income tax rate

is 48%.

Whatis the schedule of ATCF for 10 years?

NOTE:

The values already stored from the preceding example, and their

storage locations, are:

12 - Storage Register 0 ADS - Storage Register 5

NOI - Storage Register 4 CTO - Storage Register 6

Interest per Period - Storage Register 16 (@)

Mortgage Principal - Storage Register 18 ()

To clear the storage registers for future use, and to retain these stored

values for further use, relocate them as follows:
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Enter: CLEAR

o 78299, -5
; @ Monthly N +

6525, o
Mortgage Paymentis in Register 17 ( ) -PT

’

@@NOIis in Register 19 94829. :;*

@CTO is in Register 3. 16530, ‘6’

 

-3

(Round to the CLEAR

nearest dollar.) ; 1

Calculate and store interest payments for years 1-10 ! f : :2 I

1619 (1) 12 (519) (2) (re) (D) (D 525, Cer
-PT 

(RCL) (PMT) (PMT) (RCL) 7906804

o

<8

Year 1 interest is: $65,973 iy T+

BEOO#CO@HEYE v,
Year 2 interest is: $64,750 13: o

25 (570) (1) 3 (570) (2) ) (570) (6 o
Year 3 interest is: $63,402 XPN :674125.

Year 4 interest is: $61,928 e :é

4960@ P v659228.

Year 5 interest is: $60,301 e

&1 (510) (1) 72 (570) () @) (570) (9) 7.
Year 6 interest is: $58,514 : s ‘g"

73 (570 (1) 84 (570] (2) (24 (570 Yt

() (0) Year 7 interestis: $56,552 ij:' -7

@ Year 8 interest is: $54,394
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624859,

@ @ Year 9 interest is: $52,021 I NT o

109 (s70) (1] 120 (5T0) (2) (4 (sTO) e
72 -2

@ Year 10 interest is: $49,413 . I+

605074,

NOTE: 1 81
58514,Do not use Storage Register 13. It is needed for

the next step. ) (Do not press) 73, *?
84. =2

i+

P v
583327,

i1 K1
56552.

>0

85, -1

96 -2

i+
P v

559422,
I N T

54394,
+1#

97. 1

108, 2
I+

PV
533144,

I N T

52021,
-2

109. -1

120. -2
I+

PV
504258,

I N T
49413,

>4 %
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Calculate 125% declining-balance depreciation le -1

schedule for 10 years: 25, -2
75()00‘:1. »-P

1 (s70) (1) 25 (5T0) (2) 750000 (PV) e
FACTR

 

1.25 (i) (ExT() ke
1

(Press any action key as year 10 calculation . 37 233-
starts, to stop the routine.) 5 2 .

35625,

NOTE: 676875,

Each year’s depreciation charge must be entered 3 hiae

manually later in calculating Taxable Income. 643031

4

(Do not press CLEAR |) b?é;;i:

5

48 @ The tax rate is in Storage 30544,

Register 0 380335,
6

29017,

) 551318,
7

NOI is transferred to Storage Register 1 27566 .

523752,

(ReD) (1) (Fed) (@) (3) a0 () (&) »
26188,

Year 1 Taxable Income ; 497564,

> N 248783,
: Year 1 Tax Liability 472685,

10

(X2 () 413052,
Year 1 ATCF = $20,679* <48 -0

) 35625 (5) (0)
@@@ Sebes. 1

Year 2 ATCF = $19,192* 65973, “h

(Ret) (1) (ReL] (6) (=) 33844 (<) (o) 37500 -
59 () (Rey) (8) (x2Y]) () (o) .

- 4149, <

Year 3 ATCF = $17,690* t
16530, -3

OOEme@@ - e
- 20679,Iolenjelezalelo °
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Year 4 ATCF = $16,170

(1) (ReD) (8) () sos44 () 3)
3 (9 (Ret) (3) (%2Y) () (0

Year 5 ATCF = $14,618

(D) (D) (%60 (8) () 20017 &) (0
)@ @D @DO 0

Year 6 ATCF = $13,027

(Ret) (1) (ReL) (+) (0] (=) 27566 (=)

=)
@ Year 7 ATCF = $11,389

(Reu) (1) (Re) () (1) (=) 26188 (-
0 EE =)
(0) Year8 ATCF = $9,691

(ReL] (1) (Ren) () (2) (=) 24878 ()
0 eE 5
@ Year 9 ATCF = $7,924

(e (1) (ReD) () (@) () zss34 (5
(0) € (=)
(0) Year 10 ATCF = $6,075
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34629,

64750,

35625,

5546,

2662

16530,

2662,

139192,

94829.

63402,

33844.

2417.

1160,

16530,

1160,

176590.

94829,

61928.

32152.

749,

360,

16530,
360,

16170,

94829,

60301.

30544.

3984,

1912,
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*Assumes other income available for tax shelter. Otherwise, tax liability

is 0, and ATCF is $16,530.
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AFTER - TAX NET CASH PROCEEDS OF RESALE

ATNCPR = NCPR - Tax Liability

To calculate Tax Liability,it is necessary to find the Gain on Resale.

This is divided between Excess Depreciation, which is taxed (fully or

partially, depending on whether any Excess Depreciation is “forgiven”)

as ordinary income; and the remainder, which is Capital Gain taxed at

the capital gains tax rate.

The steps are:

1. Calculate total depreciation charged. Subtract this from the original

purchase price (Capital Outlay) to obtain Tax Basis.

Subtract Tax Basis from Proceeds of Resale. The result is Gain on Resale.

. Subtract total straight-line depreciation over the income projection

period from total depreciation charged. This produces Excess Depreciation.

. Subtract Excess Depreciation from Gain on Resale to obtain Capital Gain.

. Multiply Excess Depreciation by ordinary income tax rate. This

produces ordinary income tax liability on resale.

. Multiply Capital Gain by capital gains tax rate. This produces

capital gains tax liability on resale.

. Add the figures derived in Steps 5 and 6 to obtain total Tax Liability on resale.

. Subtract total Tax Liability from Net Cash Proceeds of Resale to

obtain After-Tax Net Cash Proceeds of Resale.

Thus: CO - Total Dep. = Tax Basis

PR - Tax Basis = Gain on Resale

Total Dep. - S-L Dep. = Excess Dep.

Gain on Resale - Excess Dep. = Capital Gain

(Excess Dep. X Ord. Tax Rate) + (Cap. Gain X CG Tax Rate) = Tax Lia.

NCPR - Tax Lia. = ATNCPR

Example: A new,first-owner non-residential property cost $60,000 for

the site and $240,000 for the building (improvements). The estimated

useful life of the building is 40 years, and it is depreciated on a 150%

declining-balance basis.

The property has been financed with a 75% mortgage at 10.25% interest,

fully amortized in monthly payments over 23 years 7 months.
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The property is forecast to resell at $275,000 in 12 years, with disposition

expenses of 8%. The applicable ordinary income tax rate is 48%, and the

capital gains tax rate is 30%.

What is the indicated ATNCPR?

Enter:

@ (Round to nearest dollar.)

 

(a) Calculate and store PR

275000 GED) 8 (@) (3 (8) (570) ()
PR = $253,000

(b) Calculate and store NCPR

12 (570) (0) 3 7 ()
10.25 () (=) (i) 300000

75

 

() (ve0) () 2
(rev) (D) ()

(PV) b = $171,464

D) @) (525 O (0 G @)
NCPR = $81,536

30 0

 

CLEAR

275000, 4

Be X

22000, -

253000, °

-3

CLEAR

12 -0

23. x

276. ©

7. +
- N

1025 N +

1, o

- 1

300000, +

75, %

225000 -P
PMT

2112,
7%

CLEAR

2630 « N

12. N Xx

144, o

- N

1. - ]

- 1

2112, «PT

~P1
P v

171464,

+

253000 -3
171464, &

81536, ¢
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(c) Calculate and store total depreciation
charged

12 (1) 40 240000

1.50 (i)

(Press as soon as calculation

starts, to stop routine.)

(RY) (Ren) BV (%Y (5) (o) (5TO)
Total Depreciation Charged = $88,288

(d) 300000 =) (¢

Basis = $211,712

(o) (ReL) (3) (x2y) (5 () (579) (8)
Gain on Resale = $41,288

o (7D (5) (Re) 79 40 (3) 12 ()
0@ 6D
Excess Depreciation = $16,288

(@ (reL) (6) (x2y) (5) (¢
Capital Gain = $25,000

(h) .30 Capital Gains Tax = $7,500

(i) 48 Ordinary Income
Tax = $7,818

i (0) Total Tax = $15,318

12,

40,

240000,

1.5

DCL
FACTR

12
2.

5911.
151712,

151712,

240000,

151712,

88288,

300000,

88288,

211712,

253000,

211712,

41288,

88288,

240000,

40,
6000,

12,
72000

16288,

41288,

16288,

25000,

o3
7500.

16288,
«48

7818,

15318,

183

-1

-2
-P
- 1
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(k) (ReL) (4) (x2Y (=) (o) 81536 4
15318, 2

ATNCPR = $66,218 66218, ®
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CHAPTER 13: REAL ESTATE DECISION MAKING -
INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

The HP-81 can be used effectively in real estate decision making, using both

routines and procedures that have been described and illustrated in previous

chapters of this manual, as well as other proceduresillustrated below.

Decision making involves making a choice from among two or more alternative

courses of action. The routines and procedures available on the HP-81

make it possible for the analyst to consider almost any combination of

outcomes, and compare them with one another to select the “best’ alternative,

or to compare them with some standard of acceptability to make an accept-

reject decision.

Feasibility Analysis is a process of measuring and testing whether a proposed

investment is expected to meet an investor’s minimum standard(s) of acceptability.

If the investment or project proposal meets the investor’s standard(s), then

it is “feasible”.

Investment Analysis consists essentially of comparing alternative investment

or project proposals, and making them according to the results of their

feasibility tests. The highest-ranking alternative is the “best” in terms of

the investor’s standard(s) of acceptability.

In addition, there are decisions about the selection of the “best” or optimum

financing alternative, decisions concerning rent-buy and sell-lease alternatives,

and measures of financial safety or coverage that enter into real estate

problem solving. All these are considered and illustrated here in Chapter 13,

along with measures and tests of feasibility and sensitivity analysis.

FEASIBILITY TESTS

A feasibility test measures whether a project or investment is likely to meet

an investor’s standard of acceptability. These standards of acceptability include:

1. The investment should be worth to the investor at least as much as

it will cost the investor to acquire it. This criterion is tested by calculating

the Present Worth of the Forecast Future Cash Flows from the investment

at a rate of discount reflecting the rate of return minimally acceptable to

the investor, and comparing that Present Worth to the Capital Outlay required.

This procedure uses Present Worth, Net Present Value and the Profitability

Index.
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2. The investment should produce a rate of return to the investor at least

as high as the rate of return desired or required. This criterion is tested

by calculating the Internal Rate of Return or Modified Internal Rate of

Return on the investment, and comparing it with the investor’s desired

or required rate of return.

3. The investment should provide for full recovery of the investor’s

Capital Outlay within the time period desired or required by the investor.

This criterion is tested by calculating the Payback Period and comparing

it with the investor’s desired or required payback period.

a. Present Worth

The PW of any investmentis calculated with the routines and procedures

illustrated in Chapters 8 and 10. This involves discounting the Forecast

Future Cash Flows at a specified rate. For feasibility analysis, that specified

rate is the minimally acceptable rate of return to the investor. It isy for

estimating equity investment value, r for estimating total property value,

and i for estimating the present worth of a mortgage.

1.) Level Annuity, No Reversion

The routine is the one illustrated in Chapters 2 and 3:

Enter: Number of Payment Periods @

Rate of Return per Period @ Cash Flow per Period .

2.) Level Annuity with Reversion or Balloon Payment

The routines are as illustrated in Chapters 5, 8 and 10. The Present Worth

of the level cash flows is added to the Present Worth of the reversion,

both at the investor’s minimally acceptable rate of return. The sum is the

Present Worth of the investment.

An alternative method utilizes a modification of the NPV routine

illustrated in Chapter 8. The amount entered as is 0. Since the

periodic cash flows are equal, they are stored and recalled successively to

avoid errors of manual re-entry. The cash flow amount entered for the

last period is the sum of the last payment amount plus the reversion.

Example - An income property is forecast to produce NOI of $7537 per

year. The investor expects to hold it for 10 years, and then sell it. The

Forecast Proceeds of Resale are $60,000.

The property has just been financed with a $50,000 mortgage at 9% interest,

with level monthly payments over a 25-year term.

Whatis the Present Worth of the property at a Discount Rate of 10.5%?
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Whatis the Present Worth of the equity investment position with an

Equity Yield Rate of 14%?

Enter: CLEAR

12 (570) (0) 25 (x) (n) 9 356

  

300600

() () 50000 (Y) (PMD v5.00 N %

Monthly Payment is $419.60 «75 3 I

T g
419.60

Annual Debt Service is $5035.18 ;7:

5035.18 ©
-3

S @ (Round to nearest dollar.) CLEAR

 

1(s10) (1] 10 @R (x) (s19) (2) e

(Ret) () () (Rev) (Pmr] (PmT] e

 

10 - I

e
Mortgage Balance in 10 yearsis $41,370. 50000, :ET

+P

e(327) 0 @EDE -
NCPR = $18,630 L 41370,

41722, ,
41370. +
60G00.,

41370. 2

18630, o -

-4

7537 60000 (0) CLEAK

socie.
67537, o

10th Year NOI + PR = $67,357.

-2
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Feasibility Analysis

(exean) 105 () 0 {9 (7e0) (1)

1537, .1
7537. i+

G
75370 re

12993, o
PW Property = $67,440 *

7537, +~1

7537, i+

18580, o

*

7537, -1
7537 i+

23635, °
+

7537, -1
7537, I+

28210 °

4

7537, +~1

7537, I+

32350. Q
4

7537, -1

7537, I+

36097, o

t

7537, -1
7537, I+

39488, o
4

7537, *-1

7537, I+

42556, Q

4

67537,  +2
67537, £+
67440, o

= © cLeAR

CTO = $2502
7537, qf

5035. -3

"
2502, ©

10th Year CTO + NCPR = $21,132.
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(crear 14 (i) o (V) (Rer) 1 (2 (Rer)
(1) &) (Ret) (1) & (Rev) (1) (&

(&) &
PW Equity = $18,075.

189

+1
+

18630, -4

+

25020 -]

+

-2

CLEAR

14. - 1
. <P

4

2502, -1

2502, o+

2195, o
4

2502, -1
2502, I+
4120, o

¢+

2502, -1

2502, i+

5808, 0

+

2502. ‘l

2502, I+

7290, o

*

2502, -1

2502, i+

8589, °

t

2502, -1

2502, I+

9729. o

+

2502' "1

2502, I+

10729, o

*

2502, -1

2502. I+

11606, °

+

2502, -1

2502, I+

12375, o

*

21132, -2
21132. I+

18075, o
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3.) Variable Annuity

The routine is the NPV routineillustrated in Chapter 8, except that 0 is

entered for CO in :

Enter:

Rate of return or discount @

0 @)
Cash Flow for period 1

Repeat Step 3 for each successive cash flow.

b.  Net Present Value

Net Present Valueis the difference between Present Worth and Capital

Outlay required: NPV = PW - CO.

The test of feasibility is NPV 2 0.

If Present Worth at the investor’s required or desired rate of return is

equal to or greater than the Capital Outlay required to acquire the investment

position, then the investmentis “feasible”.

Example 1 - Level Annuity plus Reversion

An investment property has just been purchased for $62,500, including a

$50,000 mortgage. NOIis forecast at $7537 annually, while CTO is $2502.

The property is expected to be resold in 10 years for $60,000, at which

time NCPR would be $18,630.

The desired rate of return on the property investment is 10.5%, while y

is 14%.

What is the NPV of the property investment?

What is the NPV of the equity investment?

NPV of property investment using NPV routine:

Enter: CLEAR

7537 (sT10) 60000 (2) bt )
-2

10th Year Payment is $67,537.
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(cLear] 10.5 (i) 62500 (cHs) (PV) (RCL)

(rer) (1) &4 (Red) (1) (=) (Rew) (1)

NPV Property = +$4940.27

NPV of equity investment using PV routines:

Enter: 10 (n) 14 () 2502

191

CLEAR

1050 - 1

62500400 »P
’

7537.00 -1

7537,00 1t
55679419 o

4

7537.00 «1
7537400 i+

49506450 0
4

7537.00 ~1

43920.36 o

t

7537.00 -1
7537.00 T4

38865.04 o

+

7537.00 1

7537.00 I+

34290.08 o

4

7537400 -1
7537.00 I+

30149.84 ©

+

7537.00 -1

7537400 i+

26403.03 ¢

4

7537.00 -]

7537000 i+

23012.24 °

4

7537400 -1

7537400 I+

19943.66 0
’

67537.00 -2

67537.00 i+

4940.27 °

CLEAR

10,00 - N

14,00 - 1

2502.00 -PT

v

13050.72

-1
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Feasibility Analysis

(o) (760) () () (ReD) (D) (D
18630 (FV) () (Rel) (1) (1) (9) e
PW equity = $18076.05 e

1863C,00 - F

12500 [:j [:] : V5025.33

NPV equity = $5576.05 13050472 *1’

18076.05 @

125G60.00 -
5576.05 <

Example 2 - NPV of a Variable Annuity

A rental property has 7 years remaining on the lease to the single tenant.

The propertyis for sale for $200,000. A mortgage in the amount of

$137,500 can be obtained.

A potential investor seeking an after-tax rate of return on his equity investment

of 12% has forecast the after-tax cash flows and reversion, based on lease

terms, as follows:

Year ATCF

1 $11,846

2 $ 9,673

3 $ 8,217

4 $ 6,743

5 $ 5,018

6 $ 3,716

7 $ 2,284

7(Reversion) $51,883

Should the investor purchase the property?

Enter:
CLEAR

200000 (SAVE

1)

137500 (—) (¢) 3 00Beu 0N *

62500400 o
Equity Investment Required = $62,500

2284 51883

(+)

(0]

(s10)

(2] 51883100
54167.,00 0

-3

4+
>

7th Year Cash Flow = $54,167
-2
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12 (0)
11846 9673 8217 6743

5018 3716 54167

No. NPV = -$4845.57

c. Profitability Index

The Profitability Index is the Ratio of Present Worth to Capital Outlay:

PW
PI =—

Co

The test of feasibility is: PI 2 1

Example 1 - PV Routines

Using the property income and capital outlay figures from Example 1 in

the preceding section on Net Present Value, whatis the Profitability Index

for the property investment at a Discount Rate of 10.5%?

Enter:

10 (n) 105 (i) 7537

(evese) (R () () (rct) (1) (D)
60000 (FV) PY) (ReL] (1) (+) (o)
PW = $67,440.27

P

CLEAR

12,00

62500,00

11846.00
51923,.21
9673.00

44211.96
8217.00
38363426
6743.,00
34077.96
5018400

31230461
3716400

29347.97
54167.00
4845.57

 

->

-

S
-

<°

<

°

<

°

°

193

1
t

1
@

P

I+

I+

I+

i+

i+

i+

I+

<

CLEAR

10.00
10.50

7537.00

v

45333434

-

-

->

-

CLEAR

10.00

10650

60000400

v

22106.93

¢
4

2
4

M
o
v
e
2

N
1

PT

1
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Feasibility Analysis

62500 () '
45333.34 +~1

Pl = 1.08 (The investment is feasible.) .
67440.27 o

62500,00 +

1.08 °

Example 2 - NPV Routine

Using the after-tax cash flow and reversion figures from Example 2 in the

preceding section on Net Present Value, what is the Profitability Index

on an equity investment of $62,500 at an after-tax rate of return of 12%?

Enter: CLEAR

2284 51883 (0] gute
5 67.0

7th Year Cash Flow 41 0 °

-1

12 (1) o (Pv) 11846 CLEAR

9673 8217 6743 i

5018 3716 10576.75 o
9673.00 I+

PW = $57,654.43 18288.,04 °
8217.,00 I+

24136,74 o

62500(:] 6743.,00 I+

28422.04 o

Pl = 0.92 (The investment is not feasible.) 5018.00 I+
31269,.39 o

3716.00 T+

33152.03 °

54167.,00 =1
54167.00 I+

57654,.,43 °

62500.,00 +

«92 °

d. Internal Rate of Return

As noted previously in Chapters 2,4, 5,9 and 11, an Internal Rate of

Return is that rate of discount at which the Present Worth of Forecast

Future Cash Flows from an investment exactly equals the required Capital

Outlay.

The test of feasibility is: IRR 2 Target
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The calculated IRR from the property investment and forecast cash flow

data must be equal to or greater than the rate of return required or desired

by the investor.

Example 1 - Level Annuity Plus Reversion

An investoris considering purchasing a rental property for $62,500. He

can finance the purchase with a $50,000 mortgage. The forecast CTO

for 10 years is $2502 annually. He expects to resell the property in 10

years and realize an NCPR of $18,630.

Should he make the investmentif he is looking for an 18% equity yield

rate?

Enter: |CLEAR

  

CLEAR

) (ex10) (2) 18630 (V) 10 AN2

365 (x) (570) (oY) 2502 s
12500 (pV) (

F

+
365.00 X

= @ 3650.00 o: ke

i 0 ‘b o 2502.00  <PT
Yes. IRR is 21.75%, which is greater than 18%. 19500.00 -p

YIELD

T0 CALL

21.75

Example 2 - Variable Annuity

An investment property is forecast to produce the following after-tax

cash flow over a 10-year income projection period.

Year

O
O

W
A
~
W
N

-
\
O

10
10 (Reversion)

ATCF

$2,861
$2,753
$2,631
$2,508
$2,387
$2,162
$1,894
$1,583
$1,212
$ 808
$14,765 (At NCPR)

The investor can acquire the equity investment position for $12,500.

What is the after-tax rate of return, calculated as an IRR?
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Enter:

808 (savel) 14765 (4) (o) (s70) (-) (4)

Year 10 Cash Flow = $15,573.

Test at 20%:

20 (i 12500 (CHS) 2861

(s10) (1) (=4 2753 (sT0) (2) (2+) 2631

(s10) (3) (=+) 2508 (STO) (4) (5+) 2387

(s70) (5) (=4 2162 (sT0) (6) (c+) 1894

(s10) (7) (z+) 1583 (s70) (8) (24 1212

519 (@ ® FE) () @ &
E
NPV = - $141.88 (20% is too high).

Test at 19.5%:

(cLear

)

19.5 () 12500 (CHS) (PV) (RCL)

DEEDO6E®
(reD) @ @ (D) (6) @ (7)) (6)
B (7)) @ @ o) B B G
glzlcalololzlcnla
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CLEAR

8Gb.00 *
14765.00 +

15573,.,00 <

+4%

CLEAR

20600 » 1

125006090 »P

2861.00 -1

2861400 I+

10115.,83 o

2753400 -2
2753.00 I+

8204,03 o

2631.,00 -+3
2631400 i+

6681.46 0

2508.00 +4

2508.00 i+

5471.97 ¢

2387.00 »5

2387.00 S+

4512.69 o

2162.0C +6

2162400 i+

3788.64 °
1894.00 *?

1894.00 I+

3260.06 °

1583,00 +8
1583.00 I+

2891490 ©

1212.00 +9
1212000 I+

2657.01 °

+

15573.00 4

15573.00 I+

141.88 o

+9n

CLEAR

15.5¢ » 1
12560400 +P

*

2361400 -1

2861,00 I+

10105.86 o
4

3153,00  +3

8178.,02 0
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NPV = +$106.71 (19.5% is too low.)

Interpolate to Find IRR:

(rel) (3) (8) (@) () (®) (rer) (@)
(x27) (@ 20 med) D) (D O
(0) (x) 0.21%

(fe) D @ @
IRR = 19.71%

2631.00
2631400
6636426

2508400
2508400
5406440

2387.00

2387400

4426.88

2162.00
21€2.00
3684446

1894,00

1894,00
3140.20

1583.00
1583.00
2759.54

1212.00
1212.00
2515466

156573.00
15573.00

106.71

141.88

248459

106471
248.59

43
20400
1950

«50

21
19.50

19.71

197

3
24

-4
i+

-5

i+

«6
I+

«7

I+

«8
I+

~9
I+

4%
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e.  Payback Period

The Payback Period is the number of years required to return or “payback”

the amount of Capital Outlay, disregarding any rate of discount. It is n when

T
s | (CF) 2 CO The test of feasibility is: n < Target

An investment is feasible when the Capital Outlay is forecast to be repaid

within the period required or desired by the investor.

The procedure to find the Payback Period is to use the NPV routine, entering

0 as @ . When NPV becomes posivibe, press to findn .

If cash flowsare level, n 2 ——
CTO

Example 1 - Level Cash Flows

An investor has just purchased an income property for $62,500, of which

$12,500 was equity. CTO is forecast at $2502 annually. Whatis the Payback

Period?

Enter: CLzAR

— 125000U0 +12500 2502 () - 4098
5400 <

Thereforen = 5

Example 2 - Variable Cash Flows

Suppose the equity investor in the property illustrated in Example 2

in the preceding section on Internal Rate of Return is looking for a return

of his equity investment from ATCF in 6 years. Is this investment feasible?

Enter: [ CLEAR ) CLEAK

o (i) 12500 2861 LoE n

2753 2631 2508 2387 S
2753400 T4

NPV is positive - 6886400 °
2631.00 +

- 4255400 o
Sasios .

- 1747 .00 <

n = 5years 2387400 T+
540,00 °

Yes, by this standard the investment is feasible. «00 +
5.00 +
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GROSS INCOME MULTIPLIER

The Gross Income Multiplier (or Gross Rent Multiplier) is the ratio of

Sales Price to Gross Income. The Gross Income figure used can be either

Potential Gross Income or Effective Gross Income, depending on which

is appropriate or applicable in the particular case.

SP SP
GIM =— or GIM =——

PGI EGI

Example - An apartment property recently sold for $885,700. It contains

63 units, renting for $247.50 per month each. Five units were vacant

at the time of sale, which is a normal vacancy ratio in this market. What

is the indicated Gross Income Multiplier, using both PGI and EGI?

Enter: CLcAR

885700 63 247.50 ki t
%

(x)12 (] hiesise
12.00 x

PGI = $187,110 187110400 ° .

@ 4,73 ¢

SP
GIM = — = 4,73

PGl

CLEAK

63 247.50 12 4750 &
15592450 <

(save?) (save?l) 5 (Save?) e3 (<) 12,00 x
187110.,00 o

 

S10 :*
5400 t

EGI = $172,260 63.00 4

08 o
- X

885700 =) {adseein
Sp iGIM = = 5.14 172260400 0

885700400

172260.00

o4
H

5.14 o
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FINANCIAL COVERAGE (SAFETY)RATIOS

In evaluating investment proposals, the safety or ability of forecast income

to cover required payments (cash outflows) is often as important a consideration

as profitability.

The required payments are Operating Expenses and Debt Service. They

are compared with the Cash Flows available to cover them.

a. Operating Expense Ratio.

This is the ratio of Operating Expenses to Effective Gross Income.

OE
OER =——

EGI

For safety or coverage purposes, the lower the OER, the better.

Example - An apartment property has forecast Effective Gross Income

of $42,866 and annual Operating Expenses of $17,694. What is the

indicated Operating Expense Ratio?

Enter: CLEAR

17694 (SAVE]) 42866 (<) 10t :
«4128 °

OER = 4128

 

b.  Debt Service Coverage Ratio
NOI

This is the ratio of Net Operating Income to Annual Debt Service:  

For safety or coverage purposes, the higher this ratio, the better.

Example - An apartment with Forecast Effective Gross Income of $42,866

and Operating Expenses of $17,694 per year also has a mortgage with level

monthly payments of $1395.75. Whatis the indicated Debt Service Coverage

Ratio?

Enter: CLEAK

s2s66

(sweT)

17604 () (0) o
25172400 ®

NOI = $25,172
1395.175 t

- + 0

1395.75 (SAVE 1) 12 (X] i o
+

ADS = $16,749 1.50 °
15029 o
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) (4) (¢
Debt Service Coverage Ratio = 1.5029

 

c. Breakeven Cash Throw-Off Ratio

This is the ratio of Effective Gross Income to the sum of Operating Expenses

and Annual Debt Service:

EGI

OE + ADS

The ratio measures the extent to which EGI covers required cash outlays.

For safety or coverage purposes, the higher this ratio, the better.

Example - For the apartment property illustrated in the preceding examples

in this section on Financial Coverage Ratios, what is the Breakeven Cash

Throw-Off Ratio?

Enter:

|

CLEAR CLEAR

 

e
395,

sweD) 12 () O E ES @ © ay
16749.,00 ©

EGI .
—_— = 1.2445 34443,00 0

OE + ADS ‘

1.2:4 ° .

1642445 o

FINANCIAL (MORTGAGE) ANALYSIS

Mortgage Financing terms and conditions can influence real estate investment

decisions and profitability. HP-81 procedures and routines are readily

adaptable to the analysisof financing considerations in real estate problems

and decisions.

a. Impact of Financing Alternatives

Terms of mortgage financing can and do vary. The equity investor (borrower)

sometimes has a choice amoung two or more alternative financing packages.

To select the alternative which is best for the borrower, the present worth

of the equity investment under each alternative financing package is calculated.

The alternative which produces the highest PW of the equity investment

is the one the equity investor should select.
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Example - An investoris considering the purchase of an income property

for $200,000. NOI is forecast at $22,000 annually. The investor plans

to hold the property for 10 years, at which time the proceeds of resale

are forecast to be 90% of the purchase price ($180,000). The investor is
seeking a 13% rate of return (y) on the equity investment.

The investor is considering four alternative financing plans which are

available to him:

1. A 75% mortgage at 9.5% interest, with full amortization in level

monthly payments over 20 years

2. A 70% mortgage at 9.25% interest, with full amortization in level

monthly payments over 20 years;

3. A 60% mortgage at 9% interest, with full amortization in level monthly

payments over 20 years, plus a 15% second mortgage at 10.5% interest,

with full amortization in level monthly payments over 10 years.

4. A 75% mortgage at 9.5% interest with full amortization in level
monthly payments over 30 years.

Which is the best financing package for the equity investor?

Enter: CLEAR CLEAK

 

1. 75%, 20 yearloan at 9.5% S

12 (570) (0) 20 (x) (n) o5 ED O (V) i et
9450 N +

200000 (SAVE

1)

75 (%) PY) (PMT) (STO) L
200000400 4

PMT 75400 %
150000600 »P

PMT

1398.20
-7 %

Cotean) (D) () 10

 

5 E) @ CLEAR

(rer) ) (@) (Ret) (PwT) (PMT) Y “losoo W
b = $108,054.34 120,00 o

«79 -

x
—
—
Z

|

1398.,20  «PT
-PT

Py

108054.34
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180000 (3 (0)
NCPR = $71,945.66

22000 [ SAVE (] (RCL ) (PMT]

(=) (0) (PMmT]
CTO = $5221.64

 

:;'E'

(etean) 10 () 13 (1) (Re) (7o)

(o) (m) () (D) (1) (D)
2 )

PW Equity = $49,528.23

150000 (¢0)

PW Property = $199,528.23 (vs. $200,000 cost)

2. 70%, 20-yearloan at 9.25%:

20 (G (n) 9.25

(<) (i) 200000 70
  

203

180000400

108054,34 &

71945,66 o

+1

22000400 t

1398420 «PT

N x

16778436 o

5221.64 o

-~PT

CLEAR

1000 + N

13.00 - 1

5221.64 «P1

-PT
P v

28333.88

-2

CLEAR

10,00 « N

- N

13.00 e ]

»- 1

t

71945,66 -1

- F
P v

21194,.,35

4

28333.88 -2
+

49528,23 Q

1500004C0 +

199528423 ©

CLEAR

20400 N Xx

240400 o

- N

9625 N +

o717 o

- ]

2000006400 +

70400 %

14000020 »P

PMT
1282.21

+ 7%
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Cotean) () (m) 10
(reD) (D) (D) (D) (7 (1) 79
b = $100,147.33

180000 (X2 (3 (8) (1)
NCPR = $79,852.67

 

22000 (save 1) (ReL) (PMT) (D

=) ©
CTO = $6613.44

(ecern) 10 () 13 (3) (RED) (PM)

(o) (meD) () () (e0) () ()
reD) (D 6 @ (reD) @) @ (0)
PW Equity = $59,409.78

140000 (+) (9)

PW Property = $199,409.78

 

CLEAR

24C .00 « N

10600 N X

120.C0 °

- N

077 - 1

- 1

1282421 «PT

-PT
P v

100147.33

18002C.00

100147433 &

79852.67 o

-1
22000400 t

1282.21 «PT

N X

15386456 ¢

6613.44 °

-PT

CLEAR

1000 » N
13.00 - ]

6613.44 «PT

-PT
P v

35886412

»2

CLEAR

10.00 « N

» N

13,00 - 1
- ]

4

79852467 -1

- F
P v

23523.67
4

35886.12 -2
+

59409.78 o

140000,00 +

199409.78
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3. 60%, 20-year loan at 9%, plus 15%, 10-year

second mortgage at 10.5%:

20 [ (n) 9§

(i) 200000 (sAvE?) 60 (%) (PV) (PMT)

(10} (Pm1) (2
ADS on 1st mortgage = $12,956.05

  

 

CLEAR!@m i @@

(Rew) (1) () (ReL] (M) (PMT) (PV)
b = $85,231.07

 

180000 (¥25) (3 (3) (2)
NCPR = $94,768.93

10 (i (n) 105 £

) (7) 200000 15
PMT 3 (x)

ADS on 2nd Mortgage = $4857.66

(¢) Total ADS = $17,813.71

  

  

205

CLEAR

2000 N X

240.00 °

+ N

9.00 N +

715 °

- I

2000C0.00 *

60.00 %

120000,00 +P

PMT

1079.67
+7x

N X

12956405 o

-1

CLEAR

240.00 -

10.00 N X

120,00 °

- N

«75 - 1

- 1

1079.67 «PT

~PT
v

85231.07

180000.00
85231.,07 &

94768493 <

-2

Ci._AR

1000 N X

120.00 o

- N

1050 N +

«88 ©

- 1

200000400 t

1500 %

30000.,00 »P

PMT

404,80
N X

4857 .66 o

4

12956.05 -1

17813.71
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22000 ) ()
CTO = $4186.29

Cecean) 10 () 13 (7) (Re0) (Pwr) (o)

CLEAR»@@@@

(Rew) (2) /) (V) (Ren) (1) () (o)
PW Equity = $50,633.63

150000 (¢)

PW Property = $200,633.63

4. 75%, 30-year loan at 9.5%:

30 (73 (n) 95 €

(i) 200000 75
  

22000400

17813.71

It
n

4186429 o

-PT

CLEAR

1000 - N

13.00 . 1

4186429 «PT

+PT
P Y

22715.81

-1

CLEAR

10,00 +« N

- N

13.00 - 1

- i
¢

94768,93 -2

- F
P v

27917.82

22715.81 +1

50633.63 °

150000.,00 +

200033.63 o

CLEAR

3000 N X

360,00 °

- N

9.50 N +

«79 o

- |
200000,060 ¢+

75400 %

150000420 *P

PMT
1261.28
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(o) (7eD) () (3O() cuenn

 

(Rer) (1) (i) (ReL) (PmT) (PMT) (PV e
b = $135,311.56 e

s
- ]

1261,28 «PT

*PT

P Vv

180000 = () hiiite
135311456 2

NCPR = $44,688.44 ekt

22000 ( SAVE?) (RCL) (PMT] £ 22000400 flf

 

 

1261.28 «PT

@@ 15135.38 :: -

CTO = $6864.62 6864462 °

-PT

(etean) ()1 (1)(ReL) (P cueny
(o) 69 (579) (2) g

6864.62 «PT

-PT
P ¥

37249.12
-2

(ererr] (Ren) (n) (n) (Re] (i) (1) CLEAR
(Rew) (1) /Y (V) (ReL) (2) () (9) e
PW Equity = $50,413.81 e

+
150000 @ 44688.44 :1F

PW Property = $200,413.81 . :3154,59

37249.12 -2

50413.81 °

150000,00 +

200413.81 °
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The alternatives in order of attractiveness are:

1. 60% 20-year loan at 9%, plus 15%, 10-year second mortgage at 10.5%

2. 75%, 30-year loan at 9.5%

3. 75%, 20-year loan at 9.5%

4. 70%, 20-year loan at 9.25%

The following table summarizes the NPV and profitability of each alternative.

Alternative Equity Equity Net Profitability

No. Investment  Present Worth  Present Value Index

1 $50000 49,528.23 -471.76 -.009435

2 $60000 59,409.78 -590.20 -.009837

3 $50000 50,633.63 633.65 +.01267

4 $50000 50,413.81 413.79 +.008276

b. Cash Equivalent Sales Price

When a property is purchased subject to an existing mortgage, or a purchase-

money mortgage is taken back by the seller, and the mortgage interest rate

is below the going marketrate, the cash equivalent sales price is different

from (less than) the nominal sales price. This adjustment processis useful

in adjusting comparable sales data in Direct Sales Comparison Analysis.

The procedure involves calculating the monthly (periodic) payment at the

below-market interest rate, and then capitalizing it at the market rate.

This gives the present worth of the mortgage, which is added to the amount

of equity payment to get the Cash Equivalent Sales Price.

Example 1 - A property was recently purchased for a nominal price of

$60,000. The purchaser assumed the existing mortgage, which had a

balance of $38,744. It had a remaining term of 20 years, with level monthly

payments at 7% interest. The seller took back a $11,256 second purchase-

money mortgage at 8% interest, with a maturity of 20 years (level monthly

payments).

The going market interest rate is 8.75% for properties of this type.

Whatis the cash equivalent price ofthis transaction?

Enter: ClLEAR

60000 38744 (—) 11256 (—) (¢0) GOt

10570050 o
Equity investment is $10,000. -1
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(ctear) 12 (s10) (0) 20 (x] (n) 7

3 (1) (Q) 387[py) (Pw1) (5TO) (2] il

  

. 240,00 o
Payment on 1st mortgage is $300.38. N

7.00 N +
e58 o

- 1
38744000 +P

PMT
300638

+2

Cowenn) (Ret) (m) (®) 8 €23 () ()
11256 24C40C « N256 (PV .

8330 N %
Payment on 2nd mortgage is $94.15. L6 o

- 1
R P 11266.00 P2®E

Total monthly payment is $394.53. o .

300638 «2
+

394453 o

P71

® @ 87 E5 0 0O
(Rer) (pwi) (7r) 79 iy

 

Bel5 N+
Present Worth of mortgage paymentsis o713 o

$44,644.87. - 1
394453 «PT

+PT
P v

44544 ,87

(rel) (1) () (o) '
1000G0ecC «1

Cash equivalent sales price is $54,644.87. *
54644457 o

Example 2 - The trustees of a hospital are trying to negotiate the purchase

of an adjoining property. They recently had it appraised at $385,000.

They have been promised a mortgage by a local bank for $335,000 at 8.5%

interest, fully amortized in level monthly payments over 25 years.

The owner of the property is insisting on a purchase price of $450,000.

However, he is willing to take back a $400,000 purchase-money mortgage

with a 25-year term at 6% interest. The trustees are holding out for $385,000.
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What advice would you give the trustees as to the appropriate course of action?

Enter:

12 (s70) (0] 25 (x) (n) 6 (1] (&)
(1) 400000 () (M) (570) (P}

 

(o) (7D) (@) (1) 85

PW of Mortgage = $320,059.47

50000 (¢)

Cash equivalent Sales Price = $370,059.47

 

CLEAR

12.00 -0
25400 X

300400 o

- N
6600 N +

«50 °

» 1
4000C0.00 »P

PMT

2577.21
> 7%

CLEAR

30000 « N

- N
8.50 N %

«71 ©

+ |1

-P7T

v

320059447
5000C400 -

370059447

Pay the nominal $450,000. The cash equivalent price is less than the

appraised value.

C.

It can be mutually advantageous to both borrower and lender to refinance

Refinancing

an existing mortgage which has an interest rate substantially below the

current market rate, with a loan at a below-market rate. The borrower

has the immediate use of tax-free cash, while the lender has substantially

increased debt service on a relatively small cash outlay.

To find the benefits to both borrower and lender:

1.

. Calculate the monthly payment on the new mortgage;

. Calculate the net monthly payment received by the lender (and

W

Calculate the monthly payment on the existing mortgage;

paid by the borrower) by subtracting the figure found in Step 1 from the

figure found in Stpe 2;

. Calculate the NPV to the lender of the net cash advanced;

. Calculate the effective yield to the lender as an IRR;

. Calculate the NPV to the borrower of the net cash advanced.
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Example - An investment property has an existing mortgage which was

originated 8 years ago with an original term of 25 years, fully amortized

21

in level monthly payments at 6.5% interest. The current balance is $133,190.

Although the going current market interest rate is 10.5%, the lender has

agreed to refinance the property with a $200,000, 17-year, level-monthly-

payment loan at 9% interest.

What are the NPV and effective yield to the lender on the net amount of

cash actually advanced?

What is the NPV to the borrower on this amount if he can earn a 14%

equity yield rate on the net proceeds of the loan?

Enter:

12 (s70) (0) 17 (x) (n) 65

(0 133190
Monthly Payment on existing mortgage is

$1080.33.

) (=)

  

3 (=) (i) 200000

Monthly payment on new mortgage is 1917.61.

(rey) (1) & (&) (PuT)
Net monthly payment is $837.28.

200000 133190 (—) (0) 2)

Net amount of cash advanced is $66,810.

Cowenn) (7eD) () () 105 ) (2
) (Fe0) (7r) (owi) 69
PW of Net Monthly Payment at 10.5% is

$79,507.21.

 

CLEAFR

12000 +0

17.00 X

204,00 <

+» N

650 N 5

«54 o

- |

133190,0¢0 -F

PMT

1060433

»1
9.00 N %

«75 o

- 1

2000CCa050 “r

PMT
1917.61

+

108C433 -1

837428 o

-PT

200000600

133190400

6631000 <

-2

CLEAR

204,00 « N
- N

1050 N +

«88 Q

- 1

837.28 «PT
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(ket) (2) (D) (o) P
NPV to Lender is +$12,697.21.

(o) (7e) () () (RED) (o)
(pur) (D) (2) 9 () €
Effective yield (IRR) to Lender is 13.51%.

 

[CLEAR|@@14

() (Rev) (PmT) (PMT) (PY)
PW of Net Monthly Payment at 14% is

$65,032.31.

 

(Re) (2) (%) (5 (o)
NPV to Borrower is +$1,777.69.

d. Wrap-Around Mortgages

A wrap-around mortgage is essentially the same as a refinancing mortgage,

i 1

v

79507621

t

66810400 «2

12697.21 ©

CLEAR

204400 +« N
- N

837420 «PT

+PT
4

boollUelO «2

-P

1.13

N X

13051 <

CLEAR

204,00 - N

- N

14.00 N +

lel7 o

- 1

B37.28 «PT

P71

v

65032431

t

66810400 -2

65032431 &

1777.69 °

except that the new mortgage is a junior lien mortgage granted by a different

lender, who assumes the payments on the existing mortgage, which remains

in full force. The new (second) mortgage is thus “wrapped around”the

existing mortgage. The “wrap-around” lender advances the net difference

between the new(second) mortgage and the existing mortgage in cash to the

lender, and receives as net cash flow the difference between debt service

on the new (second) mortgage and debt service on the existing mortgage.

The procedures in calculating NPV and IRR to the lender and NPV to the

borrower are exactly the same as those presented in the preceding section

on Refinancing.
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Example - A mortgage loan on an income property has a remaining balance

of $200,000. When the loan was originated 8 years ago, it had a 20-year term

with full amortization in level monthly payments at 6.75% interest.

The current market interest rate is 10.25%.

A lender has agreed to “wrap” a $300,000 second mortgage at 9.5%, with

full amortization in level monthly payments over 12 years.

The equity investor anticipates a rate of return (y) of 13.5% on the reinvested

net cash proceeds on the loan.

Whatis the effective yield (IRR) to the lender on net cash advanced?

What is the NPV to the borrower of net cash received?

Enter: CLEAR

12 (s710) (0] 20 (x] 8] (x) (5 siiue
(n) 675 (58 (%) (i) 200000 e i

9€. 0G0 0

'

   

- N
be75 N 4

Monthly payment on existing mortgage is LbE 5

$2030.21. + 1
200000400 -P

PMT
2030421

e - 1

(=) (i) 300000 9,50 N+
«79 <

Monthly payment on wrap-around mortgage s i
onthly pay P g9 306009Ce0L0 +P

is $3499.12 PMT
3499,.12

(Re) (1) () (o) (PMT) *
2030021 -1

Net monthly payment is $1468.91. 1468491 °

~PT
300000 200000 (—) (0] (2) 300050460 '

202000400 -

Net Cash Advanced is $100,000. IURootaan o

.

(crear] (ReL) (n] (n) (ReL) (PmT) CLEAK
RCL @ @ 2 : 144,00 : :

146,91  «PT
Effective Yield (IRR) to lender is 14.50%. -PT
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10000G600 -2

+P
1IN T

1421
N X

14.50 o

(n) (n) 135) (&) CLEAR

() (Ret) (PmT) (PMT) (PY o
1350 N 1

 

PW of Net Monthly Payment at 13.5% is 1.13 0
- 1

$104,495.74. 1468491  «PT
+PT

Py
104495.74

(Rev) () (x2y) () (0 '100000490 .2

NPV to borroweris -$4495.74. 104495474

~ 4495,.,74 o

Conclusion: While the wrap-around loan is very attractive to the lender,

it is not profitable or feasible for the borrower.

e. Mortgagee Participation Loans (Equity Kickers)

Mortgage lenders, especially life insurance companies, sometimes require

a share of property income as part of the price of granting a mortgage loan,

in addition to contractual debt service. This sharing in property income is

called a mortgagee participation or “equity kicker”. The participation may

be a percentage of Gross Income, of NOI, of CTO, or even forecast NCPR.

The analysis of mortgagee participation loans takes the same general format

used in the preceding sections on Refinancing and Wrap-Around Mortgages.

The NPV and/or effective yield (IRR) to borrower and lender are calculated

and compared to ascertain which alternative is preferable to each participant.

Example - An investor has agreed to purchase an income property for

$270,000. A mortgage loan of $210,000 has been arranged with an institutional

lender, with full amortization over 25 years in level monthly payments at

9% interest.

The property has a lease with 10 years at $50,000 per year. Stabilized

annual operating expenses are forecast at $22,000 per year. The investor

plans to sell the property at the end of the lease term. The forecast proceeds

of resale are $250,000.
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The lender has just offered the investor two alternative financing plans:

1. An 8.6% interest rate, plus a 4% lender participation in gross income

(all other loan terms the same);
2. An 8.35%interest rate, plus a 1/3 lender participation in CTO and

NCPR (all other loan terms the same).

The lender will discount participation payments received at 12%.

Assuming the investor goes through with resale plans, and all income and

resale forecasts are realized, which alternative is preferable to the lender?

Which is preferable to the borrower (investor)?

1. Original loan, no participation

Enter:

12@ 25@ 9 (&

(ctear (ReL] (n)10 ) (x) (5) (n)
(rew) (D) (1) (Rew) (pmT] (PMT) (Y
b = $173,752.38

 

250000 =)

NCPR = $76,247.62

50000 22000 (=) (¥)

NOI = $28,000

CTO = $6852.25

 

) (%) (3 () (Pm1)
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CLEAR

1200 -0

25400 X

300400 o

9400 N $

«/75 o
- 1

2100000y F
PMT

1762431
7%

CLEAR

300400 « N

10400 N X

120600 °

+ N

075 - ]

- 1

1762631 «PT

+PT
Vv

173752438

2500G0e0C

173752.38 2

76247 .62 0

-1
50000400 +

22000400 -
28000400 o

1762431 «PT

N X

21147.75 ©

6352425 o
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(erear)) (ex10)) (2

10 365
60000 &

y = 12.90% as an IRR

 

 

 

NOTE:

NPV to lender = 0 and effective yield to lender = 9.0%.

2. Loan with 4% participation in gross income,

10 years:

25 () (n) 86) (&)

(i) 210000 (PMT)
  

(etenn) (ReD) (m) 10 €2 () B @
ren) (D) (1) (ren) (@) (°W1) P9
510 @
b = $172,131.50

 

250000 O (0
NCPR = $77,868.50

50000 (sAVE?) 4 (%) (¢)

Participation = $2,000

P

CLEAR

AN2

76247462 -1

- F
10.00 +

365400 X

3650.,00 ¢

+4 %

6852425 «PT

~PT
60000.00  +P
YIELD

T0 CALL

12.590

CLEAR

25400 N X

300600 <o

- N

£eb60 N %

72 °

- 1

21000C 400 +P
PMT

1705415

+1

CLEAR

300690 + N
10.00 N x

120640 °

- N

o712 « 1

w 1
4

1705415 «1

-PT
v

172131450

-2

250000400

172131450 ]

77865450 °

-3

5000C.00 t
4,00 X
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(cenr) 10 51 () (n) o3 ()
(D) (re) (1) (pMT) (Y (5T0) (5)

  

Cotenn) (re) (@) ()(ReD) ()(1)
(reD) @) (9 @) (re) (8) () (@
(570 ©
PW Mortgage Receipts @ 9% = $204,826.45

(etean) 10 (@) 12 (7) (ReL) (@)

PW Participation @ 12% = $11,300.45

(ReL) (6) (+) (o)
PW Mortgagee Position = $216,126.90

210000 (—) (0]

NPV to Mortgagee = +$6126.90

(re) (D)) () (feD) @) D) (@
PMT Total Annual Cash Flow to

Mortgagee = $22,461.82

217

CLEAR

10,00 N X

120.00 <

- N

9.00 N +

«75 o

- |
¢+

1705415 -1

~PT
P V¥

134607459

-5

CLEAR

120,00 « N

+ N

e75 - ]

» 1

t

172131.50 -2

- F
P v

70218486

+

134607.59 «5

+

204826,.,45 o

+6

CLEAR

10.00 < N

12,00 - |1

+

2000400 -4

-PT
P v

11300445

t

204826.45 «6
+

216126490 °

210060.00 -

6126430 o
+

1705.15 -1
N Xx

20461.82 o

t

2000600 «4
+

22461482 °

+PT
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(aem) 2 1)
7 10 W) 365 (x) (570) (oY)
(Rex) () (o) 210000 (9) () (1)
Effective Yield (IRR) to Mortgagee = 9.54%

   

 

(=) 2200 (3 (©
NOI = $26,000.00

D) (@) @3 ® O © @0
CTO = $5538.18

 

10 (SAVET) 365

s10) (DAY) (RcL) (PMT) (PMT)

60000 (PV) i

v(IRR) =

 

 

11.01%

3. Loan with 1/3 participation in CTO and

NCPR, 10 years:

25 (i) (n) 8.35

() (i) 210000 (Y
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CLEAR

AN2

172131.50 -2

- F
10,00 t

365,00 x

3650.00 9
+>4%

22461.82 «PT

-PT
210000400 -P

YIELD

T0 CALL

9.54

50000400 *

2000600 «4

22000600

26000600 °

4

1705415 -1
N X

20461.82 o

55384138 o

-PT

CLEAR

77868450 -3

- F
10,00 4

365400 x
3650,00 °

+>4x»

5538.18 *PT

“PT
60000400 »P

YIELD

T0 CALL

11.01

CLEAR

25600 N X

30C.00 °

- N

8435 N +

70 °

- |

210000.00
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1669.80

-1

(o) (o) (M) 103 (1) (O (@)

  

  

(rew) (i) (i) (Re) (1) (PMT) (PY) e
120,00 ° .

+ N

b = $171.092.12 «70 : i

1669,.,80 "1’

-PT
F'

1\7/1092012

250000 (x2Y (=) (0) 250000000
171092412 &

NCPR = $78,907.88 .

-3

50000 SAVE 1) 22000 (—) (¢ 50000.00 '

NOI = $28,000.00 £0@80-98

T (<) O (o) (570) 1669.80  +1
N x

CTO = $7962.37 €9 Atk °
7962437 °

-4

10 (& (n) 9) (2 CLEAR

(i) (Rey) (1) (PmT) (PY) (STO) (5) e
9500 ; :

«75 °

- 1

1669.80 *1’

-PT
P ¥

1312110402
c

- 4
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(o) (re0) (m) (@) (Re) (D)
(Rey) (2) BY) (PY) (Re) (5) (1) 120400

«75

© (&)
PW Mortgage Receipts @ 9% = $201,611.88 171092.12

P v

69794.,86

131817.02

201611.88

4
¢

4
8

-
e

P
D

+6

10@12@3 CLEAR

@ @0 @ Go) @
12.00

7962.37

3.00

2654.12

P v

14996.39

- N
» 1

t

-4
+

o

-7

(o) (7o) (® () (red) () ()
(ReL) (3) 3 (=) FY) PY) (Rey) (7) 10400

(+) (0) 1200

PW Participation @ 12% = $23,465.14 78907.88
3.00

26302.63

P v
8468.74

14986.39

23465.14

(RCL) +
[:] III[:] 201611.88

PW Mortgagee’s Position = $225,077.01
225077.01

210000 @ @ 210000.00

15077.01

NPV to Mortgagee = +$15,077.01

s
%
4

e
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10 (sAvef) 365 (x) (5T0) (pav) (ReL)

T
210000 7 (1)

Effective Yield (IRR) to Mortgagee = 10.44%

  

(o) (7e0) (3) 2 () 3 (2) 69 10
(smvet) 36s (x) (570) (oa7) (=) (@)
2 3 (+) (pmT)60000 (PV)

y(IRR) = 8.00%

 

Summary NPV to
Lender

1. 9% loan 0

2. 8.6% loan with 4% Gross +$6,127

Participation

3. 8.35% loan with 1/3 CTO +$15,077

and NCPR Participation

IRR to
Lender

9.00%

9.54%

10.44%
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CLEAR

26302463 - F

4

171092412 «2
+

- F

10,00 4

365.00 X

3650400 Q

e

2654,12 «PT
’

1669.80 -1
N x

20037.63 ©
+

-P1

210000,00 P

YIELD

T9 CALL

10444

CLEAR

78907.88 «3

2.00 x

157815476 <

3.00 +

52605425 °
; -« F

10.00 1

365400 x
3650400 °

. -4

7962437 -4

2.00 x

15924.7‘ <

3.00 +

5308425 OP
- T

600006.00 -P

YIELD

T0 CALL

8.00

IRR to
Borrower

12.90%

11.01%

8.00%
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Clearly, the mortgagee would prefer the 1/3 participation in CTO and

NCPR, while the mortgagor would prefer the original loan.

f. Maturity Associated with Specific Mortgage Yield

By varying the nominal maturity, usually by extending it, it is possible

to achieve a given effective yield for the lender or maintain a maximum

mortgage constant for the borrower, while keeping the periodic payment

amount constant.

This procedure utilizes the routines for solving for @ illustrated in

Chapters 2, 4 and 5.

Example - An $80,000 mortgage was recently negotiated, with full amortization

over 20 years in level monthly payments at 9% interest. Subsequently,

interest rates have risen, and the lender now wants a 9.25% yield to maturity.

The borrower wants to keep the same monthly payments.

1. What maturity term would give a 9.25% yield to the lender with the

same monthly payments?

2. What maturity term would be required if the borrower insisted on

paying no higher than a 10.5% mortgage constant?

Enter: CLEAR

Solve for monthly payment: 12,00 =0
20400 x

2 (59) @) 5 @) sy
9.00 N %

 

<(1) 80000 () (7iT) (570) (P
8096G0a0C P

+ -
—

Monthly Payment = $719.78 FMT
719.78

- 7 *

1. Solve for term with 9.25% vyield: CLELAR

(orear) 025 (77 (3 (O (Red) (pwiT) -
(pMT) (RCD) @Y B9 (m) 28 (3 sk

  

<PT
253.05 months or 21.09 years (21 years 2 80000400 :‘;

months) A
253405

N +

21.09 0
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2. Solve for term with 9.25% effective yield CLEAR
and 10.5% constant:

80000400 -P

   

S 8400.00 N #
@ W @@ @ 7004060 :;PT

28 v ey
277.16 months or 23.10 years (23 years 2 N iy

months) 277416
N +

23.10 °

NOTE:

In this case, monthly payment can be no higher than $700.

g. Market Value and Discount or Premium on an Existing Mortgage

This procedure is described and illustrated in detail in Chapter 4 and 5,

in the sections titled Present Worth of a Mortgage.

Refinancing Decisions

Selection among alternative financing packages has been covered and

illustrated in three preceding sections of Chapter 13:

Impact of Financing Alternatives

Refinancing

Wrap-Around Mortgages

In the examples provided in those sections, it is demonstrated that the NPV

and IRR to the mortgagee (lender) can be calculated, and then compared

to find the alternative most preferable to the lender.

It is also possible to calculate IRR and /or NPV to the mortgagor (borrower)
on the net amount of cash received on refinancing or wrap-around mortgage

proposals. A comparison of these measures indicates which alternative is

most preferable to the borrower.

One other method of evaluating refinancing or wrap-around mortgage

proposals for the borrower is to calculate the periodic income forecast

to be receivable by the borrower on the net cash proceeds of the loan,

at the rate the borrower expects to earn on the reinvested proceeds.

If this income exceeds the additional debt service required to pay off the

net cash proceeds of refinancing, it is an attractive or “feasible” trans-

action for the borrower.

Example - An existing mortgage has a current balance of $133,190.

It has a remaining term of 17 years, with monthly payments of $1080.33.
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It is proposed to refinance (or “wrap”) with a new mortgage of $180,000

at 9% interest, payable in level monthly payments over 17 years.

The equity investor can reinvest the net proceeds at 13.5% on an annual

basis. Should he accept the refinancing (or wrap-around) proposal?

Enter: CLEAR

12 (s10) (0) 17 () (n) 9 i) (=) (i) 1,08 9

 

204.00 o
180000 (PV) ,N

9.00 N %
Monthly payment on new mortgage = $1725.85 «75 o

- 1
1800CC.CC =P1080.33 (—) (¢0) .

1725485
Net additional monthly payment = $645.52 1080433 -

645452 <

N x

7746,Net additional ADS = $7746.20 = 2
180000400 P

133190@@ 133190490 -
4681C.00 0

 

Cash proceeds of refinancing = $46,810.00 -P

17.00 + N

17 (n) 135 (i) (PMT) 13.50 « 1
PMT

7149,91
Income from $46,810 at 13.5% = $7149.91

7746.20 -1

(rey) (U & ) -
o 596429 0

Coverage of net ADS = -$596.29

No. The income produced from reinvesting the cash proceeds at 13.5%

does not cover the net annual debt service on the refinancing (or wrap-around).

Selection Among Disparate Alternatives: Size and Time Disparity

Not all investments require the same capital outlay, nor do all produce

income streams of the same length. In order to make investment oppor-

tunities requiring different capital outlays comparable for selection of the

best for the investor, it is necessary to identify what can or must be earned

on the portion of available investment funds not committed to the smaller

investment.
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Example - An investor is considering two alternative investments. The

first requires a Capital Outlay of $88,000. It has forecast CTO of $10,000

per year plus forecast NCPR of $100,000 in 10 years. The second requires

an equity investment of $102,500, with forecast CTO of $11,500 per year

and NCPR of $115,000 in 10 years. The minimum acceptable equity yield

rate (y)is 11%.

1. Using NPV, PI and IRR measures, which appears to be the preferable

investment?

2.  How much (what rate) must be earned on the unused investment funds

available to make the smaller investment preferable in all respects?

Enter: CLEAR CLEAR

NPV and PI of $88,000 investment: ;?'gg : ';

10 (n) 11 (i) 10000 (PMT) 10000.06  ~PT

58892.32

©

-1

(em) (m) (@) (D) (D
100000 (o) 19408 =8

i
100000.00 =+ F

PW at11% = $94,110.77 F ¥
35218445

88000 (—) (¢) 58892.32 o1
NPV = +$6110.77 94110477 ° .

88000 @ 88000.,00 ‘2-
6110.77 o

Pl = 1.07 )

94110.71 2
8B000400 +

1.07 o

NPV and Pl of $102,500 investment: CLEAR

(o) (fe) (®) ®) (7D (D) () i0:08 = A
11500 (w1) (V) (570) (1) Ol

11560,00  +PT
F v

67726417
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(eie) (ReD) (1) () (et) () (1
115000 (FV) (PV) (ReL) (1) (+) (¢)

PWat 11% = $108,227.38

102500 @ (o) (2] 102500 (<)

P1=1.06

y(IRR) on $88,000 investment:

(cLear) £(ex1()) (2) 100000

10 365 10000

(PMT) 88000 3 0)

y = 12.14%

 
 

 

 

 

v(IRR) on $102,500 investment:

115000 (FV) 10 365

11500 102500

(i)

y = 11.92%

 

$88,000 $102,500

NPV +$6,110.77 +$5,727.38

PI 1.07 1.06

IRR 12.14% 11.92%

CLEAR

1000 « N

+ N

11400 - 1

» 1
11500C400 - F
v

40501.22
’

67726,17 .1
+

108227,38 o

-2

102500.900 -

572738 <

’

108227.38 -2

102500.,00 +
1.06 ¢

CLEAR

AN2

100000,00 - F

10,00 +

365.00 x
3650400 0

+4»

10090.00 *PT

88000400 -P

YIELD

T0 CALL

12.14

CLEAR

115330400 - F

10.00 +

365,00 X
3650400 o

+ 4%

1156060600 »PT

10250C 410 -P

yictbtl

T0 CALL

11.92

Chapter 13: Real Estate Decision Making: Investment Analysis and

On a direct comparison basis, the $88,000 investmentis clearly preferable:
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However, there remains the question of what rate must be earned on the

unused portion of available investment funds.

Enter: CLEAR

102500 88000 (—) (¢0) 13333528 t
14500400 o

Uninvested available funds = $14,500

11500 10000 (2) (0) 11500.00 O
Required extra payment = $1500 per year 1500:00 o

115000 100000 (—) (¢) 118000400 i
00,00 -

Required extra reversion = $15,000 115000-00 o

- F

 

 

(s10) (DAY (RCL) (PMT) ety 1 ,‘f

(D e
3650400 o

Required y on extra $14,500 = 10.56% Soga0 ::;

14500,00 :;T

-P

YIELD

T0 CALL

1056

If the investor can earn 10.56% on the unused $14,500, the two investments

are exactly equal. If he can earn more than 10.56% on the unused funds, the

$88,000 investment is preferable; if less, the $102,500 investment is preferable.

OTHER REAL ESTATE DECISIONS

There are other types of real estate problems and decisions which do not

fall neatly into the foregoing categories. However the same general process

of comparative analysis applies in these cases as well.

a. Rent or Buy

Frequently a tenant considers real estate purchase as an alternative course

of action. With the HP-81it is possible to compare the financial or investment

implications of purchase vs. rental. While the final decision may rest on

personal or even emotional considerations, these can be weighed against

the financial realities.
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NOTE:

Forillustrative purposes here, only first-year financial requirements

are shown.

Example - A family is renting an apartment at $285 per month. Tired of

paying rent with no financial results, they decide to buy a comparable house.

They have found a house priced at $39,000, on which they can obtain a 90%

mortgage loan at 9% interest with a 30-year maturity (level monthly payments).

Closing costs are estimated at $650.

Property taxes are $1050; utilities charges (sewer and water) are $200 per

year; insurance and maintenance is estimated at $850, and heating expenses

at $1450.

The property is expected to follow the current trend of appreciation of 5%

per year.

The family’s tax bracket is 38%, applicable to tax-deductible interest and

property tax payments. The savings from which the down payment and

closing charges would be taken are earning 7% interest.

From a financial point-of-view (using first year figures),is it preferable

to buy or to continue to rent?

Enter: CLEAR

285 12 (0) did
X

Annual rent = $3420 3420.00 ¢
39000.00 +

«10 X39000 (SAVE 1) .10 (x) 650 (+) (¢) .07 (x) weils
. 650400 +

Interest on down payment and closing costs 48%0.00 o

funds = $318.50
07 x

318450 o

STO -SIOIEDIC) diie
Net First-Year Cost of Renting = $3101.50 .9

CLEAR

saotsd 200
35100400 °

Mortgage Principal = $35,100 -P
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@@WWW o
55§ 9,00

75

Annual Debt Service = $3389.04

 

282.42 |

 

35100400

282.42

282.42

3389.04

229

CLEAR

+3

(ctear]) 1 (s10) (1)12 (sT0] (2] (Ret) CLEAR

() (1) (ret) (PmT) (PMT) (ReL (PY 12100
ii' fi!l 75

282.42

First Year Interest = $3149.28 3510000

Py
34860421

I N Y
3149,.,281050

(3)

(©)
1050400

Tax Deductible Items = $4199.28 4199.28

38 (x) (s10] (2] 1595173
Tax Saving = $1595.73

39000 (SAVE1) .05 (x) (sT0) (5) 39000.00
«05

Appreciation = $1950.00 1950.00

(rey) (8 (Rer) (1) (F (@) (579) (4) 338904
First Year Equity Build-Up = $239.76 3149.28

239.76

1050 200 850 1450 -
«04

) (re) @) (F (Rey) (2) () (Ret) 20010c

-1

-2

- ]

- 1
-PT

<PT

-pP

-P

I+

X
=
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@ @ 850400

1450.,00

First Year Net Cost of Buying = $3153.55 238, 76 i

©) = ()
1595473 -2

Net First Year Cost of Buying = $52.05

1950.00 5

3153455 °

3101450 <9

52405 0

Conclusion: Financially,it is a toss-up between renting and buying in

this case. The procedure is applicable in any such decision.

b. Sell or Lease; Hold or Sell

The decision whether to sell or hold an income property involves the same

general procedure as is applied in the preceding section to solve Rent or

Buy problems. The Present Worth of the income stream

at a specified rate of discount is compared with the net proceeds of sale

to identify which is preferable. IRR required to match the rate of return

on the reinvested proceeds can also be calculated.

Example - A rental property with a 15-year lease is producing CTO of

$12,000 per year. The forecast NCPR in 15 years is $125,000. The owner

has an offer to sell the property today for $130,000.

If the owner can earn a 10.25% equity yield rate (before-tax) on the

reinvested sale proceeds, should he sell the property for $130,000?

1. Calculation of NPV: CLEAR

a. PW of holding (leasing) at 10.25% 13'02 *
1062 -

0004C0 -P(o) 18 () 1025 () 12000 (W0T) ¢ 3
89985.08

79 (570) 1 (cear) 15 (n) 1025 (1) .
125000 (FV) (0) CLEAR

15.00
PW = $118,907.26 10.25

125000400
P v

28922418

$
4

3

N

1
T

M
=

Z
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b. NPV of holding at 10.25% *
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- 11092.74 ©
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PMT]| 130000 (PV)| fisis 5475,00 o®ED O
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YIlelD

T0 .CALL
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c. Leased Fee and Leasehold

Leased Fee (Lessor’s Interest) valuation and analysis uses procedures illustrated

in Chapters 5, 7, 8, 10, as well as preceding sections of Chapter 13. They

involve estimating the Present Worth of the cash flows during the term

of the lease, and adding the Present Worth of the reversion (forecast value

of the property when the lease expires). Effective yield to the lessor is

calculated as an IRR.

However, leasehold valuation and calculation of yield on a leasehold purchase

also require attention, especially since it is usually not possible to obtain

rates of discount readily from the market. The leasehold valuation procedure

is to calculate it as a residual from Market Value minus Leased Fee Value.

The effective yield on a leasehold is calculated as an IRR for a fully amortized

annuity.

Example - A property is leased at $1,000 per month with a remaining

term of 12 years. The property is forecast to be worth $125,000 when the

lease expires. The rate of discount for the leased fee is 10%.

The market rental for this type of property is $1100 per month. The rate

of discount for market value purposes is 10.5%. Whatis the present worth

of the leasehold?
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Enter:

1. Market Value Estimate

12(n) 10.5 (i) 1100 12
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125000 ) @) (ret) (0) (8 (8)G
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APPENDIX

REAL ESTATE SYMBOLS AND TERMINOLOGY USED IN THE
HP-81 REAL ESTATE APPLICATIONS HANDBOOK

1. INCOME SYMBOLS

PGI: Potential Gross Income (Number ofrental units

times rental per unit, at 100% occupancy, annually)

v: Allowance for vacancy and income loss (annual)

EGI: Effective Gross Income: Rent Collections plus

“Other Income” (PGI - v + “Other” = EGI, annual)

OE: Operating Expenses (annual)

NOI: Net Operating Income (annual: EGI - OE = NOI)

Also: NIBR = NOI

ADS: Annual Debt Service (Monthly mortgage payment x 12)

CTO: Cash Throw-Off to Equity (annual: NOI - ADS = CTO);

Gross Spendable Income

ATCF: After-Tax Cash Flow (annual: NOI - Income Tax

Liability = ATCF); Net Spendable Income

. VALUE (Present Worth, Reversion) SYMBOLS

V: Value (Present Worth)

PW: Present Worth (Value, Present Value)

SP: Sales Price

A Value, Principal, Present Worth of Mortgage

V! Value, Present Worth of Equity

P: Principal of Mortgage

CPR: Cash Proceeds of Resale; Reversion (forecast; before

tax) CPR = SP - Selling or Disposition Expenses

b: Balance of Mortgage Outstanding

NCPR: Net Cash Proceeds of Resale (to equity; before tax);

Equity Reversion

NCPR =CPR -b

ATNCPR:  After-Tax Net Cash Proceeds of Resale (to equity);

After-Tax Equity Reversion

FW: Future Worth (Reversion; Resale Proceeds)
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3. COMPOUND INTEREST AND DISCOUNT FACTOR SYMBOLS

FW1:

FW 1/A:

SFF:

l/sn:

PW1:

PW 1/A:

Amort.:

l/an:

R:

IRR:

CRR:

CR:

Future Worth of One; Compound Amount of One

Future Worth of One per Period; Accumulation of

One per Period

Sinking Fund Factor; l/sn

Sinking Fund Factor; SFF

Present Worth of One; Reversion Factor

Present Worth of One per Period; Level Annuity

Factor; Inwood Factor; a,

Present Worth of One per Period; Level Annuity Factor;

Inwood Factor; PW 1/A

Installment to Amortize One; 1/an

Installment to Amortize One

RATE, CAPITALIZATION RATE, RATE OF RETURN SYMBOLS

Overall Rate (on property investment): annual
(NOI — V;NOI = SP)

Discount Rate; Basic Rate; “Interest’ Rate; Rate
of Return on Total Property Investment: annual

Mortgage Constant: annual (ADS = P)

Mortgage Interest Rate (contract): annual

Equity Dividend Rate: annual (CTO < V,)

Equity Yield Rate; Rate of Return on Equity
Investment: annual

Internal Rate of Return: annual

Capital Recovery Rate (on improvements): annual

Capitalization Rate (for investment in improvements):
annual (CR=r+ CRR)

5. MORTGAGE-EQUITY (Ellwood) ANALYSIS SYMBOLS

n:

NOI:

CF:

ADS:

CTO:

Income Projection Period; Investment Holding Period

Net Operating Income (annual)

Cash Flow (annual)

Annual Debt Service

Cash Throw-Off to Equity; Equity Dividend
(CTO =NOI - ADS)



y:

(1-m):

1/s,:

dep.:

app.:

CPR:

NCPR:

CO:

CF,[:

PW:

NPV:

PI:

IRR:
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Mortgage Principal (original)

Mortgage Balance Outstanding at End of Income
Projection Period (n)

Percent (or Amount) of Mortgage Paid Off during
Income Projection Period (n): p=P-b

Mortgage Constant (annual)

Mortgage Interest Rate (contract; annual)

Loan-to-Value Ratio; Mortgage Principal as a Percentage
of Value

Equity Dividend Rate (annual)

Equity Yield Rate (annual)

Equity as a Percentage of Value

Mortgage Coefficient (c=y +p 1/s- f)

Sinking Fund Factor at Equity Yield Rate (y)
over Income Projection Period (n)

Basic Rate; Discount Rate (annual)

Overall Rate (annual)

“Depreciation”; Capital Loss on Resale as a Percentage
of Value

“Appreciation”; Capital Gain on Resale as a Percentage
of Value

Cash Proceeds of Resale; Reversion at End of
Income Projection Period (n)

Net Cash Proceeds of Resale to Equity; Equity
Reversion at End of Income Projection Period (n):
NCPR=CPR-b

. CASH FLOW AND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS SYMBOLS

Capital Outlay; Investment in Time Period 0

Cash Flow (positive or negative) in Time
Period “t”

Present Worth; Prevent Value

Net Present Value (NPV = PW - CO)

Profitability Index (PI = PW = CO)

Internal Rate of Return

7. STATISTICAL SYMBOLS

X: Value of One Observation of a Variable; The Independent
Variable in Linear Regression or Trend Line Analysis
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Y: The Dependent Variable in Linear Regression or
Trend Line Analysis

Y, The Calculated or Estimated Value of the Dependent
Variable in Linear Regression or Trend Line Analysis

2Xor 2Y: The Sum of the Values of Xor Y

>X2 or 2Y?%: The Sum of the Squares of the Values of X or Y

(ZX)%or(ZY)? The Square of the Sum ofthe Values of X or Y

2XY: The Sum of the Products of Paired Values of X and Y

XorY: The Mean of the Values of X or Y

s: Standard Deviation

n: The Number of Observations or Items in a Sample

a: The Value of the Constant or Y-Intercept in Linear
Regression or Trend Line Analysis; The Value of
Y, whenx=0

b: The Regression Coefficient; The Slope of the Regression
Line in Linear Regression or Trend Line Analysis

r2; The Coefficient of Determination; The Percentage
of Total Variance in Y Explained by the Regression
Line (Y, =a+bx)

Syx’ The Standard Error of the Estimate in Linear Regression

or Trend Line Analysis

Sh- The Standard Error of the Regression Coefficient (b)

t: Statistical Significance of the Regression Coefficient
(b) t=b + Sb

STORAGE REGISTERS AND CONSTANTS

The HP-81 has 20 Storage Registers, numbered O through 19.

Register O is always available for operator use. It can be used to store

a constant for multiplication and division. It can also be used to store any

number for future use.

To multiply a series of numbers by a constant (k), the following steps are

followed:

« 519 (©)
First Number
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=
x k

 

Second Number(3

and so on.

To divide a series of numbers by a constant (k), the following steps are

followed:

« 510) ©
First Numberf::

 

Second Number

 

and so on.

To divide a series of numbers into a constant (k), the following steps are

followed:

« (©
(0) First Number (<)

(0) second Number (<)

and so on.

(For details, See HP-81 Operating Guide, pages 13-14.)
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Registers 1 through 9 are normally available for operator use when more

than one numberis to be stored for future use, except when certain routines

are employed, as noted below. Registers 10 through 19 are frequently taken

up in calculating routines. The numbers stored in these registers can be

recalled for future use if the operator knows what value is stored in which

register. These are summarized below. (See also HP-81 Operating Guide,

pages 5-6.)

Register

0

1

O
0
0
0
N
N
b
W

*10

*11

*12

b)

c)
a)

b)

c)

Item Stored

Constant

First time-period date in Length-of-Time

Calculation

Personal or corporate tax rate in

After-Tax Mode: i ([ EXT()

 

Cash Flow 1 in Cash Flow Analysis

Second time-period date in Length-of-Time

Calculations

Capital gains-tax rate in After-Tax

Mode: {5

Cash Flow 2 in Cash Flow Analysis

Cash flow 3 in Cash Flow Analysis

Cash Flow 4 in Cash Flow Analysis

 

Cash Flow 5 in Cash Flow Analysis

Cash Flow 6 in Cash Flow Analysis

Cash Flow 7 in Cash Flow Analysis

Cash Flow 8 in Cash Flow Analysis

Cash flow 9 in Cash Flow Analysis

a)

b)

a)

b)

a)

b)

5 X2 for Summation ;

Mean Calculation

Slope of line (b) in Linear Regression

or Trend Line Analysis

Number of Entries (n) for Summation

Mean Calculation

Linear Regression or Trend Line Analysis

2 X for Summation ;

Mean Calculation @

Linear Regression or Trend Line Analysis



*13

14

15

16

17

18

19
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a)  Constant or Y-Intercept (a) in Linear
Regression or Trend Line Analysis

a)  Number of Entries (n) in Linear
Regression or Trend Line Analysis

DAY

Calculated or entered value of

Calculated or entered value of @

Calculated or entered value of

Calculated or entered value of

Calculated or entered value of @

*NOTE:
Numbers in Storage Registers 10-13 are erased by . All

other Storage Registers are unaffected by .

SHIFT KEY OPERATIONS

The Green Key £is a Shift Key which alters the operation of many
function keys. While details of Shift Key procedures are presented throughout

this volume, the following summary should prove helpful to HP-81 users,

especially in developing variations on the procedures presented here. Further

details are provided in the HP-81 Operating Guide.

 

Keystroke Sequence Calculation and Result

     

Calculates Trend Line Values

CAL

SOD Calculates Sum-of-Digits Values
CAL

Calculates Date and Day of Week
DAT

Calculates Percentage Difference

A% between Two Numbers

: Sets Calculating Mode
M( ) )

(See subsequentsection in this Appendix for details on Modes)
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(i)
YTM

PMT

INT

 

 

Yield to Maturity, Yield to Call

Effective Yield; Total Interest

Accrued Between Two Dates

Price to Maturity; Price to Call

Divide by a Constant (in Storage

Register 0)

Multiply by a Constant (in Storage

Register 0)

Logarithm to Base 10

Calculates Square Root

Prints Running Sum of Values of x: 2+

Deletes Value and Item in 2+

Prints List of Modes Currently Set in

Calculator

Prints List of Data Stored in Storage

Registers 1-19.
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The Shift Key is also used to set the number of decimal places shown in

answers, from O to 6. Just press the Shift Key and the number of decimal

places desired.

 

Example: {&: sets all printed items at 4 decimal places (rounded).

EXTENDED FUNCTIONS

The HP-81 has 10 Extended Functions which are preprogrammed procedures

and printouts based on data inserted in proper sequence. The details of the

use of each are shown in the appropriate section of this Handbook,as well

as in the HP-81 Operating Guide. For user convenience and handy reference,

they are summarized below:

Keystrokes Calculation and Printout

@ Effective Compound Interest Rate per

Period, Given the Annual Nominal Interest

Rate

Internal Rate of Return on an Uneven

Cash Flow or Variable Annuity up to 9

Cash-Flow Time Periods

@ Declining-Balance Depreciation Schedule
(No Salvage Value)

Depreciation Schedule and “Diminishing

Factor” with Salvage Value

EXT() Sum-of-the-Years’ - Digits Depreciation

Schedule

@ Interest Rebate, Total Amount of Interest

Paid, and Total Pay-Off or Balance on a

Prepaid Loan (Uses Rule of 78’)

@ Amortized Loan Schedule: Interest Paid
and Principal Paid During Each Period,

and Balance Remaining at End of Each

Period

Effective Annual Interest Rate on Add-on

Interest Loan, with Odd Number of Days

until First Payment
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Yield of a Discounted Note as if it were
a Bond Selling at Par with Semi-Annual

Coupons

@ Sum of a Series of Numbers up to 19

Entries, and Percent Each is of that Sum

CALCULATING MODES

The HP-81 offers 5 pairs of alternative calculating modes that provide

flexibility in calculating financial yields,rates of return and final values
or prices. The details and assumptions of these calculating modes are

presented on pages 125-127 of the HP-81 Operating Guide.

The calculating modes are numbered O through 9. To set any given mode

in the calculator, press in sequence the Shift (Green) Key, the Extended
Function Key, and the Number Key in the keyboard corresponding to

the number of the desired calculating mode.

When the HP-81 is turned on, and throughout all calculations unless the

operator changes a mode, the following modes are pre-set in the calculator:

 

For example, to set Mode 1 (After-Tax Mode), press:

 

Mode Number Mode

0 Pre-Tax

3 Semiannual Coupon

5 Actual-Day Month

7 365-Day Year (with automatic leap-

year adjustment)

8 Bond (periodic coupon payments)

The operator may set the following changes:

From Mode To Mode

0 1 : After-Tax Calculations

3 2 : Annual Coupon

5 4 : 30-day Month

7 6 : 360-day Year
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9 : Note (No periodic payments; final

payment only)

If Mode 1 (After-Tax Calculations) is used, the applicable Income Tax
rate must be stored in Storage Register 1, and the Capital Gains Tax rate

must be stored in Storage Register 2. Both must be entered as a percent:

e.g., 30% is entered as 30.

To print out a list of which modesare set at any time, press [

 

PRM
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